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Murray Named An All-Kentucky City
The awards are based on communi- Graham also expressed appreciation
Murray was name()an All Kentucky
City by tht- Kentucky Chamber or ty activittes-in narrrbtrruf-categories tv reek yorir who partirtputetr in The
Commerce this afternoon at a lun- such as health care,Industrial and project.
Paul Kiesow, president of the
on at the Bluegrass Convention commercial development, education
and recreation, according to Charles Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Center in Akeuisville.
e
Commerce, said, -- Fin proud of MurMurray was one of 13 communities Deaton of the state chamber.
This was the first time Murray has ray and knew all along the town has
receiving the awards at the banquet
which was addressed by Gov. John Y. participated in the 16-year-old Com- done a great deal to be desei vine, of
Brown Jr. Twenty-three communities munity Development Program spon- this honor. I appreciate the work done
by Graham in collecting information
sored by the state chamber.
participated in the competition.
and putting together the presentaOther communities recieving
David Graham, chairman of the tion.''
awards were Elizabethtown, local project, said that Murray scored
Others attending from Murray arc
Somerset, Russell County, Hodgen- excellent in six of eight categories."It city planner Steve
Zea, city counville, -Columbia, New Hazard, Flempleases me a great deal that the state cilman Steve Sammons, Holmes
Flls.
ingsburg, .Gerogetown, Paris, has recognized that Murray is truly Keith Hays. .Jelf
Green and M
Radcliff, Hazard and Stanford.
an All-Kentucky City," he said. Taylor.

Regents vs. Curris What's
The Score?,Only Time Will Tell
By GENE McCUTCHEON
schciol president Constantine W. Curto oust Curris.
Managing Editor
ris are now asking.
.
.• That _meeting recovened_Feb;
--infEa1ftirn0,...or if fife OW over — 'The-ten nierfibers orth-e board have Followihg
-11Yhour exetiittve -se-That's the question most people who been bgthitramong themselves,
as
which ended
ended. in the early morning v
'THE FOURPOSTER'- Hours of work go into each performance of a Community Theatre production and
have been closely following the con- *01.a/fib the president, since
Feb.
hours of Feb. 22.he board voted 6-4. •
"The Fourposter," being presented again this weekend, is no exception. Those active on crews throughout
troversy between the Murray State 7 when an effort to remove
Curris
to bring 14 charges against Curris and
the run of a show include production chairman Anita Jones, stage manager Dorothy Norris, properties chairUniversity Board of Regents and from office surfaced at
a closed
set a hearing on those charges for
man Patsy Massey, lighting director Brian Doyle, wardrobe supervisors Betty Thompson and Evelyn Hubbell,
meeting.
March 28.
-stage crew Joel Latto, David Fleming and Rusty Wright. Others are Leslie Donaldson, Terri Burke and Becky
Presently, all presidential powers
• At a March 14 meeting,-The board
Wilson who heads a crew of Children's Co.and Young Actors Guild members. Curtain is 8 p.m. this Thursday.
stripped from Curris by the board . dropped eight of theOriginal charges., Friday, and Saturday, and2 p.m. on Sunday. For reservations call 759-1 752.
Feb. 22 have been reinstated. The
and added three. others, making aft
caveat attached to that unanimous actotal of nine to be, presented at the
tion taken Tuesday morning is the
hearing.
rews At Work To Prepare For
• Curris filed suit in Calloway CirPal G. Howard, a Benton attorney, regents' authorization for MSU atcuit Court claiming:five nianthers of
has announced that he will seek the of-- thrneY James Overby to proceed on
the hoard, Bill Morgan,
fice of district judge of the 42nd appealing circuit court action in the
MC-Cuiston, Terry Clark, Stec'e West andJudicial District, which includes matter.
-That appeal could result in starting
Jey Waodall. were preftidiciT
Calloway and Marshall counties. _
-all over on the proceedings with ten
against him and would not be able to members of the board rather than the
Crews were at work again today to que style-ceiling fans and lights. The "The Fourposter," under the direcrender an objective opinion. an
six permitted ta hear charges by ---evidenee•preOntejat the boa r
make ready for another weekend of exterior of the building features a tion of Richard Valentine who has pro.
,Calloway Circuit Court.
the production of "The Fourposter," a lighted wood chip path, an open deck duced more than 40 major producing. Special Judge J. PaulKeith Jr.•
In an effort To -Pre-sent opposing
comedy in three acts, at the old illuminated by replicas of old railroad tions for Community Theatre in_the
ruled that four of the five --- West,
viewpoints in the matter, statements
freight depot in the Murray-Calloway . lights, and a box dffice-ticket yindow last four years. "We invite everyone
Clark, ..McCuiston and Morgan
frem board chairman ,Ron
County Park.
cobtlel not sit at.the hearing. .
that once served the railroad- freight to come out and see, riot just the fine
ChristoPher arid Orris"; attorney Bill
production that we have, but the
- • Attorneys for the boardlifiled
office.
This is the first time the Murray
Logarrare included laterin this artia writ of prohibition with •the KenOne room, 16 feet by 27 feet, serves beautiful theatre that we hope will
Calloway County Community Theatre as Community Theatre's office, dress- serve ii..s for ears to come," Valencle But first, the following events surLucky Court of 11)1,e.zds seeking lc l-alt
has performed an anniversary show ing room, make-up area, classroom, tine said. "All of Calloway County
rounding the controversy should be
the circuit court proceeding. 1
,
inside the structure that was built in puppet theatre, dance studio, and should be proud of,their unique and
noted:
claimed the codrt does not hz,vt!
1906 and moved in recent years to the meeting room. Plans are underway very active theatre program."
• Tile board deadlocked 5-5 at the
SeestIEGENTS
city-county park where it serves as a for construction of public restroom
Feb. 7 meeting in an apparent effort
Tickets are available only at the box
-Page WA.Column
home for the theatre, now in its fourth facilities and general landscaping office: $3 for adults; $2 for students;
year.
$1 50 for senior citizens; and $1.50 for
around the Depot site.
The building now houses a -145-seat
The Theatre is celebrating its fourth children under 12. Call 759-1752 for
theatre with canvas-backed director's anniversary with a production of reservations and program informachairs, a 16-by-40 foot stage, and antition. - •
?al G. Howard

C
Weekend Of'The Fourposter

Howard, a graduate of Eastern
Kentucky University and the University of Louisville Law School, has
been county judge and county attorney of Marshall County and is currently serving as trial commissioner
of the District Court. He served for
five years in the U.S. Air Force and
achieved the rank of captain.
of the presidency following Monday's
A dative of Pineville, Howard has
assassination- attempt;-13ut the White- Argidartrr
on for- the past .30
House made it clear that Reagan is years.
He is married to the former
still in charge. Bush said, "It's Virginia
Smith of Benton and they
business as usual to the best we can do have two
sons — Ben, a Murray State
it."
Unly_ersily_graduate who lives in
-"He is the president of the UtiitecT- Paducah, and John, a freshman at
States and actually signed a bill this Benton Junior High School.
morning," Bush said.

Ambulatory President Reagan
Recuperates In Hospital Suite
WASHINGTON 1AP) — A highspirited-,—ambulatory----President
Reagan is out the intensive care unit
and recuperating in a suite at the
George Washington University
-Hospital, hiS-Personal physician said
today.
'Dr. Daniel Ruge,in a report issued
through the White House press office,
said the president stayed up Tuesday
_night until 11.p_.m. EST to watch the
firsi- hour of the televised Academy
Awards presentation.
"Although he is somewhat uncomfortable, the president slept quite
well," said Ruge. -He has been-out of
bed.andwalked." He said Reagan's
vital sighs remained normal.
The move to the suite was made
Tuesday night.
The physician said there were no
changes overnight in the conditions of
-White House press secretary James S.
Brady and Secret Service agent
Timothy McCarthy, also wounded by
an assailant who struck at Reagan
Monday afternoon' and
both
hospitalized at Geerge Washington.
Even before he Was moved from intensive care, Reagan had turned his
room into a temporary Oval Office.
He was described Tuesday as ready

inside today
today's index
Two Section —26 Pages
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2-B
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2-A
Horoscope
3-B
- Local Scene
2-A,3-A,4-A
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5-A
Sports
10-A, 11-A, 12-A

Howard, Benton
Attorney, To Run
For District Judge

to take charge in any emergency
while he recuvet% from the assassination attempt that sources said may
have been planned togain the attention of a young actress.
—
Various sources said John W. Hin-ride,' Jr., 25, the man accused- of
shooting the president, described his
plans in an unm ailed letter to 18-yearold actress Jodie Foster and said,
"I'm going to do it for you." Miss
Foster starred in a movie about a plot
a political candidate,and cong
-.anal and. Justice-Department
sources said the letter indicated HinA quantity of drugs which had not
ckley was'infatuated" with her.
received approval frOfn the U.S. Food
Reagan, meanwhile; was reported
and Drug Administrationwere seized
recovering "extremely well" from
last week at the Murray Drug Corp. at
the gunshot wound to his chest, and
415 South 4th St.
White Haase counselor Edwin Meese
III said the president would begin
The FDA requested- the US. Atreceiving his daily national security torney's Office in the Department of
briefing today at George Washington Justice to make the complaint, and
University Hospital: He met with his the drugs were seized by the office of
top aides Tuesday
John Sabol, United States marshal for
At the White House,it was business the Western District of Kentucky.
as usual.
According to Carl Draper, in"The government did not skip a.
vestigator in charge for the FDA ofbeat," deputy press secretary Larry
fice in Louisville, the 1,159 bottles conSpeakeS said Tuesday.
taining tablets and 471 tubes of crevrn
Vice President George Bush was seized were new drugs and had no appinch-hitting on the ceremonial duties proved application on file with the
FDA.

Henley Announces Plans
To File For.Re-election

Mayor Melvin B. Henley announced
today that he plans to file for reelection. n
Henley has served since 1978 as
mayor of Murray and was a member
of the Murray City Council for six
years prior to that time.
Henley,a resident of Fox Meadows,
has been an associate professor of
clietniStfy aMtIrray-Stateliniversity----- -for 17 years. He •holds- a B.S in
chemistry, physics and mathematics
from MSU and a Ph.D. in chemistry
friunthe Univers4
Henley stated- there are several
areas in which continued progress
needs to be made and that disruption
of the work accomplished to date
would adversely affect industrial
recruitment necessary to provide new
Mel% in B. Henley
jobs for Murray and Calloway County. He listed-the'-seeking of new _in- facilities, as the key to industrial
Draper said it is the manufacturer's
dustry as the top priority of his ad--Th
--76--.d.1 ftmerit.- -responsibility to file an application
ministration_for the next few years.
Henley also noted the need for conwith the FDA before it markets a new
He stated that the proper administra- tinued upgrading in the effiuiency
drug. The manufacturers named were
tion of utilities, such as the city's pur- with which city'hrews perform Street
Premo Pharmaceutical Laboratories
chase of a natural gas well and the ex- repairs, street cleaning, -and brush
Inc., South Hackensack, N.J., and
pected federal grant to finance con- and leaf pickup, as well as improved
Federal Pharmacal Inc., Kingshill,
structlon of a new sewer plant, along efficiency in the sanitation departSt. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands.
with the continual upgrading of ment.
The investigator stated that in most
cases, the purchaser of the drugs,
C"\‘4A1
4v'
such as the local company, has no
WM
knowledge that the drugs have not
received FDA approval. The purchaser does ,siiffer an economic loss,
he said.
The manufacturers of the unapproved drugs may be liable for prosecution or may be enjoined from further shipments of drugs.

Drugs Without USFDA Okay
Seized At Murray Drug Corp.

clear
Clear and much cooler tonight
with low in the mid 40s. Sunny
and warmer Thursday with high
in the upper 70s to low 80s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Friday through Sunday: A
chance of thunderstorms Friday through Sunday. Highs will
be in the 70s Friday and Saturday and in the 60s on Sunday.
Lows wil be in the 50s Friday
and in the 40s Saturday and Sunday.
Lake UM'
Lake Barkley
356.10
Kentucky Lake
345.20

Stolen Signs Means Expense,
Danger To Calloway Residents
The large number of traffic signs
stolen from Calloway County roads is
not only an expense to'residents but
also a danger to their lives. "Stealing a stop sign from arhintersection Could get someone killed':
Calloway County Judge-Executive,
Robert O. Miller said.
According to Joe Bruce Wilson,
Calloway County road engineer, approximately 45 $ . signs have been
stolen in the last si months. The total
cost for replaci.: a sign, including
materials and la r, is435, Wilson
said.
ft in the category,
This places the
•

of a Class A misdemeanor which, if
convicted, can result in a maxinnun
fine of $500 and 12 months,in jail. The
Calloway County Fiscal Court has
passed a resolution offering a $100
resiard for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of anyone stealing traffic signs.
However, Miller requests that
parents who are aware that their
teenagers are in .possession of these

signs have the signs returned to the
county garage. "Anyone delivering a
sigh.to the county garage vrill not be
asked any questions. We just want the
signs returned,"

NMI
SIM!

•

mo

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS - The Calloway County High
School chapter of the Future Farmers of America honored four persons with honorary degrees at its annual parent and member
banquet Tuesday at the high school cafeteria. Those honored included (from left) Kerry Wyatt, chapter alumni president; Juanita
`Lynn: Harold Arnet, high school industrial arts teacher; and Bobby
Lamb, father of outgoing chapter president Danny Lamb. Guest
speaker for the evening was District Judge Sid Easley, a former
president and secretary of the Sedalia High School FFA. Chapter
awards also were presented at du, banquet.
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HEALTH

Anita Joyce Underhill Is Married
To Mr. Smith At The Club House

Unreliable birth control

kft

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

Miss Anita Joyce Mrs. Jeanette Smith, sisters
.daughter of Mr. of the bride, served as
Underhill,
DEAR DR LAMB - I am
and Mrs. Randall Underhill, bridesmaid and matron of
43 yars old and going
•throu h the change. with hot
and Ricky Thomas Smith, honor respectively. Miss
and irregular periods
fl
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Teresa Tucker was maid of
For a while my periods will
two
for
1973
in
pill
-Smith, all of Murray, were ixmor.
be regular_then I may skip a took the
Each of the attendants
years and my hair grew beaucouple of months or may be
married in a February
tifully I have started taking it
a gown of lilac Om
wore
-- several dayslate
ceremony at 6 p.m. at the
again a year ago and my usuWe don't use anything for
a blouson bodice,
featuring
Club
and
Woman's
thick
Murray
ally thin hair is now
birth control for 10 days after
scoop neckline, with sleeves
House.
my period The next 10 days • luxurious again
DEAR READER - It's
we rely .on protection Then
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,* gathered and tked on the
possible There are many difagain nothing until I -get my
of both the bride and shoulder. The skirt was of
pastor
ferent kinds of birth control
period Lately we have been
the_groorna _officiated at. the sunburst_ _pleats- - compills with different balances
using protection until I get my
is
it
sure
liormonesperiod yet I am pot
-of
double ring ceremony. Mrs. plimented with a narrow-self
- safe for those 10 days before • types If you happen to be on
Terry Downey provided nup- fabric tie belt.
the low side of. estrogen proWhen will I be past the danger
The attendants each cartial music.
duction and took a preparaof getting pregnant"
a colonial shaped bouried
before
read
were
vows
The
DEAR READER --- Well. I
\ hope you haven't already gota large stone fireplace. The quet in shades of lavehdar
ten pregnant if you are trying
mantle featured a large rain- and dusty pink silk roses
' to avoid it The description of
bow fan-shaped floral ar- with the maid of honor havyour method leaves a lot to be
rangement of silk livendar ing a darker shade. Each
desired as an effective means
Hickory gladioli as an outline with was outlined with French
101
McLemore,
of birth control
Adults 133
I'm always surprised how
Drive, Murray; Mrs. Sadie blue; pink and purple daisy silk lace and streamers.
Nursery 3
many people do not fully
The Groom
Nell Jones, 707 Vine Street, silk mums in the center and
understand such a vital basic 3-23----81
Eliza Craig, accented with emerald jade
Mrs.
wore a gray
Murray;
The
groom
ADMISfunction' Regardless of what
NEWBORN
NO
Rt. 2, Hazel.
vou have heard, the most reli- SIONS
and baby's breath. On each ascot tailcoat tuxedo featurable date for ovulation is 14
side of the mantle was a ing a cumberbund and band
DISMISSALS
this s before your next
131
brass bow tie. His boutonniere was
Adults
foot
C-6,
Apt.
three
McNeal,
or
day
.Gregory
a_
with
menstruation._
2
magic
that
two before or after
candelabrum holding a a white silk rosebud surSouthside Manor, S. Fulton, iNursery
date it you are absolutely Tenn.; Mrs. Eva L. Roach 3-25-81
white candle. Flanking each rounded by baby's breath.
F- regular that information is
S side of the fireplace were
David Scott served as best
ADMISSION
NEWBORN
Mur6t,
Rt.
boy,
baby
and
helpful because you can
Angela)
(
Groomsmen and
boy
man.
baby
Foster,
brass
Marshall
ed
two heart-shap
predict when your next period ray; Mrs. Carla A.
- is going to be ,If you are not. and baby girl, Rt. 1, Hardin; 402 North Second Street, candelabra holding 17 white ushers were Mark and Stacy
as in your case you have no
B. Wilson, Hardin; Murray.
candles laced with greenery Smith, brothers of the
real way of knowing when you • Misty
S
DISMISSAL
2,
Rt.
Mabe,
and baby's breath. A five groom. The candles were
Christopher L.
may ovulate
Mrs.-Dimple Lucie' West branch candelabrum holding lighted by Kyle Smith,
And even the 1-4 days before Paknersville, Ten!).
Voin- next period is not an
Joseph A. Guillory, 1536 and baby girl, Rt. 1, Hazel; white candles adorned the brother of the groom. They
absolute certainty all the
wore gray ascot tuxedoes
Bowling Mrs. Mitzi Lewis and baby piano.
time You can Use graphs, Dublin Street,
Mrs. Sue The family pews were with deep purple sweetheart
Benton;.
3,
C.
Rt.
boy,
Kathleen
Mrs.
Green;
other
and
charts
temperature
means to plot your cycle if
Robbins, Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn.; D. Heiss and baby girl, 1502 designated by brass pew silk rose boutonnieres.
you are regular. These, along Mrs. Jeanette L. Smith, Rt. Oak Drive, Murray; Mrs. markers with brass stands
The groom escorted the
with aspects Of fertility, and
Regina S. West, Rt. 7, Mur- holding a fresh arrangement grandmothers and mothers
Roberta'M.
Mrs:
Murray;
3,
ase_discusseil in.
_Lucille__ tliggins, that_coordinated the mantle to their seats.
niith: New - Concord:- Mrs -ray;
The Health Letter number f7-- 'Sr,Female Reproductive Dorothy L. Rogers, 1609 Rt. 2, Cadiz.
piece and a white- Candle - -The- bride's mother chose
7,
Fuottion. which I am sending
Rt.
Wood,
T.
to wear a long navy -qiana
Mark
undernearth a-clear globe.
Wiswell Road, Murray;
- you Others Who .-want this
Gibson,
A.
Teresa
Mayfield;
dress featuring a front vParker
206
Bride
The
Hutson,
R.
Celina
• issue Can send 75 cents with a
Hazel; Brian D. Palmrmo, The bride, escorted by her draped cream colored fitted
long, stamped, self-addressed Street, Mayfield.
envelope for it to me. in care
Mrs. Joyce A. Garrett, Rt. Rt. 1, Gilbertsville; Mrs. An- father and given in marriage bodice with the skirt of sunof this 'newspaper, P0 Box
Murray; Mrs. Geraldine nie E. Chester, Rt. 9, Ben- by her parents, wore a floor burst pleats, complimented
6,
1551, Radio City Station, New
C. Sykes, 1 Hill Crest Circle, ton; Mrs. F. Ann Warren, length gown designed with a with a vy waist length long
York. NY 10019
Paris, Tenn.; Ruby J. Rt. 8, Benton; Mrs. Barbara Queen-Ann neckline of sleeve jacket. Completing
As a general rule, I advise
women not to assume they are
Driver, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. A. Jones,208 Elm,Murray: French chantilly lace fitted the -attire was a narrow
past the possibility of preg-Mrs. Annette H. Haneline, over a .natural bodice, leather cream and gold belt.
Addle L. Hayes, 805 Cedar
nanpy for at least two years
Belmont,Murray; Hugh featuring long fitted tapered
Mrs. Smith, mother of the
1607
-F.,
Noel'
Murray;
Street,
after they have had their last
1716 Keenland, lace sleeves with six covered groom, wore a long navy
Gingles,
Robertson, Rt. 7, Mayfield. ) G.
period and after all signs of
the menopause pre over. Any
Murray; Acie 0. Bailey, Rt. buttons at the wrist. A qiana dress featuring a fitted
shorter period should be4pily 3-;2. 4--781
1, Murray; Mrs. Isabelle C. selestra sheer full length bodice with spaghetti straps
on the advice of their dot., r
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Parham,415 D Acasia Cove, skirt of sunburst pleats and the- skirt of sunburst
familiar with their state ThaiCarr, baby boy (Julia ) Rt. --Mayfield; Albert J. Hary, banded with a border of pleats. Completing her attire
will provide a high,,percenth0
of protection against a midlife 7, Box 186-D, Benton.
Rt. 6, Murray; Walton D. Rt. chantilly race, ended in a was a capelet of nylon chifpregnancy_ I would not want
DISMLSSA IS
1, Hazel.
fon knit with long scalloped
chapel length train.
anyone to think, however, that
Robert F. Harris III, Rt. 3,
I. T. Davis, Rt. 1, Benton; To complete her ensemble edges.
any general rule will apply
The mothers wore cor100 percent in, all cases to Murray; Terry W. -Duncan, Mrs. Daisy M. Tapp: Rt. 5, she wore a chapel-length veil
Rt. 3, Murray; George W. Benton; Mrs. Dollie B. of misty silk illusion which sages of white silk orchids
Laird, Rt. 1, Fulton; Steven Russell, 705 South 16th fell from a custom made lace with cream colored ribbon
Ends Thurs.
T. Lax, New Concord; Street, Murray; Buel E. Juliet cap adorned with tiny and net accented with green7:15,9:10Hubert Latham, Rt. 1, Mur- Stalls, Sr., 407 North Fifth seed pearls. Her jewelry leaves.
f•ort ii,, Drector ot
It,.,(Immo. Moss...
ray.
Street, Murray; Mrs. consisted of a delicate gold
Both the father of the bride
5,orn,hint,
Jason C. McDermott, Rt, Mildred E. Austin, Cottage
of the groom wore gray
and
chain and tiny seed pearl
9, Benton; Louie Wester- Grove,Tenn.
tuxedoes with silk
ascot
earrings.
man, 819 South Fourth
carried a col- boutonnieres to match the
bride
The
Street, Murray; Mrs. Elsie
onial shaped bouquet with mothers'dresses.
J. Thurman, Murray; Mrs. Adults 122
As the bride entered she
of lavendar outlined
shades
Maria A. Smith, Rt. 8, Ben- Nursery 2 •
her mother with a
presented
silk
imported
French
with
:30 Only
ton; James E. Garrison, 303 3-26-81
white rose
stemmed
long
" lace.
NO NEWBORN
Oakdale Street, Murray.
and on leaving the altar
and
Underhill
Paula
Miss
ADMISSIONS
Edward L. Reagor, Rt. 1,
DISMISSALS
Paris, Tenn.; Hope L. Behr!,
Mrs.
Doris I. Tharpe, 516
336 Edgewood Drive, Paris,
Tenn.; Teresa L. ICimbro, White, Paris, Term.; Ed811 Olive Street, Murray; E. ward L. Renfroe, Rt. 1,
The Council -for Exceptional Children will meet
Ends Thurs.
Rt, 6, Paris, Kirksey; Mrs. Valta V. Ross, Thursday, April 2, at 7 p.m. in Room 240, Special EducaBrewer,
Reed
7.15. 9:00.
Term.; Leroy Todd, Rt. 1, 1719 Keenland, Murray;
ix?.7.43141JN
tion Building, Murray State University.
=HARM GRODIN
Almo; Laura Alton, Rt. 5, April D. Kissiar, Rt. 1,
This is.opento all interested persons in the community,
THE
Mayfield; Jason E. Witte,
Murray.
council
a
spokesman said.
INCREDIBLE
Jon E. McDonald, 513 Rt. 2,Murray.
SHRINKING
WOMAN
Whitnell Street, Murray;
•i...11•11,04.
Mrs. aline B. Chrisman,
Mrs. Evelyn D. Berlin, New 814 North 20th Street, Mur_Concord;Palriela.F. Brown, ray;- Mrs. Matte F.., WinRt. 4, Fulton; Randall' W. chester, Rt. 4, Paris, Term.;
7:15,9:20
Lowe, 908 Rogers Street, Mrs. Carol J. Kelly, Rt. 3,
Hamburger
Italian
Paris, Tenn.; Lee B. Bolen, Murtay.; Gary W. -Rowe,
Steak
Chopped
&
Spaghetti
MurDrive,
Kirkwood
1517
Fancy Farm; Carol A.
Special!
Special
ray.
Goodner, Hart Hall, MurOrds
Mrs. Lyda M. Overby,
ray; Mrs. Essie E. Morris,
)nR
Dexter; Mrs. Venice Travis,
Murray.
6,
Rt.
Rt. 3, Murray; Oliver C.
Larry W. Butler, Rt. 6,
vsith garlic bread
Murray; Shannon Jones,
with
Box 7182 Regents, Murray;
salad 40'
PADUCAH PATIENT
Bridgette F. Maness, Rt. 1,
fries
elitra
Dismissed ilecently from Murray; Hugh C. Dowdy,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Rt. 1, Farmingon; Noble
(9' Special For kids
Murinside dining mils
Lawrence, 402 South
inside dining only
ray.
Free Refills on Drinks
urr a-97--.`'
M--7
--Fourth Street,
Free Refills on Drinks
Mrs. Lottie Vasseur, 320
Aspin, Calvert City; Mrs.
WEDNESDAY
Maggie W. Willian_fit?....R(..2,
4-10 P.M.
Hazel; Hattie V ghn, 300
Woodlawrr, Murray; Ralph
You Can't Eat This Good
L. Nei:son, 1200 Doran Road,
At Home for This Price
Murray; Mrs. Lyda M.Overby (expired) Dexter.
everybody.
DEAR DR LAMB - Is
possible that the birth control
pill can cause a woman's hair
to grow limiter and thicker",1

Lion that was high in estrogen.
it could have this effect. If a
woman has a normal amount
of estrogen, it might not help
her. •
- A woman's hair grows And
thickens during pregnancy,
influenced by her super abundant amount of -female hormones throughout the pregnancy
And hair tends to get thin
after the menopause because
the balance of male and
female hormones may change
- gatn, attliotIgh age alene-may
affect how many lair follicles
are producing a good hair
shaft.

OSPITAL NEWS

Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Thom as Smith
Serving at the reception
presented her new mother- satin cloth under white silk
were
Mrs. Barbara Smotherarflower
center
The
long
lace.
stemmed
a
with
in-law
rangement was of silk navy man, aunt of the bride, find
white rose.
Mrs. Lisa Coy ..kept the and light blue dogwood, dus- Mrs. Georgia Bailey. They
a
guest 'register at fhe-Table-tri obe,-levendarand.white._cm!etch presented
_ _ with
overlaid with a white lace rosesm a three branch silver rose corsage.
Rehearsal Dinner
cloth over white satin and candelabrum with white
The groom's parents, Mr.
centered with a bud vase of candles.
white, purple, dusty rose, A three tiered wedding and Mrs. Ronnie Smith,
navy and light blue silk roses cake decorated in white entertained with a rehearsal
accented with baby's breath chantilly laced icing with dinner at the Colonial House
and a blue bow. She was tiny purple violets and white Smorgasboard. The bridal
presented a rose corsale. roses between each layer couple presented gifts to
rted by four white their attendants.
Guests signed with a laven- and su
columns was_ served. The
der plume feathered pen.
Events held in honor of the
Rice bags made of purple cake was topped with wednet and tied with white rib- ding bells trimmed with couple included a shower
bon were distributed by Kyle white pearls and white net given by Mrs. Carolyn
accented by small purple Vaughn, Puryear, Tenn., Smith.
flowers,. Fruit punch and with about 30 guests present;
Reception
Following the ceremony hand decorated mints were and a church wide shower
the reception was held with served from silver appoint- hosted by Young Adult Two
the bride's table being ments flanked by goblets for Sunday School Class of
Grace Baptist Church.
covered with a light blue the bridal couple.

Council Meet-Planned
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GOLD ..
DIAMONDS

WE
BUY

BUY
UY

•

•

ANY GOLD STAMPED
K #0•?,He.
(r
Pro

We'll
Pay You

CASH
NOW!

We ore riot "Fly-By-Nighters"
only in town overnight to tole
your money. We've been trusted
in Paducah for 69 years.

)

DPO•l 'Oil

DIAMONDS
WANTED

IJAZOTAFEENBROIR
00:cNO"
isolc,

Saturday 11-12 Only

Hot Dogs
5/1
Et Free Cokes
All
Day

Fun Et
Treats For
Everyone

Brought To
You By

DEtT
Warehouse
Foods
So.4th Murray
Across From The
Murray Drive-In

--

()10 Ni I All N. 111:110 .1.m 1p 0:00 1).M:

MICHELSON'S'
Oarilde'
cho*

Stol
'
13
‘
1013- 6,3
103•s?

-

Fish-o-gram

Chestnut St., Murrav
739-4415
• • • Special Delivery • • •

G3R-

VO•y• army 15 00 .o $70 00
OW pow for I 5,,
lIWit•amonth
tot I,ara,

•

See Me In
Person This
Sat. At EMT

8

The Honest Way!
(10K-14K-11K-22K
.,i I'MC
r .•11e. MC11
8.•(F,.

7

2 Price

Big Bird Comes
To MT Warehouse Foods

EVERY FRIDAY
NIGHT Alaskan King

tef Sal
St4lt'
Ce/Se %As°
jejet'
>
saves°1.311°

Choose Two With Any Meal:
Rice Pilaf, Fricd Zucchini, Steak Fries., Fried
Cauliflower,Baked,Potato, Tossed Soldd,
Cole Slow

r
ulf Red Snappe
CrabtoTIO
(Fried or Broiled) Scallops
q0"
or Broired
$695 (Fried
$795
1 0
sce06,4.
Breaded Oysters
Flounder Filets Olio

$475

(Broiled or Fried)

$625

•
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S
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‘
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Murray Members

Pi---_-,.-J-Iopkins-111orris Wedding Planned

-Attend Seminar Held At The Kentucky Dam
President Jean Fleming, at Kentucky Dam Village
Vice-President Joyce Haley, and was conducted by Jack
and Diane Johnson, Chair- Yianitsas of Houston, Texas
Paducah-Kentucky
man of the Secretaries Week The
Committee, attended "The Lake Chapter sponsored the
Way to Permanent Motiva- seminar which was host ti
tion" Seminar as represen- approximately 300-350
tatives - of - the Murray -secretaries from throughout
Chapter of Profegsional the Jackson Purchase.
Secretaries International.
Mr. Yianitsas encouraged
The seminar was held in
the new_Cnavention Center- __the .aufliPncP tn. "CnnsiftPr

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L.
Hopkins of Murray announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Jeri Lisa, to Billy
Joe Morris, son of Mr. and
Mrs: Joe P. Maris -Of
_Waynesboro,Tem.- The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Fuqup Hopkins and of
the late Mr.and Mrs. Roy A.
Weatherly,Sr.,_of Murray_
-1978 graduate of Murray
High School,she is currently
employed at Regis Hair
Stylist of Florence, Ala.
Mr. Morris is the grandson
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Herman Morris and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cannon of
Waynesboro, Tenn. He is a
1976 graduate of Wayne
County High School,
Waynesboro, Tenn., and is
employed at Royal Furniture of Florence, Ala.
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, June 7, at
2:30 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House, Murray. A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception. Only
out of town invitations will
be sent.

xliti you reall} are, without
"I was excited about the
saying-your name, or saying spontaneous reception given
what yOu are. We should ex- Mr.- Yianitsas by the
amine our past and our secretaries, and encouraged
failures only to learn from to visualize being my
them. Our failures shoulg no Creator'S fnvestment in this
rr
longer hurt us. They ttw '
commented Mrs.
fact,-onrOft_he best ways
progress. We need no longer
"As Mr. Yianitsas stated,
look for an excuse to fail — we are what we think we are.
rather, look for a reason to We can do what we think we
succeed True motivation," van,.and Qur only, limit is
he cautioned-,......is not en- what we think it is," stated
thusiasm. It is a reason or Joyce Haley.
need. Permanent motivation
"When Mr. Yianitsas
then,comes from an internal. stated at the very beginning
desire to do something, or that you can be in total con'attitude' motivation."
trol of the way you feel
According to Mr. Yianit- forever, he captured my atsas,"We can decide what at- tention and kept it the reMr. and Mrs. Mose Payne, 1713 Farmer Avenue, Mur- titude we will wear for today Mainder of the seminar,"
ray, announce the engagement and approaching mar- just as we decide what said Diane Johnson.
riage of their daughter, Marva Mozette, to Jeffery Lynn clothes we will wear. We can
"This seminar is one of the
act like what we want to be reasons for my
Hollowell,son of Mrs. Rebecca Hollowell of Princeton.
being in ProMiss Payne is a graduate of Murray High School. Mr. whether we feel like it or fessional Secretaries InterHollowell is a student at Murray State University and is not." He also commented, national, and I urge other
"If we treat people as they local secretaries to
an employee of WAAW-FM,Murray.
come
The couple is planning their wedding for Friday, Nov. ought to be, we will help and be a part of our
them to become the person organization," concluded
27.
they should be."
Mrs. Fleming.

Payne and Hollowell
Wedding Is Planned

No Job-Yet

SEATTLE (AP) —
Employment agencies and
want ads didn't get him a
new job. So a young father
who was recently laid off
took to the highways to find
employment.
Motorists driving along
Wash. 520 Thursday toward
Seattle might have spotted
IRA G. CORN, JR.
signs that read:
"Attention"
diamonds. At least he avoid
"Man with"
.--ed the throw-in and there
"Intelligence"
was a chance that West had
"Integrity"
the jack of spades. No luck
"And courage"
for the defense, Simon proNORTH
"Sega— eiiii)IOFeEirifil
4.1-A
•A 3.2
same."
•J 9 7 5
The last sign also bore the
•K Q 10-62
phone number of John Bonn• 4 10
ington, 24, of Kirkland
WEST
EAST
•9854
•KQ106
Wasti.
V10 6 4
•Q 8 3
Bonnington said three
*9 7 5
days after his second
4AK9852 44463
daughter was born he.was
SOUTH
•J 7
told he was among .100
IPA K
workers being laid off by an
•A J 8 4 3
interior-decorating products
4J 7 4
Vulnerable. East-West. company.
Dealer. South. The bidding
Despite the staggered
South West
North East
signs by the highway, Bonn1*
Pass
IV
Pass
ington was yet to get any of25
Pass
55
All
fers.
pass

Miss Jeri Lisa Hopkins
• and Billy Joe Morris
S.

THE ACES'

Mr. and Mrs. Overby
-Are Married 62 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Overby of 308 North Sixth Stivet,
Murray, will observe their 62nd wedding anniversary on
_Thursday:. Apri12, No formal celebration will be helddue
to health reasons.
They are the parents of three daughters — Mrs. N. P.
(Joanne) Cavitt and Mrs. J. T. (Jeanette) Cavitt, both of
Murray, and Mrs. Camilla Tarry of Modesto, Cal.; and
three sons — Horace Overby of Mayfield and Robert and
Curtis Overby of Murray. One son,Francis,is deceased.
Mr. and Mrs. Overby have several grandchildren and
great grandchildren.

to

202 So.4th St.
(Across From Old Post Office)

Murray, Ky.

OPEN APRIL 1ST
10 A.M.-5 P.M.

fool always finds some
greater fool to admire him."
Nicolas Despreaux.
There's no April Fool's
Jae' in the guy -or-wday-§
catchy game. Once West
made the normal opening
lead that he did, declarer
had East in a trap and he
never let him go. The hand
was played in the 1980
Championship
World
between Iceland and Colombia.
Simon Simounarson of
Iceland opened the South
hand one diamond and in
two quick rounds of bidding,
he found himself in an 11
trick game.
West led the club king and
,after a look at dummy, he
shifted to a spade--one trick
too late to beat the game.
Dummy's spade ace won
and a trump was led to
declarer's jack to ruff a club
high in dummy. A low
trump was led to declarer's
eight and declarer's last
club was ruffed high again
in dummy. East's last trump
was drawn and when declarer continued with his last
two trumps. East could find
no safe discards.
If East held on to a high
spade and the guarded heart
queen, declarer would lead
a spade and the forced lead
from the heart queen would
surrender a trick to
dummy's jack.
East took his best shot
and threw both the king and
queen of spades away on
declarer's'" last
two

'

Spr-Mg
Cleaning Sale

dueed the jack of spades for
trick 11 and the "laydown"
game was scored
Bid with Corn
South holds:

Off Storewide
Selected Items Y3To 2 Off
FrL &Sat. Only
April3&4
Excluding Yellow Et Blue Kenrob
And AN Ultra Suedes
No Approvals-No Charges

Mademoiselle
Shop
eg
"
6
° .°Iwsw

North

EteCo.

ANSWER: Two clubs. Not
enough high card points for
a two over one takeout.
However, the good spade
support, diamond void and
excellent club suit make
this hand a potentially super
dummy and aggressive
action is justified.
•- •
Send bridge questions to The Aces
P
Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.

For lehroetion
RMordati

(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8356
4.

rev

A

Walnut Ploza-Suite 203
5th & Walnut'

South

Electrolysis

k

'NY 4—J ONd thinke.i.:Ntrune:

98 5 4
1/ 1064
•- •A K 985 2

-

Court Square

"Thanks to Diet Center

P.N. Hirsch

1-1-B

Judy Jones opened her
home for the March meeting
the Baptist Women of the
Northside Baptist Church
with Ann Salmon, president,
presiding.
"Go Forward" was the title of the program presented
by Cillia Shelton. Mary Ann
McCuiston presented the
prayer calendar.
The group discussed plans
to put a sketch of the church
on the church bulletin. It was
reported that the sketches
had been made.
A suggestion was made
that cassettes be purchased
for the tape recorder used in(
recording sermons for the
shut-ins. Mrs. Salmon
reported that the missionary
couple, Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey Henderson, were home
for a furlough. The Baptist
Women help to support this
couple in their misson field
in South America.
The April meeting will be
held at the home of Ann
Salmon.

01
/0

Diet Center she found that she. could
17.25 pounds in so weeks while eatir-.:
food and never feeling hungry Load
learned how to stay a we 8 and found a
friend who really cared In the Diet Ce,,s-r
Counselor she vrsited each day

Opening lead: Club king

-Baptist Women Of
Northside Meets
jongs440in

6)
°-"%ii."4tP:-4
4
46° '
10
1f

"1 went to
Diet Center
and my husband
watched me gofrom
a tight size 16
•
to a size 8." ,
lit
This is Lynda Huebel At

r.2Selected

2

Price

'TRASH
•i•?..„4-1

VISA'
Men's Uniform Work

PANTS $8"
3AGS
RT *699
pgumpERs SHI
Long Sleeve
OVERNIGHT
SHIRT $799
26 Gel. Size
Reg.964

79
c

1°9

Reg.
81.99

Panasonic Portable

TV
5"(diagonal)AM/FM Radio
Ac-DC — Reg.$179.05
While 2 Last

Short Sleeve

50 Ply 50 Cotton

Olive Green Color

WIN
D BREAKE
R
Ladies
Girls
*749

$599

Reg.$9.88

Reg.$7.88

Rannel Lined Assorted Styles and Colors

P. N.HIRSCH a CO;

r•••••••••••••••••••010 •4111.1,
.. • ••

_;..,..

•'

3articipants in
bon, sponsored
lway County
of Retarded
be held at 8
Lynn Grove

Friday, April 3
Eighth annual Jazz
Festival with approximately
10 bands from high schools
and colleges participating is
scheduled at 7 p.m. at Murray State University.

ling of Church
ed will be held
the community
ral Savings and
ith and Main Only one oyster egg in four
million will reach maturity.

kate-A-Thon
I be awarded to all qualified participants of
-Thon sponsored by the Calloway County
for Retarded Citizens. The awards will be
iday, April 3, at 8 p.m. at the Lynn Grove
c.
-A-Thon was held in February with the proto the association. All participants are urged
t on Friday evening.

ccitement!

.
,
' W. A- 0-4.111•••••ain.11-.1....••••) •
•,

IiITORIAL

Sacred Cow Herd
Lurks In Capitol

Shopping for Senior
Citizens will be held and for
transportation call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m.
for afternoon shopping.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
Theatre will p.m. for activities by the
Fourposter" at Senior Citizens with lunch at
e Old Freight Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
ounty Park.

VIP

inion PageIV!

f,stedadommisammemilkai.
Aril 3
Auxiliary will
am on "Train:" by Dick Farm. at the Ellis
Center. The
ed.

•
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Agreement by Democrats
and Republicans to complete
action on President Reagan's
package of spending cuts by
August shows Congress
recognizes that a majority of
Americans favor wholesale
reductions.
And the proposed timetable
for shaping the Reagan tax cut
recommendations will allow
backtracking on the tax bills
should the budget austerity
fail to materialize. As scheduled, tax and spending cuts will
move through the congressional
machinery
simultaneously, but action on
the spending.cuts will be final
before the tax issue is taken
up.

'Any tax reductions must be
tailored to trims in spending If
the budget is to be balanced,
as envisioned by the presi-

Was

dent,by 1984.
Depsite the heavy ax wielded by White House Budget
Director David Stockman,
spending for fiscal 1982 would
be about $40 million higher
than that projected for this
year. That should be warning
to coax a responsible revenuespending match.
While Congress — and the
public — may agree with the
president's budget trimming
in general, many of the
specific cuts will be hard to
make.
In noting that the Reagan
program cuts spending in 300
areas, Stockman said, "The
thundering herd of sacred
cows has not been reduced to a
handful." But even now the
sound of soft "moos" may be
heard on Capitol Hill.

Today
--

Political Thiller

n Blazers *37

st Linen Blazers'Superb Collection!
lyester/Rayon Linen
?ed. Green. Sizes 5-13

tirAt w.•i4,,

Size Sportswear I

Apron-Wrap
Skirt
Colors: White, Green,
Navy, Iris
Machine washobte

Top
Colors: White with
Iris 8, Green
Trim

vnn
OF PARIS

Paris, Tenn.

An AP Ne_ws Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — It was like
a scene from a political thriller: a
fallen president, the vice president
absent, the strong-willed leader of the
Cabinet assuming control at the White
House.
But this was not fiction. At 4:15 on
the afternoon of a rainy Washington
Monday, as President Reagan was
ste
tale
tre
r i o surgery, a bullet in his lung,
ry of State Alexander M. Haig
Jr. declared: "As of now, I am in con- trol here in the White House."
It was an unfortunate choice of
words.
White House chief of staff James A.
Baker III said he and Haig agreed —
at Haig's suggestion — that the
secretary should be the "chief contact" at the White House.
Reagan aides said there was no
quarrel with Haig's role, and they
praised the teamwork of the administration high command in a
troubled hour.
Haig took command of the situation
room as the ranking member of the
Cabinet. As he reported on the situation after a gunman wounded the
president, his voice shook with emotion. His message clearly was intended to be one of reassurance and continuity:
Haig said he was in close touch with
the airborne Vice President George
Bush, that....key.. members of the
Cabinet were at the White House, that
U.S. allies had been told of the
assassination attempt and the stable
condition of the wounded president,
that there was no military alert and
no need for one.
"We wanted to let the world know
that a government was in place and
functioning," Haig's spokesman,
William Dyess,said afterward.
Bush couldn't do it. He was flying
from Austin, Texas,to Washington.
So Haig, the take-charge general,
took charge.
"Who is making the decisions for
the
right now?" he was
asked.
"Constitutionally, gentlemen, you
have the president, the vice president
and the secretary of state in that
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose o
providing a forum for the free
exchange offering opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer- it
column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
;111111bkhditor. • By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that,
topic might be.

IrlEA1

Heartline is a service
citizens. Its purpose is to an
lions and solve problems.!
a question or a problem not
In these columns, write to
114 East Dayton St., West A
Ohio 45381. Yot-Wilireceivi
reply, but you---intst Inch
addressed, stamped enve
most useful replies will be
this column.
.
HEARTLJNE: I am pl
retire in two years, and am t
.to establish what my expen:
after retirement, so that I c
budget. Can you give me an :
expenses that I now have
decrease, and any expenses
increase after retirement? C
ANSWER: Those expel
may increase are:
The loss of your emplol
tribution to your health an
surance will increase their
you.
*Medical expenses tend tc

order,and should the president decide
he wants to transfer the helm to the
vice president, he will do so," Haig
said."He has not done that."
Actually, Nouse Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr. and Sen.Strom Thurmond,
president pro tern of the Senate, are
ahead of the secretary of.state in the
line of succession.
"As of now, I am in control here in
the White House, pending the return
of the vice president, and in close
touch with him," Haig said. "If
something came up, I would check
with him,of course."
That hardly could be considered a
message of reassurance, of a government functioning as usual. When it is
functioning that way,the secretary of
state runs foreign policy, not the
White House.
When he got back, Bush said he had
been in full and complete communication with Washington throughout the
day."I can reassure this nation and a
watching world that the American •
government is functioning fully and
effectively," he said.
Then he set about his job, in effect,
running the administration for the
hospitalized president. Btit he claimed no powers and did no advertising.

Low Down

FROM THE

By Joe Crump

R A1F1FII1
19NI

Congressional
Record

r`• ugh.'

r
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Oil Deco.'Tirol,
ed Opinions
Senator Howard M. Metsenbaum
(Ohio) "...I think that we have turned
back the clock. We have set the Nation
on its heels, and this decision is truly
not in the Nation's best interest..."
Senator Edward M. Kennedy
(Mass.) "...Oil decontrol will put
750,000 wOrkers out of work. Today's
decision alone will put 40,000 auto
workers out of work..."
Senator Russell B. Lomg (La.)
"...There is no doubt in my
mind...that this Nation in its policy of
bureauracy and Federal control, redtape, hai impeded enormously this
Nation's hopes for energy independence. The President's nSove
for decontrol is moving this Nation in
the direction of a capability to control
its own destiny..."
Representative William E. Dannemeyer (Calif.) "...I ask permission
to insert in the Record an editorial
from the Washington Post. (An excerpt)
Decontrol At Last
President Reagon was absolutely
right to decontrol oil and gasoline
prices quickly and without qualification...More than five-sixths of the
country's -oil supply is (already)
decontroled. Home heating oil was
decontroled five years ago...For the
country as a whole, these controls
have brought nothing but harm, and
the end of them will bring nothing but
benefit.
Representative Robert H. Michel
(III.) "...I ask unanimous consent to
insert in the Record the (editorial by
the New York Times.(An excerpt)
Yes, Decontrol Oil,
But Now What?
President Reagon is right to end the
price controls on 011 immediately,

eight months aheatl of schec
price increases are a nece
unpleasant, part of the proci
justing to energy scarcity.
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
•
MYTH: Oil decontrol was I
Reagon's decision.
FACT: President Carter, r
dent Reagon, made the de
decontrol oil, effective Oc
1981. President moved up the
date.
Moving up the effective cf.;
decontrol worked to the oil cc
disadvantage. The last OM
increases moved through to
sumers at the same time as(
was put in effect. Oil compa
OPEC gets the blame.
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10 Years Ago
A team of ex-drug addicts will present a panel discussion at Calloway
County High School and Murray High
School on April 5,according to Willard
Ails, chairman of the Calloway County Council on Drug Education, sponsor of the team's appearance here.
Deaths reported include Percy Yarbrough,54.
The Murray-Calloway County Dry
League will hold a "Worker
Workshop" on April 6 at the First
Baptist Church, according to Wayne
Williams, chairman of the Dry
League Steering Committee.
Murray Livestock Company, Inc.,
has gained recognition as a certified
livestock market, according to an announcement by the trade association
offices in Kansas City.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Erwin Washer on March 29.
Donald Maley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. R. Maley of Kirksey, is a member
of the Murray State University Brass
Choir which has been selected as one
of 14 musical groups to perform at the
Southern Music Educators' national
' convention, April 26 to May I at
Daytona Breach,Fla.

Cooley News

20 Years Ago

11,

ARTIIN
e is a service for senior
ts purpose is to answer quessolve problems. II you lklye
or a problem not answered
olumns, write to Heartline,
yton St., West Alexandria,
arprompt
you laid include a self.'
stamped envelope. The
replies will be printed in
E: I am planning to
o years,and am trying now
what my expenses will be
ment, so that I can plan a
you give me an idea of the
that I now have that will
and any expenses that may
.
ter retirement? G.B.
: Those expenses that
se are:
of your employer's con'your health and life in1 increase their costs to
expenses tend to increase

AFIFITI
1161 . eNanght Synd

i;

with age.
'More time on your hands may increase your desire to travel and spend
more money on recreation and hobbies, or you may find those walls closing in more and more and choose to
9t_oiit_niore_f_requently. •
'You must also keep in mind that inflation is running amuck and hospital
and medical costs are rising faster
than .the fellow who sat on the porcupine! Medicare has proven that it is
insufficient time and time again, and
more people find it necessary to spend
hundreds of dollars each year to purchase insurance to supplement
Medicare. For this'reason, you must
carefully estimate your living expenses and begin budgeting.
Those expenses that will decrease
are:
'Items that you needed in relation
to your job, such as clothing, gas, oil
and transportation costs, payments
into retirement accounts and Social
Security, lunches during the week,
etc.
'Not a direct result of retirement,
but commonly occuring at about the
same time, is the paying off of your
home mortgage.
'Income taxes will be much less
because of special exemptions after
age 65 and because your income will
be much less.
HEARTLINE: I will be retiring
soon, and need to learn more about

Henry Ward, Kentucky Commissioner of Highways, told .a group at
Mayfield on March 31 that the original
1-24 route was abandoned two years
ago because the state of Tennessee
had changed its mind over where the
Medicare supplement insurance. My highway should go in that state.
understanding of health insurance
The Rev. Ira G. Waters of Fort Worpolicies is, at best, very little. I could th, Texas, native of Murray, will be
use some educational material on the evangelist and Rudolph Howard,
that, as well. Someone told me that minister of music at First Baptist
you have a booklet that explains_ Church, Murray, will direct the music
health insurance and Medicare sup- at the revival services to be held at
plements both. How much is it and the Memorial Baptist Church, April 2
where can I purchase it?
to 9, according to the church pastor,
ANSWER: Headline's Guide to the Rev. T. A.Thacker.
Health Insurance and Medicare SupA Calloway County Band Boosters
plements is available by sending $1.75 Club was organized March 30 in the
to Headline, Dept. HI, 114 East lunchroom of the high school. Officers
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohili* elected were Lowell Key, Charles
45381.
Smotherman, Mrs. Howard Bazzell,
Mrs.Tom Walston, and Bill Miller.
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp and Prof.
George H. Ligon of Murray State Col.
They worshipped and served thill,jege attended a Graduate Study Concreature more than the Crater.— ference at Indiana University, March
.24 and 24.
Romans 1:25,
How many people tociay wore* Mr. and Mrs. Allen McAlister and
the things God has created, rather daughters, Meredith and Ginny, of
Cincinnati, Ohio,are the guests of her
than worship God Himself!
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Crawford.
Showing at.the Varsity Theatre is
Brigitte Bard* in "The Naughty
Girl" -- arid-r‘ Boris KarlCiff in
You know that Bureau of Manage•
Frankenstein 1970."
ment and Budget is called "OMB"
because the bureau folk didn't want to
use the full acronym "BOMB". But The body of PFC Billy R. Buriceen,
were you aware that they refer to the 20, will arrive here on April 3. He was
Department of Housing and Urban killed in action in Korea on Aug. 23,
Development as "HUD",becatise they 1950, and was the son of Mr. and Mrs.
didn't want to use the full acronym Earl Burkeen of'',Dearborn, Mich.,
"DHUD" pronounced "DUD."
formerly of Calloway County.
Deaths reported include Ben Dixon,

Bible Thought-

Funny World

30 Years Ago

as.

'Letters To The Editor

Expressing Thanks

aheall of schedule,..But
ses are a necessary, if
part of the process of adergy scarcity.
+++
RASS
ENT
1 decontrol was President
ision.
esident Carter, not Presi, made the decision to
il, effective October 1,
nt moved up the effective
the effective date of oil
rked to the oil companies
The last OPEC price
ved through to the cone same time as decontrol
ect. Oil companies, not
blame.
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per month, payable tn advance
y County and to Benton, Barna and Farmington,Ky., and
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by The Green Door and Watkins. MerDear Sir:
who had fashions modelled
chants
On the third Tuesday of March, the
prizes as did Donna's
door
gave
Music Department of the Murray
Tucker TV provided
Needlepoint.
Woman's Club held its twenty-seventh
consecutive style show to be held on sound equipment.
Individuals who contributed were
this date.
B. Boone, Jr., Col. John Thompson,
0.
St.
on
fell
The event, which
McIntosh and Hugh
Margo
Patrick's Day, the 17th, this year, is
McIntosh drew designs for
Barksdale.
the primary fund raising project of
the
the Vepartment. Proceeds are used the program and Barksdale did
lettering.
primarily to support programs sponIn conclusion, we especially thank
sored by the Department designed to
and the Ledger &
create and maintain interest of our you, Mr. Editor,
to publicize this
helping
for
Times
local young people in music. In addiessential to
course,
of
is,
which
event,
tion, the Music Department gives
its
success.
financial support to all the civic and
Sincerely,
cultural programs sponsored by the
Karen Bolls
General Club.
Louise Weatherly
Included in the annual musical proChairmen
General
grams are: Children's concerts, cosponsored by the Department and the
Music Department of Murray State
University (1171SU); contests among
high school students with monetary
prizes for winners; scholarships for Dear Editor:
The drive to raise funds to finance a
MSU music students which are earntraining trip to Florida for the
spring
ed by competition; contribution to
High School Baseball Team
Murray
Murray Civic Music Association
(MCMA) and also the purchase of has been very successful.
The help you gave us in publicity,
four student memberships at large in
stories and pictures has helped
news
to
available
MCMA which are made
Murray High and calloway County make this trip a reality for the boys.
On behalf of the players, their
High School students. We of the
Department feel this enriches the parents, and the Athletic Staff at Murlives of our youth and in turn benefits ray High, I want to express our
the quality of life for our total com- sincere thanks.
_Sincerely
munity.
Cary Miller, Coach
We are extremely grateful to the
fine people of Murray who assist in so
many ways to make our efforts a
WRITE A LETTER
financial Success. Clothing merchants
Letters to the editor are welcomed
who had fashIons modeled this year and encouraged. All letters must be
are: Blackford House, Bright's, signed by the writer and the writer's
Buckingham-Ray, Lad & Lassie, Lit- • address and phone number must be
Ueton's, Mademoiselle, Shoe Tree, included for verification. The phone
Showcase, Specialty Shop, The Place, number will not be published.
Tax Shop (Mr. Tuxedo of Murray)
Letters should be typewritten and
and
Watkins. Commercial double-spaced whenever possible
establishments contributing food are: " and should be on topics of general
1890's Ice Cream Parlor, Jones Pro- interest.
duce, Owen's Food Market and Ryan
Editors reserve the right to
Milk. Decorations were by: J. H. condense or reject any letter and
Churchill Funeral Home, J. P. limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Nesbitt, Murray Home and Auto, Pier
I and Scott Drugs. Flowers were pro-. Editor, The Murray Ledger &
vided by Juanita's Flowers and the Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
Poppy Shoppe. Favors were donated

Successful Drive

Robert Moser, son of-Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Moser, left today for Frankfort
where he will take training for work
with the Kentucky State Police.
Dr. A. D. Wallace, Dr. A. H. Kopperud, Dr. A. H. Titsworth, and Dr. H.
M. McElrath will attend the Kentucky
Dental convention being held in
Louisville.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack 13elote on March 27 and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kletica
on March 25.
Lee Luvisi, brilliant young pianist
of Louisville, delighted an audience of
more than 700 on March '30 with his
piano concert at Murray State College.

History
Today-In
. •
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 1, the
91st day of 1981. There are 274 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 1, 1939, the United States
recognized the Franco government in
Spain after the end of the Spanish
Civil War.
On this date:
In 1789, the House of Rgpresentatives held its first full meetiifs'when_
it convened in New York City.
In 1918, Brtn's Royal Air Force
was founded.
In 1933, the persecution_ of Jews
began in Germany.
In 1945, American forces launched
the invasion of Okinawa during World
War II.
In 1964, Francois Duvalier had
himself installed as President of Haiti
for life.
Ten years ago: President Richard
Nixon ordered Lt. William Calley
released from the stockade pending
the appeal of Calley's conviction in
the My Lai massacre.
Five years ago: Surrealist painter
Max Ernst died in Paris on the eve of
his 85th birthday.
One year ago: Iran's President
Baru-Sadr offered to put the American
hostages into government control if
Washington held off any retailiatory
action until Iran's new parliament
could decide the captives'fate.
Today's birthdays: Actress Debbie
Reynolds is 49 years old. Baseball
player Rusty Staub is 37.
Thought for today: For every
minute you are angry, you lose 60
seconds of happiness — Ralph Waldo
Emerson (1803-1882),

•

•
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'Ordinary People'Biggest Winner At Oscars
. I •
screenplay adaptation.
Daughler."
By PETER J. HOVER
was postponed from Monday Driver,!' prompted the at- nominated in only three
-Only one ether ramie, after- tht--MilaSithlatfini at- tempt on Reagnntwtite—categurter bat
Associated Press Writer
Ma/or awards also -*ent te
won two
Ap)
two novices in "Ordinary. "Tess," took more than two tempt, and it opened wittri • Ms. Spacek was _ named flo Goldman took the pcize,
HOLLYWOOD
Oscar, a bit subdued this People": director Robert awards. It won in three of the straight-faced '3ohnny Car- best actress for her por- for original screenplay. craft son introducing a 2-week-old trayal of down-home country
year, packed taw surprises Rydfonj, a film star hiniself. lesser-known
and spread his favor around and supporting actof catego s ries: videotaped message from girl Loretta Lynn in "Coal
Here is a list of winners in the 53rd
cinematography, art direc- the president.
Timothy Hutton.
Miner's Daughter." Miss Academy Award presentation
a bit. The biggest winner
Tuestion
costumes:
and
The Reagan assassination Lynn smiled in the audience. day night:
"Ordinary People," which- "I will never act again,"
BEST
PICTURE
"Ordinary
Peo—
In years_ past, some films attempt came up again after
was named best picture - Redford joked backstage.
The. other major acting ple," Ronald L.Salary,poodle's.
have
gamed
fistful
a
-of
the ceremony. De Niro, who award of the Oscar
Hatton, who strongly
took just four of Hollywood'sBEST ACTOR I.- -Robert Deftro,
resembles hi.' father, the awards. "Ben Blur" took 11 won the best-actor award for ceremony, best supporting
Academy Awards.BEST ACTRESS — Sissy Spacek,
his portrayal of boxer Jake actress, went to Mary Steen- "Cool Minor's Daughter."
Robert De Niro and Sissy iateactor Jim "Hutton, sail Oscars in 1951. ,
The
Academy
53rd
Awards
of
BEST
SUPPORTING ACTOR —
rds dad, "I wish he was
LaMotta, walked out of the burgen for her part in
Spacek were named bestacTimothy Hutton,"Ordinary People."
'presentation was not as elec- interview room after "Melvin and noward.". .
•
tor and actress,for their per- here.
-BEST KUPPORITNG -ACTRESS
ornumees fn Raging Bur - TheirroVtet--frarttrawardaa-sonlePastallowX-Pm -rePiatedly—Rink asked
"Melvin and Howard" Mary Steenburgen, "Melvin and
and
Coal"
Miner's went to Alvin Sargent, for bably.due to the attack on about the possibility that a could be considered the sur- Howard."
BEST DIRECTOR — Robert Red- President-Reagan. The show movie he starred in, "Taxi prise of the Oscars. It was
ford,"Ordinary People."

Awards Of Annual FFA
Purchase Federation
Day Announced

Although the _Loves
Farmington-Jada B.
chapter took -the most Mason,:advisor: Don Brit-coveted award of the day for Win in- swine and livestock
the second year in a row-that production.. Lou Brittain,
of conducting a chapter creed speaking and Teddy
meeting-the ,Reidland- Newsome in impromptu
chapter went home with the speaking on beef. The Farmlion's share of the awards ington chapter also won the
Tuesday at the annual best secretary's book con- '
Future Farmers of America test.
Purchase Federation Day at
Calloway County-Eugene
Murray State University.
Chaney, James L. Gilbert
The Reidland chapter of and Jamie Potts, advisors:
which Wayne Ezell is-the ad- Julie Gargus, impromptu
visor, received--29 superior speaking on horticulture;
and five excellent ratings, Scott Wyatt, burley tobacco;
including 10 first-place and Tripp Furchess, soyawards.
beans.
The Symsonia chapter, of • Ballard Memorial - Joe
which Gary Shaffer and Roberts and Mark Williams
- -Terry-McKinney are the-ad- adVisols7
.-SiiiiiiPaCi:.-iMvisors, was second with 23 prompttispeaking on swine.
superior and six excellent • Sedalia - Bobby W.
ratings, including four first- Galloway, advisor,
: Cody
place awards.
Pritchard, impromptu
In addition to winnintlie speaking on sheep,and Kenchapter meeting contest, the neth Clark, placement in
Lowes chapter's laurels in- agricultural production._ _
cluded 18 superior and six
Wingo - Edward Oakley,
excellent ratings, among advisor: Melissa Holden, in-which were five other first' dividual music„
place awards, to give it third
Marshall County - Gqrplace in over-all competi- 'don Chester and Lanny Fisk,
tion. Floyd Slettvet and Ed- advisors: Scott Futrell, hay
ward L. Wright are the crops.
Lowes advisors.
Paducah Tilghman The 10 first-place Reidland Aaron Beals, advisor: Pam
winners were:
Jacobs,floriculture.
. Randy Mayfield in p-ublic
Carlisle County - Dana
speaking and turiand land- Rhorer, advisor: John
scape management; Anna. Byrum, beef production.
Halliman, impromptu
Lone Oak - Harold Wood,
speaking on dairy; Keith advisor: Treasurer's book.
Byerly, horse; Mark
Fancy Farm - Kenneth
Harper, agricultural elec- Oliver, advisor: Joe Wilson"
trification; Tom Hines in dairy production, and Lori
forest management and Willett, impromptu speaking
home improvement; Steve on crops.
Stamper, soil and water
Heath - Kenneth Wray,
management; Jeff Drivtr, advisor: Lynn Davenport,
nursery operations; and pla-ceMent in agricultural
Terry Hofer, winner of the sales and service.
American
Institute
Eighteen chapters from
Cooperative award.
West Kentucky junior high
The four Sym.sonia first- and high schools were
place winners,Were: Jackie represented among the 365
Wade,
extemporaneous FFA members taking part in
public speaking; Casaundra the day-long contests, which
Long,'impromptu speaking were headquartered in the
on the horse; Greg Yandell, new University Center at
placement in agricultural Murray State.
processing; and Richard
First'-place superior'-WihMathis, fruit and/or ners will represent the
vegetable production. The federation's First District at
chapter also won the best the state FFA convention at
scrapbook award.
the Galt House in Louisville
The six first-plate awards in June.
in the Lowes chapter, in addition to the chapter meeting
The Third French
contest, went to:
Republic was proclaimed in
Andrew Wilson in corn and 1870,following the capture of
agricultural mechanics; Napoleon III during the
Steve Dawson, poultry; Bill Franco-Prussian War. With
Sea.-s, crop production; and the fall of the empire, a
Brad Samples, fish and government of national
wildlife management. The defense tried to -Continue the
Lowes group also won the war with Germany but
top chapter music award.
France capitulated the
The other first-place win- following year. The Third
ners and their chapters Republic was made official
were:
- by decree in January of 1875._

SHOP
MAYFIELD VALUE DAYS

APRIL
2-3-4
TREMENDOUS SPECIALS
THROUGHOUT THE STORES
MANY BUSINESSES WC
BE OPEN FRIDAY NITE

"THE SHOPPING HUB"
IN
DOWNTOWN MAYFIELD

tGLIAGE FIIJK —
FOREICe
ase
BohemiaToem:2
=StudioProduction(USSR). ORIGINAL SONG — "Fame," from
"Fame," Music; Michel Gore;
Lyric: Doan Pitchford.
ORIGINAL SCORE — "Fame,"
Score: Michael Gore.
ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY —
"Mollie and Howard," Screenplay:
BoGoldman.
SCREENPLAY ADAPT-ION — "Ordinary People." SCreenplay: Alvin
SaffloW• -CINEMATOGRAPHY Geoffrey
Cinematographers :
Unsworth and Ghislain Cloquet.
ART DIRECTION — -Tess," Art
Tlrrertina • Pi.17Gatgaa4 - lack.
Stephens.
COSTUME RESIGN — "Tess,"
• Costume Desigii: Anthony Powell.
EDITING —"Raging Bull," Editor:
Thelma Schoemaker.

SOUND — "The Empire Strikes
BilL_Vasney.,._ StoveMaslow, Gregg lendebee,- Peter-Sat.
ton.
.DOCUMENTAkY FEATURE —
"From Mao to Mozart: Isaac Stern an
Chine," The Hopewell Foundation,
Murray Lerner. producer.
DOCUMENTARY SHORT — "Karl
Bess: Toward Liberty, Halle-ledue
Inc., Roland Halle. Peter W. ledue,
..e
producers.
ANIMATED SHORT -'-.'The Fly,"
Pannonia Film. Budapest, Ferenc
_peas,. producer.
DRAMATIC SHORT — "The Dollar
Bottom," Rocking Horse Films Ltd ,
Lloyd Phillips, producer.
IFCHNICal arm curaikoa
Acme-Dunn Optical Printer.
SPECIAL
ACHIEVEMENT,
VISUAL EFFECTS — "The Empire
Strikes Back."
HONORARY — Henry Fonda.

SUPER MARKET
"low Overhead Means low Prices"

Ws Gladly
Accept Feed Stoops
We Reserve The Right
To Limit IleaRtittes

Nome Owned & Oporaisd
INow Stem Nines 7 a...4 pm.
Prices Creed April lit Theo April 7

With $10.00 Or Moro Percheso Excledieg
Dairy & Tolson.Products or Drinks On Special

Double
Pink

Bounty Jumbo Rolls
Towels

aim

Pineapple

$259
31$1
311

Paper Plates S139
wIdt
Wis:9in.
Laundry
1 c3:SeeSnsve4022 ' 57
"
Detergent
PRODUCE
Ni. T Red
Potatoes
New Crop Yellow
Onions
39c
Cantaloupes..• • ...••....Ea. 79c
Yellow Ripe
Bananas
3lb.$100
•
10 Lb leg

$239

Meat Department
Grade A Whole

hiss Sweat

Round
Steak
989

Metzger Pork

Sausage
$169
2 Lb Bag

IIII

Lome Tattier

Minute
Steak

sr9

Fresh Lean
FROZEN F
Darden Delight
French Fries
2Lb. Bog 79c
Family Pack 3 Lb. or More
Lb.
Frosty Acres Mixed
Vegetables
Bologna
Wieners
Bar-IC
9c
$ 29
$399
9
Beef
Pattie
Frosty Acres Sliced s. . .3lb. pkg.
Strawberry's
io oz. 69c,
30 Lb. Tab

Ground Beef 1119

_so

Field's Sliced

20

Beg

Fiats

79c

12 es. pkg.

$999

lib. pkg.

•
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rechecked on or about the
By LOUISE COOK
start of every month.
Associated Press Writer
Comparing prices today
Grocery bills dropped during March for the second with those at the start of the
month in a row, according to. pit, the AP found that the
an Associated Press market- average marketbasket bill
basket survey which showed dropped 3.6 percent. In conlower prise tags on a wide trast, the average bill rose
1.8 percent in the first
range of items.
of 1980 and 4.1 perquarter
cost
the
that
found
AP
The
of a random list of grocery cent in the first quarter of
-prottuar,---prieed -rit—inie- 1979.
supermarket in each of 13 Sugar decreased in more
cities, dropped by an overall cities — 11 — than any other
average of 1.3 percent last item during March, the AP
month, following a L5 per- survey showed.Sugar prices
cent decrease in February. rose through most of last
The only- sour note was year because worldwide prosounded in the frozen400d duction was not expected to
department. Orange juice be large enough to meet the
prices, which have been ris- demand. The higher costs,
ing since a January freeze in however, dampened that deFlorida, jumped again in mand and the price trend
March, increasing in 11 of has been reversed.
March also brought some
the cities checked by the
The AP findings are based bargains at the meat
All-beef
on a survey of 14 food and counter. •
nonfood items. Prices of all frankfurters and pork chops
items were checked on each declined at the
March 1,1973 and have been checklist store in five cities

and chopped chuck was
down in four cities.
Beef prices in particular
had been -expected to rise
sharply this year,due in part
to last summer's drought
that boost the price of feed
grains. But a larger-thanexpected supply of meat
coming to market has kept
prices.down — temporarily
at least. A 19-city survey
conduced by the National
Cattlemen's Association
showed the average frrice of
a pound of-ground beef in
March was $1.49 — four
cents less a pound than in
January and 10 cents less a
pound than in March 1980.
No attempt was made to
weight the AP survey results
according to population density or in terms of what percent of a family's actual
grocery outlay each item
represents. The AP did not
try to compare actual prices
from city to city. The only

terms TiVeroentalbs of increase or decrease.
The items on the .AP
checklist were: chopped
chuck, center - cut *Irk
chops, frozen orange juice
concentrate, coffee,
towels, butter, Gra
ie
l

medium white eggs,creamy
peanut butter, laundry
detergent, fabric softener,
tomato sauce, milk,
frankfurters and granulated
sugar. A 15th item,chocolate
chip cookies, was dropped
from the list when the
*EX TRA SPECIAL

The following students
have achieved an academic
standing of from 2.50 to 3.00
for the 3rd nine weeks
grading -period at Murray
Middle School, according to
Larry Salmon,principal.
Seventh Grade—
Angel Adams, Leslie
Adams, Tammy Barlow,
Jason Billington, Phillip Billington,Steve Bogard,Jackie
Boltz, Leslie Borge, Lori
Caldwell, Kelly Cathey,
Laura Cella, Shannon

Shawn Cooper,
Deidra Daugherty, David
Dill, Huang Dinh, Laurel
Donaldson, Heather Doyle,
Melissa Duffy, Michelle
Garland, Ann Marie Hale,
Jon Mark Hall, Luke Harrington, Alesia Harris,
Elizabeth Hegel, Gina Herndon,Chrystie Howard,
Carla Jackson,. Amy
Johnson, Richard Jones,
Becky Jones, Jennifer
Kratzer, Mitzi McDougal,
Dana Morton, Christy
Moseley,Shannon Parker,
Denise Randolph, Joey
Ftexroat, Debbie Roos, Lisa
-Shoemaker, Jay Simmons,
Nancy Smith, Sam Taylor,
Natascha Tubbs, Shelley
Ward, Jay Watson, Mark
West,Crissy Wolf.
Eighth Grade—
Anne Bloom, Bekah
Brock, Ramona Burnley,
Kelly Chilcutt, Matthew
Ferguson, Leslie Franklin,
Mary Grasty; Ann Harcourt,.
Vonnie Hays, Lisa Howard,
Shelly Howell,
Yvonne Jones, Ruthie
Kitrell, Connie Lovett,
Robert Lyons, Sherry
Meadows, Suzanne Meeks,
Alicia Nunnally, Uuliai
Olazabal,Shawn Parker,
David Randolph, Amy
Roos, Todd Ross, Steve
Snow; -Lesley Thompson,
Melissa Trenholm, Kendra
Thurmond, Dennis Thurmond, Leila Umar, Mike
Wilkins, Jeanette Williams,
Rusty Wright.

Ladle,

* EXTRA SPECIAL
Florsheini Men's Slip-oh & Oxfords
SHOES

On!,

31

SHOES
JOGGERS &
TENNIS SHOES
Br

* EXTRA SPECIAL
Men's

0111.1,..

CASUAL SHOES

‘11.orn

C
To ju
Up

off\

°
A)

Regular retail Oriee

•

Disturbulator" brush deep
cleans; 3-position handle, edge
kleaner and 2-position
Nap rug adjustment.
f87-505-7509-I)

Frogi Centerville, Tenn.

Sun., April 5, 1981
2:00P.M.
At

Chestnut General Baptistfirureir--Of Murray, Ky.

(Cotner of Chestnut & Cherry)

David McMillen
Suzanne Pitman Sharlisa Ford
Photo By Carter Studio)

Dv,s.on of Ashland

a, Inc

*Open 24 Hours*

i""m".o.nomol"""'"*"
Your HOME, AUTO, OUTDOOR and APPLIANCE Store.

Emerson AM/FM Radio

Craig Cassette Recorder G. E. Color TV
Built-in condenser mike,
automatic end-of-tape
shut-off; AC adapter
included. (84-271)

Vavoline 10W40

Motor Oil

211

Save $2.98

1.00% solid state chassis.
automatic color control
and GE lr In-line picture
tube. Reg. $419.95. (05-522)

4 Dinette Chairs

Itrace Car Stare,

2-ton• brown vinyl
browntone frame.
Save 8113.00 (a3-410-3,

In-dash AM/FM stereo
Your choice 8 Trk or Cass
Save $19.96. risi-sso sac

2-Way Recliner
Black vinyl. 3-poe. with
button teed beck.
Save $30.95.

rTrack Player
Comport undsr4ssh sat
program indicator lights
(844274)

Memo undowilash
04131

G.E. Microwave Oven
High & low power levels
35-min. timer
Save $31 95. 187-21,0)

Speed Queen Washer
Mei-cycle for different
,.
ice. Save $21.95
1167-122)

$318

8348

1161/00ii
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We Accept
U.S. Oev't
Feed Stamps

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
PRICES GOOD Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Store
Hours
8 A.M. Toll P.M.
Every Day
Limit Rights
Reserved

WED. APRILI

Home Owned

.HARPURIL 7
TUEST

Operated

** '• IVA,.

REG. 2/994
FOOD GIANT

REG. $1.35
KRAFT

BRE

MIRACLE WHIP

160Z.
LOAF
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS
01.14*11.

i••••

PuddIng
.F1

BEST
OLDES.rir

Mau

PILLSBURY PLUS

-BUSH'S

CAKE MIXES

HOMINY

$
/ UI

FACIAL TISSUE

2/$1 19
200 CT. BOX

300 SIZE

WHITE OR YELLOW

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

FOOD GIANT

MILK

„
LIPTON

GRAPE JELLY

INSTANT TEA

3 LB

$1 79

3 OZ.

SUNSHINE CHEEZ-IT

- CRACKERS
4

COUPON

Frosting
19

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp. 4-7-81

$239

12 OZ 12 PR

CRACKERS

INSTANT POTATOES
160Z.

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family I
Imperial

Limit One Per Family
General Mills

Margarine

Cocoa Puffs

1 Lb. Qtrs.

2/1

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp. 4-7-81

12 oz $

19

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp. 4-7-81

COUPON

•I

Limit One Per Family I
Mammy
Bath Size

3 socsi 19
Good Only Al Storey's
Exp. 4-7-81

$ °9

JUMBO ROLL

694

MAXWELL

iooz.
6%.z.

TISSUE
$1 69
6 ROLL PRO.

Compare These Everyday
Low Shelf Prices
HOUSE INSTANT
COFFEE
STAR KIST
TUNA

PAPER TOWELS

CHARMIN BATHROOM

NOWAY JACK

1601.

49

994

SUNSHINE HI-HO

.—...— I

'm11 One Per Fainify
PRIsl000ry
Rowdy To
Spied

SCOT

HOT COCA MIX

994

99

1601.

16i 4i_

CARNATION
MILK CHOCOLATE FLAVOR

KRAFT

Register At Storey's

429
$109

4b,

TIDE LAUNDRY

DETERGENT

4901.

$185

SCOT FARM

BISCUITS

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
PMsbery

Cake
Mixes

COUPON "
Limit One Per Family
Meg 0 Lunde

Mac & Cheese

1111
/
2 oz.

2/$119
.

Good Oily At Storey's
Exp. 4-7-81

401.

2/$119

Good Only At Storey's
Egp. 4-7-81

COUPON
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Clorox II

Dry Bleach

794

24 Ot.

Good Ordy At Storey's
Exp. 4-7-81

Limit One Per Family
Dishes:1w

All
SO

$1
"

6 PR. $1 89

KRAFT

ISCrray Ledger A Times

VELVETTA
CRISCO
SHORTENING

89
211. $2
3 LR $219

SINIKOWER

CORN MEAL

Ie. $ 11 35

SNOWBOAT
Gott Only At Storey's
Exp. 4-7-81

AMILY S NFEST

many,iDCMIIJ.
Plus

101.
Many More...

MEI Homo of

DISNEY
WORLD
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Shelf
Low
Prices
*Everyday
*Super Specials
WHOLE BOSTON BUTTS
IA%PORK
STEAKS
•

Fighters
Inflation
*Giant
*Weekl Cou •ns

*Choice

Meats
8 •

• r:01110
T"
P,

RK CHOPS
• 4-

0
NEVISISK

V.S.D.A.aitsci 1101111Minerfr

---aratTs

MAK-

PORK CHOPS
PORK RIBS

END ROAST
PORK LOIN

El $1 49

LB.

$1 79

COUNTRY STYLE

LB. $129

CASH POT

LB. $1 29

GIANT DELI SAVINGS

'1115 WEB WIN

ANDWICH ,
Last Week's Name
Lana Wilson Hazel
Card Not Punched

BOLOGNA
WIENERS
SAUSAGE

12 OZ. $119

FIELD PRO-LEAGUER

LB.694

iiaz. $1 °9

PARTMS PORK

METZGER

RIB HALF SLICED

$129

LB. 694

JUMBO PACK SPLIT

PORK LOIN

CENTER CUT

FRYERS....
BROILERS
BRAUNSCHWEIGER

FIELD

-Alma's= CUT-UP

ti.791

LB.

49

GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS

•
• ••
1•04'41
#4I
•.1
/11 *
414 t•s1
•t It
•44AtIkt.
•#,Itot

:
1•
41411
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4
4
4
0
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*0-46e4
4$06t....*
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4

I
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.4
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*

4.

•

•
;•Os
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"
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••
4i'.

IINC
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•:
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5 8 0
"
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TACKING ON MORE RECORDS - Clay Boone gets another rewarding welcome (left) after hitting his third
-game and his 14th of the season (right). The homer tied a one-game individual mark, led to a
home run of the

one-game team record of six and added to MSU individual season record he broke earlier in the game.
Staff Photos By David HllibiltS

------tting
M urray
records continued to crumble yesterday as Clay Boone
had three home runs and the
Thoroughbreds six as.a team
in their 14-1 rout of North
Dakota.
Boone's three homers
gave him an MSU record of
14 for the year, breaking the
old record of 11 that was
shared by three players, tied
a single game record and
gilifted his season slugging
percentage to.908.
Boone's individual records
also contributed to the
team's total of six, which set
a single game record and
broke the old mark of five.
The other MSU home runs
began with Scott Peck, who
led off the game with one
just before Boone followed
with his first of the day. The
pair of homers' marked the

fifth time this season the
Breds have-hit them back-tohack. 'Ronnie Scheer added a
two-run homer in the fourth
inning and Lee Hutson led off
the sixth with the record
breaker.
The Breds have also hit
four homers in a game three
times this year and three in a
game six times. Their total
for the season is now 56.
While the hitters were adding to their • already
remarkable feats, MSU pitchers Alan Gibbs and Ronnie
Chancellor added to the pro,
mise arising from their
ranks as they combined for
15 strikeouts in their seven
innings of work.
Gibbs fanned 10 North
Dakota hitters and allowed
just two hits and one uneárn-

ed run before leaving after,
five innings with his second
win againstone loss.
The win also marked the
-first in 17 games Murray had
played without an error.
Murray will have today
and Thursday off before
playing a makeup gaine with
defending Southeastern Conference champion 'Vanderbilt Friday at 1:30 p.m.
This weekend, the Breds
will open their Ohio Vallee
Conference
with'a
doubleheader against Austin'
Peay beginning at 2 p.m.
Saturday.
No.Dakota..000 1001- 1 3 2
Murray
1 1 1 3 4 2 x -14 12 0
Mark Rousseau, Dean Halverson
(4), Nick Jollifie (6) and Dean Kraft,
Barton Gray (3); Alan Gibbs, Ronnie
Chancellor (6) and Howard Quigley.
2B - Gray (ND), Gary Blaine (M)2.
RR - Clay Boone (M) 3, Scott Peck
(M), Ronnie Scheer (M), Leg Hutson
(M).

A _RECORD-BREAKING DAY - Damen nark,"Who broke Calloway County's
track marks in the triple jump and the 100-meter dash, is shown winning the long
jump.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts

Calloway Track Teams
Win Pair Over Reidland
The Calloway County boys Sue Outland said about here 10-0; Bob Houghton (3rd)9-6.
Discus -Randy Dawson (2nd 113-2
and girls track teams coM- team.
'2.
meets
dual
Reidland
29
first
Calloway
99,
pleted their
High Jump -"Tommy Workman
29.95.
Long Jump - Jena Hoke I 1st 15-8; 151(6-2(School Record); Brad Miller
of the season with a pair of Tammy
Torsak 2nd)(
I3-'4. •
and )6-0.
wins over Reidland yesterHigh Jump Noreen Herndon 1st
49.95 dIM
Shot Put - Workman (Ist) 38-8;
4-8; Vicki Houghton 2nd j 4-7.
Rodney Howishell 2nd)37-11i
.
day.
Carburetors
Shot Put-Lori Charlton (2nd 29-3;
Long Jump - Darnell Tharpe (1st
In the boys win, by a *ore Rachel Iamb (3rd)27-2
20-11 Li; Brad Miller (2nd) 19-8 '2.;
of 112-24, seven sehool - Discus- Charlton (2nd i 94-6.
Mike Holloway (3rd) 18-104.
100 Meter Hurdles - Herndon 1st)
Triple Jump
:
- Thorpe (lit i_40-10-it records were broken., The 19.2;
...".
r
1
1%-.A0111111.1.01.
Jenny Winchester. (2nd) 213: (School Record ); • •Miller (2nd) 40-2;'
marks
in
g
irls
set
three
new
Thompson
13r20.3t
•
Jean
on
her
serves
Spencer
38-0.
COASTING ALONG - Fran
• Jeff Butterworth 3rd)4
100 Meter Dash - Haire 1st 13.5;
110 High Hurdles - Butterwortiv
way to a 6-2, 6.2 win in the number one singles match their 99-20 wir
Gina Walker (2nd) 11.6; Rondah Mc- _J19E) 18.3; Workman (2nd) 18.5; Dale
For the boys, parnelk Cuiston (.3rd).14.3.
Torsak (3rd) 18.8.
as the Lady Racers took a 5-4 decision over Middle
1600 Meter Ban - Patty Doyle I 1s1)
Thappe set two af th
WO Meier Dash -Tennessee.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts
6:084
(Sehool--Record);
Ladoda
recOrds, with a distance of Overbey 42nd) 6:46.2; Karen Hall 12.22; Ricky Houston (2nd) 12.46;
David Tipton.i Irri 152"
40-10 II-in-the triple jump (3rd)6:56.7.
1600 Meter Run -Itasity Wyatt41st4
1001
,
4e4ar
Relay
-1st
(McCutort,
-of 24.28 in the 200
5:04.73; Mike Wickerl3r4146;12.00.
and a time
Torsak. Gina Morris, Alicia
800 Meter Relay - tel (Houston,
meter dash. Also, Tommy Adkisson).
Holloway, Shane Morton, Scott Lusk I
400 Meter Dash - Walker • 1st) 1:37.4(School Record).
Workman broke the high
1:02.7 (School Record); Jill ChilOrgss _ ---we meter naak
.
_ jump record in only his first (2nd)117.7.
55.01 (School Record); Todd Albritten
meet with a jump of 6-2.
300 Meter Hurdles - Herndon (1st) 2nd 55.82; SteVe Markle (3rd)
"I was surprised ye beat 58.8; Tamrny Trees and)59.4; Jenny 1:03.00.
Winchester 3rd I 60.7.
300 Meter Hurdles - Dawson (1st)
Horning
April
6-2,6-2;
Morel,
beigh
them that bad after we lost 800 Medley Relay 1st (McCaiston, 42_79The Murray State
Spark plug wire set
fScho-or Record-I; 'Worjonan
Okays
Wilson.
6-4,
6-3.;
Jorurin
to
For most GM, Ford,
three key people from last Adkisson,Childress;Houghton).
women's tennis team won an lost
,2nd( 47.53; Torsak (3rd)48.60.
Eid clef. Carolyn -Newgregn, 6-4, 6-3;
AMC, Chrysler, and
800 Meter Run 800 Meter Run - Wyatt (LsT) 2:15.1; Ohio Valley Conference Carla Ambrico lost to Tarja Ojala,6-4, year," Laker boys coach 2:51.9; Hell(3rd)3:04. Overbey 2nd) Darrell
foreign cars. M-Black
Harris (2nd) 2:16.3; Herlie
"Tharpe
03000 series
7-5;
Sherryl
Rouse
clef.
Diana
Meyers,
said.
Nix
Jimmy
200 Meter Dash
Hake (1st) 27.1 Chadwick (3rd)2:17.6.
match over Middle Ten64, 6-4; Mary McNisbolas def. Lynn
Wallter.4.2n428.11.__
Workman
and
through
200
Meter
Dash
ThartterlatT24.28
came
yesterday,as the -Swindett,
-1600 Meter Relay - 1st (Childress, School Record); Houston )3rd )24.8.
Doubles Results -Spencer-Horning was a surprise."
outcome came down to the
Treas,McCuiston„Torsaki 4:57.9.
3200 Meter Run - Wicker_ (aid)
to Wilspn-Newgreen. 1-6, 6-2, 6.3;
400 Meter Relay - 1st (Walker, 11:066; Paul Vought(3rd) 11:10.8.
just think we are doing
number three doubles mat- lost
Eid-Ambrict) lost to Meyers-Morel, 3)7hildress. Houghton,Hoke 55.0.
_114117_24strx-Relait-=-12L--CLovil414---ar-_
ch, won by Sherry' Rouse 6 6-4
Rouse-bleNichalas def. real well for this early in the
rall(iway 117,Reid1aNT24---,
Chadwick, Albritton, Dawson)3:48.9.
Swindell-Ojela,
3-6,14,64
girls
coach
season," Laker
and Mary McNicholas,1-6,6Pole Vault - Mike Holloway (206i
4,6-3.
"Middle Tenneisee is an
improved team (from the
omns
eue
MSU
oa beaN
tilastH

MSU Defeat MTSU
In OVC Match,5-4

Sixers Draw First Blood

fa%6-3),"Bulls
'We expecteA a tough team."
By ALEX SACHARE
The Lady Racers' overall
AP Sports Writer
record improved to 28-4
streaking Chicago
The
while th0Ve mark went to
Bulls and the rebounding
8-0 with the win.
Philadelphia 76ers have
drawn first blood in the National Buketball Association playoffs.
The Bulls, who won their
final eight ,games of the
regular season, racked up
victory No. 9 Tuesday night
by beating the New York
Knicks 90-80 as"Iiicky Sobers
scored 18 points and Artis
Gilmore grabbed 16 rebounds and blocked seven
shots.
INTRODUCING 1981
The 76ers, shaking off the
RABBIT DIESEL
disappointment of their
EPA Mileage
season-ending loss at Boston
56.MPG HwY.
which cost them the division
Large Inventory
title, overpowered the InTo Choose From
diana Pacers 124-108 behind
CARROLL VW32 points by 'Julius Erving
and 10 points apiece by DarAudi-Mazda
ryl Dawkins and Bobby
Inc.
Jones.
753,88S0
Today, the playoff, focus
shifts West as the other twO

best-of-three mini-series get
under way with Houston at
Los Angeles and Kansas City
at Portland.
The Bulls fell behind 24-12
after a dreadful first quarter
but recovered and shut down
the Knicks' running game as
Gilmore anchored a staunch
defensive effort. The 12
points were the fewest
scored by the Knicks all
season.
Y. "We made an extraspecial effort to stop them on
defense," said Gilmore. "At
first our guys were tight but
then we relaxed,executed on
offense and- played good
defense."
Chicago closed •to within
40-35 at halftime, then
Gilmore and David Greenwood teamed to lead a 17-5
spurt starting the third
quarter that put the Bulls
ahead to stay. Greenwood,
who had just'two points in
the first half, scored 11

points...in that surge and
Gilmore blocked three shots.
"Coach told me I was not
taking my jumpers," said
Greenwood. "He told me to
go out and assert myself and
I cad."
. That spurt put Chicago in
front 52-45. The Bulls led by
10 early in the fourth
quarter, saw the Knicks
draw within three at 72-69
with 4:30 to go but put New
York away with six straight
points by Dwight Jones.
Greenwood finished with
17 points, Jones 16 and
Gilmore 13. Ray Williams
led New York with 19 points
and Russell scored 17.
• Philadelphia outscored Indiana 16-6 in the final 3:13 of
the first quarter to lead 3833,•then broke the game wide
open with a 16-4spurt to start
the second period for a 54-37
advantage.
Indiana, making its first
playoff appearance in five
NBA seasons, pulled within

10 points three times in the
second half but could come
no ctoser.
"The defense was the big
difference tonight," said
Bobby Jones. "We played
smart basketball,_ helping
each other out an doubleteaming. Indiana has a lot of
shooters and can get hot
quickly."
Pacers forward Mike Bantoln says his club was outmanned.
"Philadelphia hastremendous depth," hesaid. "They
have four forwards'and they
get the ball inside."
Billy Knight led the Pacers
with 25 Points and Bantom
had 19.
Chicago will have the
homecourt adVantage when
it tries to wrap up its firstround series against the
Knicks Friday night, while
Philadelphia will try for a
sweep at Indiana Thursday
night.

2
/5.99
Jack stands
Work easy work sale
with heavy-duty
equipment

SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY

753-8971
712 LOCUST STRI CT
PARIS, TN

644-9588

Foreign starters
to,
Japanese imports P,ce
erctralpe

Electronic
ignition module

.87
Veer wet rest
Arco graphite
10W40
motor oil
Lfmll 6 quarts

Outlaws
Replacement mufflers by
Muff/ow for most
domestic cars

Foreign 81 domestic parts

firti
*

Rain Aortae was
Your choice of 14-oz.
Paste Or 16-oz. liquid.
Limit 2 each

freabowmf
STP
In 1.502, cans. Limit2
STP gas treddinern
M 12-ot bottles Limit 2.

Pus* kit
For most domestic and
foreign cars Limn 2

MOM manuals
1199 foreign manuals
For the do-a-yourself
person

RAC MoNahorat
The meter you need for
complete tuneups
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TRYING it/ LAT SOMETHIKICSTARILD — Tim
Brown lashes out for a two-run double in the Lakers'8-4 loss
to Marshall County.

Calloway Loses 1st To Marshals

AWARD WINNERS — Murray High School honored the members of its
1980-81 basketball teams with a
banquet last night. For the girls tearb, the awards went to (left to right) Monica
Greene (field goal percentage
and most improved), Natalie Garfield (free throw percentage), Velvet Jones(110
percent), and Tonya Alexander (scoring, rebounding and Jane Fitch most valuable player). The boys who
received awards were (left to
right) jimmy West (rebounding), Gary Sims(defense), Howie Crittenden
Pee throw percentage) and Todd
Bradshaw (assists).
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

By MIKE KI1S
Sports Writer
"We just made too many
errors," Calloway County
coach Joe Stonecipher said.
"And the errors we made
were in key situations that
allowed them to score." '
Those doing the most scoring were the Marshals of
Marshall County, who took
advantage of eight Laker
mistakes to give Calloway
its first loss of the season, 84, yesterday at the old city
park.
Calloway had problems
right from the start. After
Marshall's Kevin Holt singl-

ed , to lead 'off- the game, fielder's choice. One out on the bag and double up a
Bryan Pratt lifted a high later, Brown came through surprised Berberich.
popup thatWas misplayed by with the clutch hit.
Morton had more bad
the Laker infield. Nick
The fakers gave the runs news for the Lakers when he
Darnell and Marshall's star- back to Marshall in the top of came on to pitch in the sixth.
ting pitcher Matt Sickling the third by committing two Calloway had the bases full
followed with base hits and errors as the Marshals took and only one out, but was left
Calloway found itself three a 5-2 advantage.
stranded without a run.
runs down before having a _Calloway 'put together an _ "We left too many runners
chance to bat.
offensive surge in the middle On base,"Stonecipher said.
Tim Brown, the Laker's innings but could only come "We had the bases loaded
second baseman, brought his away with two runs.
twice and didn't score. I'm
team back- with a two-run
Billy Berberich ripped a not too worried about our hitdouble in the home half of 'triple to center - scoring ting, though. It'll come
the second inning. Marty *tarks in the fourth. The ral- around. It's still a 'young
McCuiston started the rally ly ended when Brown sent a season and we'll get better.
with a double and used some screamer right into third We better,get better or we
nifty footwork to enable Kurt baseman's . Rus.sell Morton • won't win too many-games."
Starks to reach first on a glove, as he proceded to step
The Laker's final tally
ca
tiar
mgero
invethhi
et
faiftdheewphcelrnivDo
e to
rightright field for a run-scoring
double. Still the . Lakers
finished the inning with runners on second and third.
-We'll have things ironed
out for tonunorrow's game
against Murray High,"
Stonecipher said, 4ssuring-

,
The victim 'f the Laker's
sluggish play was pitcher
Kelly Rogers. The gutty
- righthander stuck out six
and walked seven in g route-,
- going performance.
-We just didn't have it today," Rogers said
"I thc,ugnt Rogers gave us
a good pitching performance
tod....v," Stonecipher - said.
"We just didn't give him the
defensive soppy't."
Borborich-and-Brown . had
two hits each • to aid
Calloway's attack. Starks
scored twice and added a
base hit.
Marshall outhit the
Lakers, eight to'seven, and
committed only two errors.
The loss dropped Calloway's
record to 3
.
4.
The Lakers will try to improve that mark today
against city rival Murray
High. The game is scheduled
for 4 p.m. at the old city
park.

111

NCAA Decision Questions Sport's Place
By LARRY SIDDONS
AP Sports Writer
Sport and its place in
society is at the heart of the
controversy over the
NCAA's decision to play its
basketball championship
game just hours after Presi_I:lent-Reagan was shot by a
.would-be assassin.
Sports writers across the
atily
i devoted columns
criticizing or defen-

downed the Tar Heels 63-50
for the-'championship.
"Mere isn't anything they
could do to help him,so they
made the adjustment and
played."
And the television network
that carried the game said
fans had overwhelmingly
supported -.the . NCAA's
choice.
Curt Block, director of
press and publicity for NBC,
said 1,307 calls were made to
the network's switchboard in
New York Monday afternoon
and evening, asking if the
game would go on. Only 81
callers disagreed with the
decision,Block said.
By the time the game
started at 8:30.(km. EST,
The Murray track team gess(who won the high jump 11.0; Reed(3rd)11.4.
•
220 Yard Dash — Halley (1st)25.3.
Reagan was reported in good
opened its season yesterday, at 6-2)."
440 Yard Dastr-- SOH dor (1st)
condition
after two hou.?s of
defeating Fulton City,69-63.
56.3;.ChrisFazi (3rd)59.0.
Murray le,Fultis
at
George
120 Yard- High Hurdles — Mike surgery
Shot
-Put
—
Jeff
Cartwright
id)
"Our first meet was good 0; Kenny Denham
Gough (rldi 18.0.
Washington
University
(3rd)38-e.
130 Yard Low Hurdles — Ken Murfor us," Murray coach Jim- ., Discus—Steve McDougal (1st) 114Hospital in Washington.
phy (1st) 43.1; Goigh 3rd)1
.
45.5.
my Harrell said.
am 7; Robert BaU (2nd)109-4.
480 Yard Run — Steve Blivin i 2nd I
Had the president's condiHigh Jufhp — Mark Boggess (1st) 6- 2:22.
pleased with it.
tion
been poor or in doubt,
2.
Mile Run — Gus Moore list)51.19;
Block said, the netwOrk
Long Jump — Stephon Reed (3rd) Doi* Story (2nd)5:25.8.
"I am looking forward to
17-10.
Two Mile Run — Moore (1st
would have stayed with the'
good things from Mark Bog100 Yard Dash — Randy Halley 1st) 11:43.2: Story 12nd 12:00.9.
assassination attempt story
instead of carrying the
game.
The fact that Reagan had _
*****1."
1 4 beeti-ieported--oul of danger
* by gaipetime was Cited by
* man)
,of those aefending the
▪ decision to play.
w "I think when it was ascer* tamed he was all right, it
4 was OK to go ahead with the
# game," said Clemson Coach
* Bill Foster. "It might have
* eased some people's minds."
* "Had the situation war* ranted minute-by-minute
Mom,Morels 30.6 Tiro Sem April
it coverage of the shooting —
1r as it did earlier in the day —
then it would have been pretty callous of the NCAA to
carry on with business as
usual," wrote Merle Derrick
in the Spokane Daily Chronicle. "Since the urgency had
eased by that time, there
was logic in going on."
But others said that argument was flawed.
* "The NCAA has set a real
* cute precedent," wrote the
Private Dining
* Washington Post's Dave
For Parties Of 48
* Kindred."If you've got big
Catering For Any Size Group
7534314 * game and the president is
shot that afternoon,go ahead
Je
*'and play as long as he
* doesn't die. Some things are
WE OFFER 10% DISCOUNT
* too important to put off for a
Hours
TO AIL SENIOR CITIZENS
* day or two, while the nation
ON ALL ITEMS EXCEPT
Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m. to 11 pm.
* looks for its soul...Basketball
SPECIALS
Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m.to 12 p.m.
1
). is that important, the NCAA
• telLs us. It makes me want to
ding the action.
"The ultimate decision to
play, of course, was an affront to any person who
doesn't have pompons for
brains," wrote Ray Diddinger,licolununst for the
Philadelphia Daily News.
"With the sound of gunfire
still echoing on all three networlte, should they have
played the game?" said
sports editor Joe Gilmartin

in the Pheonix Gazette. "It's
a gnod question, and I think
'Yes' was a good answer."
College coaches generally
said that there wasto other
choice than to let Indiana
and North Carolina play as
scheduled Monday night.
"The kids on both teams
felt for the president, but the
kids were here to play," said
Indiana Coach Bobby
Knight, whose Hoosiers

A SORE SPOT IN A LONG DAY — Calloway County's Dan Key rubs his arm after
getting by a pitch while Bob Fry trys to offer some help.
Staff Photos By David Hbbitts

Marshall ,.3 0 20 1 .1 1 — 88 2 Calloway ....0 2 0 1 1 0 — 4 7 8
Kelly Rogers and Craig Darnell;
Matt Sickling, Morton (6) and Mark '
Sicklmg. 2B — Marty McCuiston Cl,I
Donny Hargrove i CI. 3B
- Bill
Berberich Cl. Danny Naughton r Mi.

MHS Track Team Wins
Meet Over Fulton City

LUNCH SPECIAL

DeVanti's Chicken Crunch Plato
Served With Steak Fries
and Cole Slaw

JUST

$1199
II

elDe
dWaliti's

•

Stop in. . . While The Savings Are Big!
Satisfied Customers Are Our
Aaitiglihwern
1404 West M. • 751-5318

•
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Astrot Should-Repeat In West
After Coming Close Last Year
baseman Davey Lopes pro- first baseman Dan Drieasen,
An AP Sports Analysis
faithful Angelenos at third baseman Ray Knight,
mised
By HERSCHEL NISSENin January. The Foster or Dave Collins, who
luncheon
a
SON
for the NL West moves from center to right
tied
Dodgers
AP Sports Writer losing a one- with Ken Griffey going the
year
ago,
a
title
Know how close the
division playoff 4.0' other way. Secoild basethan
Houston Astros came to win- game
Ron °ester, a coming stir,
ning the National League Houston.
their
goal,
To
accomplish
out the everyday
rounds
playoffs last year?
If Gary Woods hadn't left the Dodgers must stay lineup.
Seaver, Frank Pastore
third base too soon, costing healthy, something they
been able to do the and Mario Soto give
haven't
the Astros a vital run in the last two years. The keys are
Manager John McNaknara a
fourth game, Houston would right fielder Reggie Smith
threesome on - the
solid
have won the game in nine (shoulder), shortstop Bill
and Tom flume is a.
mound,
innings and the playoffs in _Russell (finger) and
reliever.
top-notch
foiir'games instead of losing relievers Terry Forster
gave- up a job
Cox
Bobby
10innings and five games, (elbow) and Don Stanhouse
base coach for
first
as
the
—respectively, to
(back and shoulder). For in- George Steinbrenner in New
Philadelphia Phillies.
surance, in case Smith York to becofne manager for
The Astros settled for the hasn't recovered from
the equally unpredictable
championship of the NL surgery, the Dodgers traded
Ted Turner in Atlanta.
West despite losing J.R. for Minnesota's Ken LanTurner spent a fortune on
Richard to a stroke and hav- dreaux this week.
free agent outfielder
ing to go without fellow
Russell, Lopes, first Claudell Washington, then
right-hander Ken Forsch for baseman Steve Garvey and refused to yield to Gary Mata while. A 1981 return for third baseman Ron -Cey will thews' salary demands and
Richard is still questionable. comprise the infield for the shipped him to Philadelphia,
Manager Bill Virdon isn't eighth year in a row.
opening an outfield job for
making any predictions but
Garvey, Cey and out- rookie Terry Harper.
will say that the Astros "are fielders Dusty Baker and,
Bob Walk, who came to
.a stronger club than we were hopefully, Smith will try to Atlanta in return for Mat- a year ago," warning, make Los Angeles the best thews, could be a big man on
however, "The entire home run team in the leigue
a pitching staff threatened
Western Division is for the fifth consecutive by creeping senility with 42year. The Dodgers also,hope year-old Phil Niekro and
Stronger."
To strengthen an already for more punch from their Gaylord Perry in the rotasolid pitching staff, Houston troika. of catchers — Joe tion. John Montefusco and
traded- third baseman Enos Ferguson,Steve Yeager and Tommy Boggs are other key
Cabell to San Francisco for Mike Scioscia. Rudy Law starters. Rick Camp is a
Bob Knepper and signed Los should improve in center.
solid reliever.
Atgeles' Don Sutton as a
Center fielder Dale Murbe
will
it
gone,
Sutton
With
frA agent. They join
third baseman Bob
phy,
up to Jerry Reuss, Bob
starters Joe Niekro, Nolan
first baseman Chris
Horner,
Hooton to
Ryan, Forsch and Vern Welch and Burt
and Washington
Chambliss
along with
Ruhle, backed by Joe Sam- pick up the slack,
a few fences
down
break
will
year's sensational
_kit°, Dave Smith and Frank last
baseman Glenn
second
and
ndo
September rookie-Ferna
LaCorte in a deep bullpen.
shortstop
Rookie of Hubbard and
The Astros are built for Valenzuela. With
an upare
Ramirez
Rafael
Howe and
their spacious Astrodome, a the Year Steve
comkeystone
and-coming
on hand, the
pitcher's paradise. They - Bob Castillo
bination.
loaded if
have little power, featuring bullpen will be
Stanhouse
and
Forster
contact
instead a bunch of
old form.
hitters wit() will run you to return to their
National
one
"Only
death. he base stealers ina better
had
team
League
Cesar
outfielders
clude
last
Dodgers
the
than
.s,acord
nel-T-erry—
Tom
Manager
season,"
Puhl an4,second baseman
Lasorda points out. "If we
Rafael bandestoy.
stay healthy, we can
can
The rest of the revamped
this season."
them
pass
Heep
Danny
infield will have
By The At orated Press
. Reds
-Teesday!aGeistes,-at first, Craig Reynolds at- The Cincinnati
2 games out last Boston 3, Minnesota 1.
/
short and Art Howe at third finished 31
6, Kansas City 2
assorted Chicago(AL)
Montreal 1, Baltimore0
but the Astros will miss the year derpite the
left
slugging
of
ailments
7
11,
Philadelphia
Toronto
leaderthip of Joe Morgan.
Pittsburgh 6, Detroit 5
pitFoster,
George
fielder
the
Alan Ashby will handle
Houston 4, Atlanta 0 •
Seaver: Los
Angeles6,Cincinnati 5
bulk of the catching, ching ace Tom
New York (NL)4, St.Louis 3, 10 innalthough newtomer Alan shortstop Dave Concepcion ings
Moskau,
Paul
pitcher
and
more
much
provides
Knicely
Cleveland 44 Calgornia
plus Johnny Bench's reduc- Milwaukeall,Oakland 10
Power.
5,Chicago(NL 1 4
Seattle
"We have given you many ed work behind the plate. San Francisco 5,San Diego 1
now
will
he
said
has
New York(AL)2,Texas 1
things, except for one thing Bench
a
Wednesday's Gaines
— a world championship. catch only two games
St.Louis vs. Chicago (AL) at
week1981,"
in
it
You shall have
Sarasota,Fla.
Bench would -like to.unseat Atlanta Vs. Texas at Pompano
Los Angeles second

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial 8, Residential

Call 436-2372
Mummy Ky

_
50%
to
30
E
SAV
ON SCORES OF BLAZING,

San Francisco has anew
manager in Frank Robinson
while huge Frank Howard
will try to whip the Padres
into line.
Joe Morgan haa_booked on
with the Giants, along with
third baseman Enos Cabell,
outfielder Jerry Martin and
pitcher Doyle Alexander.
Starters Vida Blue and pc1
Whitson, plus a strong
bullpen, will provide good
pitching but the only Giant
who really scares anyone at
bat is right fielder Jack
Clark.
The punchless Padres
have even .less with Dave
Winfield gone. Howard will
try to do it with speed and
hungry youngsters like third
baseman Luis Salazar,
shortstop Ortie Smith, catcher Terry Kennedy and outfielders Gene Richards, and
Alan Wiggins, who stole a
pro record 120 bases in the
California League. Outfielders Ruppert Jones and
Joe Lefebvre, acquired
Tuesday from the Yankees
in a six-player trade involving Jerry Mumphrey, also
may help. Of the pitchers,
only veteran John Curtis
won as many as 10 games in
the majors last year.
"PREDICTION:' Cincinnati, Los Angeles, Houston,
Atlanta, San Francisco, San
Diego.

BONDED SOLITAIRES!

0,1-.+11101",

THIS MONTH ONLY
ALL OUR SOLITAIRES ARE
30 to 50 % OFFI
LAYAWAY
NOW FOR

MOTHERS DAY

CHARGE ITI
UP TO 20 MONTHS
TO PAYI
Reg. $300 to $2,000

sow $199 t. $1295
Seri 14Save flew
Wet& For Tim Morriop Of
Tim 80's...Coodog Soso To-

LAYAWAY
NOW FOR
MOTHER'S DAY

'Keepsake Excluded
APPtY NOW FOR OUR NEW GOLD CREDIT CARD,
IT ALLOWS YOU UP TO 20 MONTHS TO PAY!
JUST COME IN OR CALL 443-36%
AND WEIL MM YOU AN APPLCATCN

itS41147$ 300111 DOS

DOWNTOWN PADUCAH 227 BROADWAY JEWELERS

ERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR A HAPPY CAR!

Exhibition
Baseball At
A Glance

Beach,Fla.
New York (AL) vs. Los Angeles at
Vero Beach, Fla.
Detroit vs. Montreal at West Palm
Beach,Fla.
a(
Torontovs. New York NL)(
St.Petersburg,Fla.
Bradenat
Minnesota vs. Pittsburgh
ton,Fla.
Philadelphia v$_ Cnvin,12t,.t-Tain- pa,Fla.
San Diego vs. Milwaukee at Sun City, Ariz. San Francisco vs. Oakland-al Scottsdale, Ariz.
Chicago ( NL) vs. Seattle at Tempe,
Ariz.
Cleveland vs. California at Palm
•
SPrings,califBoston vs. Baltimore at Miami,Fla.

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE SALE

Tune Up For Spring
Our trained technicians use
the latest diagnostic equipment and tools specially
designed for your service
needs.
Don't miss this chance to
get your automobile in peak
condition with these spring
time tune-up specials. Come in
to our service department
soon — and you'll come out
ahead!
-r

moToRcRAFT
- l—
, i
ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIALO
1
,

MOTORCRAFT
OIL and OIL FILTER SPECIAL

2& 3

Includes up to 5 quarts of Motorcraft oil, Motorcraft oil filter and installation

Solid state tune-up includes installation ef Meto;erift spark plugs; inspection
of choke, throttle linluige, spark plug wires and distributor cap; adjustment
of carburetor and timing. Fours Nightly less; Econolines slightfy monf.

Silt•
Repair Ordtir No

TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE—PARTS sad LABOR

Olt

TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE—PARTS and LABOR

4 Cyl.
GOOD FOR
MONTH OF APRIL

6 Cyl.

8 Cyl.

*27(m *315° 3600

122°

GOOD FOR
MONTH OF
APRIL

Any Applicable Taxes Are Extra
Coupon Good Only At Parker Ford

Any Applicable Taxes Are Extra
Coupon Good Only At Parker Ford

Coupon's Good At Parker Ford Only
FRONT END ALIGNMENT SPECIAL
Check and adjust,caster, camber and toe-in. Does not include vehicles equipped
with MacPherson strut suspensions. Domestic passenger cars only.

Selecting
The
Right
Savings .
Plan
Will Help You Achieve
Financial Goals More Quickly.
Money Market Certificates:

12328% 6Month
12% 30Month
otfiittf:0.1

Security Federal Savings
& Loan Association
1300 Johnson Blvd.-Murray, Ky.

1=
•

1

r-

TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE AS DESCRIBED

GOOD FOR
MONTWOFAPRIL

144°

Complete Air Conditioner
Service
Evacuate, recharge and leak test of complete system, including 4 cans of freon and
(labor.
GOOD FOR
MONTH Of APRIL

Any Applicable Taxes Are Extra
Coupon Good Only At Parker Ford

*26(K)

, Any Applicable Taxes Are Extra
Coupon Good Only At Parker Ford

SPRING TIME TUNE-UP SPECIALS
GOOD APRIL ONLY
"tie

717:411110 •

1

77411a.

PARKER FORD
PHONE 753-5273
701 MAIN STREET
Y 42071
KENTUCK
MURRAY,

11181
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Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aids Dept.

mg
•

Adiustable Flame

me
•
s
N
m

Sale

Shower To
Shower
Body Powder
mOisiam or.

tokaisod.

8 Oz

$1 2
8
Sale
111

.11
.
•
.
•
....
•...
...•......"

100 LOTRJN

1111 • NS

HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY.'

Pepto
Bismol

Ladies'

Leotards
and
Tights

For Upset Stomach
8 Oz. Liquid

Few
Emsmot

Hanes Under.
Wear Sale
Men's Briefs Reg. $6.69
29
Sale ail

Leotards Priced

COM(

$499

$1 3
6

Men's Crew
Neck & V-Neck
T-Shirts
Reg. $7.99

$2
99
black, navy, brown

$11 39

Boys__

Sole $639

Underoos

x'

DX Tooth Brush

100%
Cotton
Package of 3-

The Cavity Fighting
Toothbrush

664

Sole

high potency vitamin formula with minerals

$619

•
U

Tights Priced

Regular Scent or New
Scent II
12 OZ. Aerosol Con

Therogran-M

Sale

Gillette
Right-Guard
RIGHT
DeOdorant
GUARD
30z. Bronze Can
- Antireespirant Sale_Your.
2.5 oz.
Choice
UN*

Head St ShoulderS
Shampoo

Great
Selection
of
Ladies
Spring
& Summer

Regular or Conditioning
Formula
7 Oz. Bottle

$1 08
Prices Start At Only

Adorn
Hair Spray

Maalox

$599

-

Ladies Slip-On

Canvas Shoes
By Bel-Mar
Reg. $11.99
$R88
Sale

Purses

Not Chalky, Pleasant
Tastin , 12 Oz. Bottle

169

,•:„•••

Value Pack
Tall Kitchen
Can Bags

Rain Jacket

•

$13"$1699
$1929 $21 99

$399
was

White or Tan
Sizes 51
/
2-10

Work
Boots

Ladies
Jelly Bean
Reg. $4.99

Listerine
Antiseptic

‘OP

Special
Selection
Mens

Liquid Antacid

Regular, Extra Hold,
Unscented, Ultimate
Hold, Soft Hold
9 W. Aerosol Can

•
•
•
•

BRIEFS

%IF(43TABLE ABSORBENT

high potency vitamin
formula
100 plus 30 free
$595

sale

Hanes

um

ome items not exactl as •icture

Lys0
Disinfectant
Spray

TheraGran

Ws

•• •IN•1111111N•111111111111111111•••••
•
•

pre-mixed, pre-measured,
regular, herbal, vinegar &
/
2 oz.
water. twin pack. 2-41
pock
Sale89

100 plus 30 free

IN

• INS
.
1.01.
•••••• WAIN Ma 111.1

Ready To Use
Disposable Douche

100

" Prices Good Tbru April 5

„..,

ILes

Summer's
Eve

30

Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Dept.

.
.
11 0 \=, r-sl1, L)
1111111
I
•
1111•1111
INE111111111111• Li \--11
.0
IN_
16 m moo 011111111111111
11111""
11".
MILLIWEIIIALF=
A F
r
qt
.41—ii 111 MEW MN IN PI II • M • no in is it
_N_M II
111
11
11IImama
45
•
I\

4t

Bic Disposable
Butane Lighter

111111M
• 11111111

.•.
.
.• a .__.

Prices Good Thru April S
nim

111•111•••1111111111111
MEM
is........u.
•..a.•

• NI II
—,

I W • Ill

sale
S-M-1

2 Ply
Fits Up to 26 Gal
$
2
8
9
Sale
Box of 50

s
o

•
•

Universal
Plastic Suit
Trattel Bag

Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser
Tablets
96 Plus 12 Free
108 Tablets

$

•

it

By
Silver Spur
Reg. $11.99
Reduced To Only

$239
•

Gillette
Atm Shaving
Cartridges

Gillette

trá

249
Sale

Sandals
Reg. $14.99

Western
Shirts

holds four or more garments, full length
front zipper, heavy gauge construction, suit
size. No. 7020

38
Sale $2

Girls

Mens
Short
Sleeve

Capital
Combination
Electric Burner

Save $3.11
14/
1
2-17

$388

Sale$11 99
Tan or Black

Dish
Towels
Reg $1.19

range & broiler, fulLchrome finish, No. 2846

Sale Priced At
Economy Pack
Tö Cartridges
Sole

$

7
97

84

Crest
Toothpaste
Regular or Mint Flavored
Family Size 6.4 Oz.

Rain
Overshoes

Pillowcase & Twin Size
$100
keg. $4.99 Sale
fell Size RI$6.99
Sale$ 00

Children's Sizes

Sole Price $1 99
Locks Rein(Wens

Queen SIR.% $9.99

.7 0
solids& Patterns

49
Sale Price $2

Sole

ilsemiesrenneeeireieesnie

NI 6I

III

1M

III
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.1111
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Regents...

___Stumbo's Limit
On Nursing Home
is tight. It Is the day when the words
'shortfall' and 'cutbacks' ring in our Coverage Blocked

21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner

(Cautioned Frost Page 1

"The problem becomes especially
Jurisdiction until "all administrative
acute when one assumes the duties of
procedures" have been exhausted.
chairman at-a time when a movement earn. The leadershiP of this university
That writ is still pending and a deciLEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—
is made to change the course ofthe must deal effectively with these times
sion is expected April 6.
federal judge on Tuesday
.
A
university's future. Change is, has and yet be human and compassionate
• Regents' attorneys also went to
Human Resources
blocked
afmost
are
who
persons
toward
been and always will be painful. It
the appeals court and the Kentucky
Grady Sbmibo's
Secretary
carries with it strong voices in sup- fected. The leadership must deal forSupreme Court hallowing Keith's decia limit an the
place
to
plan
alumit's
cultivate
and
thrightly with
.
port.
sion, seeking emergency relief to prehome panursing
of
number
untapped
practically
a
are
They
ni.
in
'There are equally strong 'voices
vent the March 28 board hearing from
be
can
by
that
covered
_tint*
_
_
_
Sete/Ise of the status quo. As your source Of support.
taking place. Both courts denied the
'
'
Medicaiduniversity
this
of
leadership
"The
chairman I have in the past few weeks
request.
DS. District Judge. Scott
found myself in an absolutely no-wth---inust relate to the community in
• The regents, in a special meeting
order comes in the
Reed's
which
region
it
the
to
situation. I am sure that several of -which lives add
prior to the start of the hearing on the
of a suit filed Feb. 27
wake
with
relationships
serves.
The
it
the
you board members have had
charges Saturday, authorized-Overby
teachers and administrators through- by the Kentucky Association
same feelings. .
to proceed with an appeal of Keith's
a
With regard to those who-have serv- out this region, must be strengthened of Health Care Facilities,
decision. Should the appellate court
industry'
nursing-home
that
these
from
is
It
cultivated.
and
crisis,
this
on
ed
this
board
through
overturn that decision, it is possible
group, against the Departyou have my utmost respect. At times our students come.
that the hearifig would again be
meld for Human Resources.
one
that
is
note
there
will
"You
tempers flared and heated exchanges
scheduled, this Mile before the full
The limitation was to have
occurred, however, upon reflection, I thread that ruhs through all of the
ten-member board.
effect Wednesday.
taken
the
is
thread
have
I
That
noted.
sincerely know that every single one goals
• Attorneys for the regents decided
Medicaid officials
State
Our
relations.'
human
of
'thread
of you, all ten that is, have acted from
not to present evidence on six of the
in Faruary
notices
out
sent
along
conscience and that you genuinely did leadership must be able to get
charges an the six regents hearing
that required all the state's
people.
with
effectively
deal
and
with
what you thought was right,
the charges voted 4-2 todismiss them.
homes participating
"I have often been reminded of a In this day of the cutback and the nursing
The majority of the six also voted
Program to
Medicaid
the
in
staff,
faculty,
quote from Lincoln when his cabinet shortfall,•clealing with
evidence did not prove Curris was
80.1 percent
only
that
agree
inbecomes
community
and
alumni
and
-was at Odds over a certain issue
guilty of the other three charges.
of their beds would be
,• Following the vote on the charges, several about him were perplexed at creasingly critical,
covered by Medicaid. The
all
evaluated
carefully
"I have
what was occurring. To one of the
Charles
four of the regents
proposed limit was part of a
have
I
presented.
charges
the
of
three
you
competing
'Did
factions he said.
Howard, Bill Carneal, Sara Page and
broad plan to curb runaway
not know that there can be persons on listened attentively to the evidence,
Ed Settle — voted against removing
N
costa.
Medicaid
must
I
law
decide
the
As!
understand
opposite sides of an issue and both of
Curris as president. Board chairman
called for Stumbh
suit
The
Ron Christopher and - Jerry Woodall, them be right?' In the sense that the whether Dr. curria-in ginItY nik linin- to be enjoined firm "cond..
entire board is and will continue to cent ofeach charge. The evidence in
abstained from that vote. ,
nuing such illegal conduct"
have Murray "State -- Univer-sity- dicates to me that he is guilty of
If another 'hearing is order, the
and
asked that bis actions be
makeup of the board could be dif- foremost in their minds, both sides charges one,two and three.
illegal and condeclared
be'
to
then.
question
-next
"The
will be right. i_commend all of you for
ferent.,Settle's term on the board oftruly to Medicaid laws and
guilt
the
not
or
whether
is
answered
what
hard
and
of
work
pursuit
your
ficially expired March 31. He could be
of these charges is sufficient tg con- regulations.
reappointed by Gov. John Y. Brown, yoh think is best for our university,
In his Wrder, Reed said
removal. I fail to understand
stitute
"I love this-- university. It has been a
or Blown could appoint someone else.
the "public interest
that
Until such action, however, Settle will part of my life since my father came why four of the board members refus- would be served by the isPer
Witnesses.
of„..the
all,
continue to serve. Student regent here as a chemistry professor in 1957, ed to trar
suance of a preliminary inTerry Clark could also be replaced I received a large part of my col- sonally,\I could see no harm in protec- junction. The severe impact
jobs
before another hearing. The president legiate education- here and I will ting thoSe peopie•who felt their
of the bed quota is direct,
of the student government,serves as forever be indebted to this institution would be jeopardized if they testified. dramatic and immediate."
-Since four people refused to offer
student regent and those elections are for what it has given me. I know that
Since Stumbo's bed-quota
all of you-share my sentiments in this those witnesses protection it apbeing held this month.`
proposal had not been subthe
for
impossible
was
parently
The three-charges heard were that regard and that. you, too, have a
mitted to or approved by the
Curris failed to cooperate with the Ci- special feeling for this place. This board's counsel to present it's case. Secretary of Health and
the
of
all
hear
to
ty of Murray in .an effort to obtain a university-will survive either bec,ause Since we were unable
Human Services in
state grant for the purchase of fire- of us or in spite of us. It is much bigger charges and since there is litigation Washington, Reed said that
fighting equipment, that ne refused to than any board, board member or still pending that may restore the full "there is probably a violaboard to hear these charges, there is
make university records available to employee,
alternative arthis point but to tion of federal law."
no
"I
appreciate
our
in
indulgence
a regent, and that he attempted to inof removal of the , While Reed's order was
terfere in a court case involving a permitliog me to make those remarks abstain on the issue
.... - being released, Sturnbo anpresident.
burglary at a univeristy building by -because those feelings have sustained
that he was changnounced
."It is very tragic that the entire
improperly asking officials to drop me during the past few weeks.
four of the
eliminating
or
ing
.'
**Now to the charges, the evideffre board could not be a part of this pre.
the charges.
Proposals in his costopinions.
voice
and
their,
ceeding
Christopher tread a lengthy state- presented and my vote.
Perhaps their votes will be heard at containment plan.
"I have always had- and will conment explaining his position- on the
Their removal conanothertime.
-matter Monday night. Tuesday morn- tinue to have Sincere admiration for
a
precedent that
stitutes
dangerous
He
Curris.
as
Dr.
brought to this
ing, Curris' attorney Bill Logan ofcan affect all boards of trustees of infered his assessment of the six drop- university a youthful vigor that has up
to this time served it well. He is at- stituions of this state is Well as local •
ped charges.
boards of education, cffY councils,
-ticelate,
statement
hard-working and a debator
The text of Christopher's
fiscal courts or indeed any public
equal-1S he has proven in his
is reprinted below, Tollow-ed by a
risible _for
boards that are r
synopsis of what Logan had to say on statements to the media in the past
executive
ts,
preSid
employees,
weeks
his
and
in
performance
this
the proceedings.
or any public
directors, policem
hearing. With all of those 'qualities he
Christopner's Statement
employee.
"Let me say at the onset that this too has his faults. '"However, in the meantinle,
"His
faults
may
very
be
well
the
entire conflict has been exceedingly
must live together and work together
difficult for me and my family as I'm very excess of his strengths as is so
for the good of Murray State Universisure it has for everyone else involved often the case. Nevertheless, no man
ty. Those of us who have lost must not
is
Many
indispensible.
outlive
their
and their familes. I have learned the
permit that loss to embitter us and
hard way that being a board member usefulness ,and do not perceive that
of us who won must not use that
those
the
times
and
change
new
are
faces
and representing the people in
to become vindictive. As your
victory
to
the
needed
meet
changing
time.
of
ffairs
univera
thetheir
overseeing
I will do my very best to
chairman,
"What
the
is
as
time
I see it?
sity can be a thankless and trying
"Above-all,
it
a
is
when
day.
money
Continued On Page 15-A
task.

$569

•

,
We give you 21 plump, tender Gulf
shrimp, lightly breaded and fried to a crispy
golden brown. And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French fries, fresh cole
slaw and a roll.
Offer expires: April 19, 1981

One of Jerry's Best

RESTAURANTS

South 12th St. Murray, Ky.

Save $45.00
Power Mower. 20 in, cut; 3
h.p. engine.Twin Baffle Rein47-115
forced deck.
Reg.$139.95

94

Even Len
eade4n
21" Toro Mower

199.77

(47-184)

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
A FULL 1/4 CARAT " FLOWER CLUSTER"
vouR CHOICE OF YELLOW OR WHITE GOLD

30% OFF

*:$

zAl•

sitc
=-

406

•

*IDC
C

1
'
;

...
,
9 ,

REG.$600.

• -.7 ,*

..

.-..,,

•

'
es
'
'r
..••••'''
•
■•
g ••
‘• •
•a•••
.
''•
`
e/PA A

We just thought you
might like to mow.

- AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE,
THIS
BEL-Am1RuSaHROAPyPIKNYG CTR.

MICHELSON JEWELERS
L •

Your HOME,AUTO, OUTDOOR and APPLIANCE Store.

April 1st thru 4th
'PRIZES DRAWN DAILY
Moorgard . DOOR
*Mural
*Wallpaper
_ *Wood Flouring

'

•

r°111

Itil

Grass Rage

Heavy Duty Grass Rake

Heavy duty 2 mil bags;
7-BU.CAPACITyl
Pkg. of 5. 48-27A

22flexible bar-reinforced teeth. 19"
width, 4' handle.
Heavy duty. 45.142

1

Trimmer
Tap-N-Go Line advance
With 10"cutting path
47-3s7
Reg. $29.99.
SO' Extension Cord.
(55.130-2)
6.47

Pkg.

Save $5.22

24.77

41111111rifle

*Bicentennial Rug
'- 111111
i--:_4111
._NIN
.
.
.

*$100 Of Free Paint
*Rooms of Carpet &
Floor Covering
FREE YARDSTICKS!

CARRICO PAINT & FLOOR COVERING
(Formerly Tidwell Paint Co.)
1210 W.Main—Murray,Ky. — Phone:753-3080

41111iiiiiiel ....Sift
-P.
(
•
41111111",

Mae Garisnlag Tools

Cora Mann

°immolated.Cultivator, weeder,trowel.
or transplanter. 46-184/1117

Composted;odorless.
40-lb. bag. 411-345

1.18

Es.

5 HP Tiller

lung"

25"titling width;14" self-sharpening tines.
Depth adjusts.
Reg. 9299.95. 47,100

Prices Good'Through Saturday at all °IMMO Stores and Participating Dealers

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

Save 444.95

:255
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•' assure that neither of these events occur:
"Finally, let me say one other thing
concerning the four board members
who were restrained from voting
because of a court order. Because of
the nature of these proCeedings, they
not only were restrained from voting
but also were restrained from speaking. With a personnel matter one cannot commeut on proceedings.
"Because of this they have been the
subject of rather_severecommentS by
the press.. That is certainly
understandable when the press is only
getting one side of an issue. However,
I can assure you that those of us who
voted to charge Dr. Curris initially did
not do so for frivolous reasons as you
have bee led to believe. We did not do
so because of 'petty politics' which is
a term that has also.-been thrown
around. We did so because:
"1. We received a multitide of complaints from the community, the
state,the faculty and staff. •
-2. These complaints reached a
crescendo immediately after the
public became aware of the regents
concerns.
"3. Some of these complaints indicated to us possible violations of
state law which should not be
tolerated by anyone in authority.
"4. Some of these complaints
together with the knowledge we had
gained in our experience as board

members.indicated to us that there
t
•
were serious leadership problenis at give legal advice ... that comes only
the university that should be address- from Mr. James Overby ... if anyone
was derelict ... it was Mr. James
ed.
Overby,"
Logan said.
"For these reasons I voted to
Logan said the university policy of
charge Dr. Curris. The others who
voted to charge him may hatre had handling such funds through the founother reasons but I feel the public is dation was adopted 24 years ago and
has "never been questioned by state
entitled to understand my hiotives."
Logan's Remarks
_
He said a charge that MSU's share
Logan, imoutlining his assessment
of the remaining charges, said -When of Ohio Valley Conference television
all evidence was in, Dr:-Curris would receipts was illegally deposited in the
have been totally and completed ex- foundation was also untrue.
"We would have presented actual
onerated."
Logan briefly explained the six financial statements that would have
charges against Curris which were proved it (such deposits) is a common
dismissed without being heard and of- practice," Logan said, referring to
fered a comment on-each of them. He similar handling of such receipts by
also questioned a claim by attorneys other universities across Kentucky.
On a charge that CWT1S illegally
for the regents thdrwitnAses would
not testify out of a fear of retaliation, transferred a surplilkof $150,000 from
pointing out that representatives of a the Waterfield Library renovation to
Bowling Green auditing firm were other campus projects, Logan said,
present Monday and not asked to "It was through the efforts of Dr. Curtestify and that other university ris that the funds ever became
witnesses"came to testify apparently available," adding that Curris was
without fear," but were never re- also responsible for getting permission from the Department of Finance
quested to take the stand. Logan addressed the charge that to use the excess funds for projects in
Curris had "neglected or refused -to Wells Hall, the University Center and
perform his duty" by not informing Wrather Hall.
"I think they ought to strike a medal
the regents of the legal ramifications
of channelling grants and contracts _ in his honor rather than try to throw
_through the MSU Foundation by say- him out," the Madisonville attorney,a
former MSU Alumni Association
ing it is "gro ly untrue." —
"It is not t e duty of the president to president,said.
Curris' attorney said he has yet to
determine what a charge that Cams
misrepresented the budget .by
KEEP THAT GREAT '
mishandling "non-appropriated"
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.
funds actually means.
On a charge that Curris mishandled
a $150,000 grant for improvements to
the university's FM ractia station,
• Logan said,"It is not the responsibility of the president to handle every
detail of every department every

-Co

Holland To Leave
LBL, Howard Named
Yellow Nova
4 door, air, 1 owner, new car trade in.
tiutomatic, v-8, cloth seats, 72,xxx.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617
641 South, Murray
GIN IIRA L mamas PARTS DIVISION

Frank R. Holland,'-frianager of the
Tennessee Valley Authority's Land
Between the Lakes since 1974, was approved by the TVA board of directors
today as assistant general manager of
the agency effective June 1.
Elizabeth E. Howard, TVA district
administrator at Nashville, was also
approved by the board ° to_ succeed
Holland as manager of LBL. She was
named district 'administrator in
November 1979.

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

EGGS

69

Doi

Tomato Juice

694

Prune Juice
Cranberry Juice
Teo Bogs

loo

Coffee Creamer

Evaporated Milk

994

Ahunk Lite Tuna

994
$1 49

Instant Tea

3

Potted Meat

Mockeral

3 ot.
13,,.

sz

is...

Chili W/Beans

Prairie Farm

PEAS

WHOLE
MILK

150z.
$6.00 Case

1 Gal

$1 29

Raisins
Vienna Sausage
Pie FMing

Choc. Flavor Chips
Crisco ON

47'
$109
85'

12 et.

$249
$1 39

Corn 01

0

99

161

27'
49'

Blacker, Peas

29'
is., 284

kidney Beans

is.. 304

894

Green Beans

594

Tender Chunk Nam

Navy Beans

is...

-is.. 254

,

894

Foam Cups

SI rt

534

Cream Style &
Whole Kernel

CORN

\\\\\4•
7'
L.

1[i

"GRANNY'S COOKIN IN OUR KITCHEN"

309 N.16th

753-4477
Git A Load Of These Vittles!
Monday, March 30th thru Sunday,-Aoril 5th

5 a.m.to II a.m.

Bacon or Sausage, 2 Eggs (cooked
any way) Grits or Hash Browns,
Biscuits,Sausage Gravy, Jelly, and
Butter.Coffee Included.

Country Ham,2 Eggs(Cooked Any
Way) Grit's, or Hash - Browns,
Biscuits, Redeye Gravy4 Jelly, Butter and Coffee

Regular Pelee $2.80

Regular Price $3.50

For Only

$1.75

For Only $2050

*Sorgrum Molasses Included With Both Meals*
EAT'N HOURS:
Sun Thru Wed.5 a.m.-ILI p.m.
Thurs.Thru Sat.5 a.m.-2 a.m.

GOODAII-FIE/1111
Now Thru Saturday...Save Two Ways!

POLYSTEEL
RADIAL SALE
Save Cash When You Buy!
Save Gas When You Drive!

$

Ise,.

Salad Crispin

591
69'
591

69'
591
371

Bleach
Saltines

Dish Dc?.

32 et

Kozy Kitten

is... 274

Brill() Pads

Husky Dog Food

is... 211

Jergen:Soap

Cat Litter

if

Cleanser

Fabric Softener

P175/751114 Whitewall
plus $188 EFT No
trade needed.
(Also At.88178-14)
P175/751114 FITS
SOME MODELS OF:
Gremlin
Colt Wagon
Mustang
Capri
Datsun
Tyota

$73

P215/75R15 Whitewall
plias 12.64 EFT. No
trade needed.
(Also Fits GR78-15)
P215/751115 FITS
SOME MODELS OF:.
Cenhoy
Seville
Deville
Regal
Cordoba
Eldorado
Newport
leSabre
Charger
Riviera
Chewlle
Olds 98
LTD
Fury
Deka
Cutlass
Catalina
Bonneville
Electra

$61
P195/75R14 Whitewall
,plus $2.26 FIT.No
trade needed.
(Also Elts DR78-14.
ER78-14)
.P195/751114 FTTS SOME MODELS OF:
Century
Pacer
Regal
Hornet
Malibu
Gremlin
Nova
AsPen
Challenger
Volare
Cutlass
ZePhYr
Monarch
Leman*
Gran Prix
Comet

s76

P225/751115 Whitewall
plus 112.85 imr.rs.
trade needed.
(Also Fits 141178-15)
P225/754815 ETES
SOME MODELS OF:
Olds 98
New Yorke,
Delta 88
Newport
Catalina
Vhda Cruiser •
Bonneville Fury Wagon
Marquis
Chevy Wagon
Ford Elite
Buick Wagon
T-Bird
Safari
ILTD II
Wagon
Fleetwood

$62
P205/75R15 Whitewall
plus S2.50 ITT No
trade rweded.
(Also Flits FR78-15)
P205/75Ft15 FTTS
SOME MODELS OF
Impala
New Yorker
Caprice
Diplomat
Chevelie
Delta 88
Century
Toronado
Riviera
Omega
leSabre
Fury
Cordoba
Fin-bird
GrEtaron
Catalina

$79

P235/751115 Whitewall
Plus $3.06 EFT
trade needed.
(Also Fits LR78-1S)
P235/751116 FITS
SOME MODFIS Of
Estate Wagon
Mercury
Wagon
Fleetwood
Minato
Wagon
Custom
I bevy
Wagon
t mason
Chrysler
ir=nry
Wagon
VA-igtin
Pontiac
Rird
1.
4498
"

BH78-13 FITS
SOME MODELS OF:
Skyhawk
Skylark
Citation

Capr

Sunbird

Bobc
Startire

Omuii
Colt
Pinto
Mustang

Omega
Horizon
Arrow
Champ

Phoenix
Astre
Datsun
Mazda
OPVt
Toyota

Custom Polysteel
Radial...The Tire
ThatKeeps Its Feet
Even In The Rain
• Gas saving radial ply construe
hot+ - Sure-footed wet traction
tread -Strength and penetration
resistance of double steel cord
belts • The smooth ride, resilience, and durability of
polyster cord body • Wide rain
channeling tread grooves for
resistance to hydroplaning

Sale Ends-Saturday April 4

PROLONG TIRE LIFE BOOST MPG

MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE

Front-End Alignment

Brake Service — Your Choice

• Inspect all four tires • Set
ulster: camber, and toe to
Parts and
addltimaJ
services.5115 11
needed.
Clievettes extra.

proper alignment • Inspect
suspension and steering
system • Most U.S. cars,
including front wheel drive.
Many imports.

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install
new front brake pads and grease
seals. Resurface front rotors • Repack front wheel bearksgs • Inspect
calipers and hydraulic system •
Add fluid & road test cat. (Does
Additional parts and
not include rear wheels).
services extra if needed
OR
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake lining. all 4 wheels •
New front grease seals - Resurface drums • Repack front
wheel bearings • Inspect hydraulic system - Add fluid & mad
test car. - Most U.S. cars,some Datum. Toyota. VW.

ism 594

3/$100
91

'

Colortex

TOILET
TISSUE

BR78-13 or
P185 -801113 whitewall. Plus
$I 89or S1 91 FIT.
depending on
availattldNo
trade

Big Savings On These Whitewall Sizes Too!

$6.48 Case

Cake Mixes

POR

1111111 lIIflhI

$54

$225 isoz. 27

Red

POTATOES
10
$ 89
1)

BACON

isq.. 594

Sweet

254

Cherry

12.,

89'
99"

0/7gii

Field
Chestnut

$1 39

Can Drinks

9

Cash & Food Stamps
Accepted — Sorry No Checks

ORANGE'
JUICE
/
1
2 Gal

anyone who is truly interested in the
ray State University,' ... it should be
welfare of Murray •State would
M.0. Wrather."
prepare a charge ... saying Curris
Logan pointed out that the museum
mishandled the naming of a museum
name was unanimotisly approved by
in Wrather Hall,- Logan said of the
the board of regents
sixth dismissed charge. "It's so petty,' Logan, and his co-counsel represeninfantile and juvenile that it hardly
ting Curris, Don and 8d Overbey of
bears responding to."
Murray, have maintained since the
"The name of Marvin 0. Wrather - beginning of the controversy that that
should never 'have been involved," . all of the charges were false and that
Lgari said. "If there'sany onei)erson_
they did not constitute grounds for
whq mild be given the title
Mur- ten'invataft.fir pfesitlent iff anrimse. —

DISCOUNT
FOODS

T-Mart
Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

day."
Logan further explained that an inspection in January gained approval
for 90 percent of the grant funds and
that the remaining 10 percent was anticipated after final inspection this
summer. All hinds utilized in the project, Logan said, were not university
moneys but were borrowed from the
state at.ao ipterest.:Thegrant will pay
back the state loan.
•
"Quite fe2nkly it's-a-travesty-thd

COAN
FLAKES

Just Say rimmif
'Charge l
It
'magirpifig

Goodyear
Revolving
Chatge Account

Use any of these 4 other ways to buy MasterCard
• Visa • American Express Card - Carte Blanche

GooDfryEAN
Arm°

Service Store
P.

69'

4 Roll

80i 99'

S. 12th — Murray
Hours: 7:30 a.m. Until 6:00 p.m.

75370595

Henry Carrington
Funeral Is Held

Funeral Thursday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Triplett

Mrs. Sylvia Hall
Dies On Tuesday

Mrs. Sylvia'Hall, widow of
. Funeral services for
Baymon Hall, a resident of
Henry Carrington were held
Funeral services for Mrs. the Care Inn Nursing Home,
Mrs. Bernice Ramage,
March.17 at the chapel of the
Charlie Divine,63, brother
Walter
J.
Triplett,
(Red)
mother
the
•mayaeid,
•
of Mrs. Suzanne
died
Tuesday
at
Gardner Funeral Home,
Mrs. Hugh (Edith) Noffsof
p.-M.•at the hornezehe. Bedwell of liar
• -Sharon, Tenn Burial wa.s in _former Debbie .Fi1bee, of
of IVIurray, dted-Marth
ilker
_444e_olwe_44rent
egutme
Hamlin will he.
ikfinday at 9:45
the Clark Air_ Base
If
-at
Thursday at A p.m. at the_
Born Jan. 2,1900, she was Western Baptist H
titter Como',Tenn.
Philippine Islands.
Hospital,
chapel
of
Blalockthe
.
the daughter of the late Mr. Paducah. She was 60 years His death was due to conThe deceased was born
of age and a resident of 721
Aug.5, 1890,and was the hus- c_oleman Funeral Home with and Mrs. Francis Dalton:
gestive heart failure.
Survivors include six Oaks Road,Paducah.
band _of Bertha Dunn Carr: the Rev. James Garrett and
He was a school teacher in
the
Charles•Wesifal
Rev.
ofl
She
was
a member of the
'brothers-in-law - Lenon and_ kg
_Nov.died N
20,
'
library science field with
the
.fieiating.
, •
Dewey Hall of Murray, Southland Baptist Temple, the dependent school system
The
Choir
of
Oak
the
Floyd Hall of Bardstown, Paducah, and was a native at San Miguel, Philippine
Hejs survived by two sons,
Cumberlan.d 011ie Hall of Reidlanii, of Hardin County,Ill.
four: daughters, 22 grand- Grove Islands, where he had been
Children, 16 great grand- Presbyterian Church with Clayton Hall of Fehsacola, - Survivors include her hus- for the past two years. He
Gene
director
Dunn
Roy
as
band,
Lee R. Ramage; two
Fla., and Brent Hall of
children, and six great great__
previously had taught in
-1(nd Mrs. John B. Cavitt as Chicago, M.
daughters, Mrs. Suzanne
grandchildren.
Okinawa
for two years and
Graveside services will be Bedwell, Hardin, and Mrs. prior to that at the ElemenLocal survivors include organist- will provide the
held Friday at 11 a.m. at the Judy Grounds Kehuneau, tary School in Hudson, Fla.
four stepchildren - Mrs. music.
Pallbearers
will
Earl,
be
City, Ill.; three sons-.
Lassiter Cemetery with JimNettie Arnold. Mrs. 1.uvine
- Dean Atchison, Paducah,
_ Colson, Riley Dunn, and Bill Allen, 0. B. Farley, Jinuny my Fulton officiating.
In charge of the ar- and Johnny _ and Gill
... Dunn, all of Murray; several Colson, Jeff Mathis, Richard
Ramsey,
Rob
and
Williams.
rangements
is the Roberts Grounds:Alton, Ill.; stepson,
step grandchildren and step
Burial will follow in the Funeral Service, Mayfield, Danny Ramage, Paducah;
great grandchildren. •
Brewers Cemetery.
where friends may call after two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Friends may call at the 5 pin. Thursday.
Wanda ,Sue Coursey and
•
f eral home. ,
Mrs. Glenda Kay Cochran,
• Mrs. Triplett. 20, died
Paducah; brother, William
PRINT SHOWING - Toni Hopson of the Murray Woman's Club
Monday at 10:55 p.m. at the
D. °zee, McCeansboro, Ill.;
shows the print of "Red Tulip" by Manabu Saito, Japanese native arMurray-Calloway County,
10 grandchildren.
•
tist, that will be on sale at the Murray Woman's-Club House on WedThe funeral is being held
Mrs. Lela Waldrup of Dex- Hospital.
nesday, April 8. The public is invited to come to the club house bettoday at 2:30 p.m. at theter Route 1 died Tuesday at She is survived by her -huschapel of the Lindsey
•):45 p.m. at the Murray- band; parents Mr. and Mrs.
ween the hours of 4 to 7 p.m. to meet the artist and have him
Funeral Home, _ Paducah,
Calloway County HospitaL Gilbert Wayne Filbeck, and - rhe
autograph
the print for each purchaser who will also be presented
funeral for Eulus
with the Rev. Harold Cauncil
She kvas /37_3ears of i,gé and—one sister, Miss_t_va. --mae—Outland
"Green
Fern" print with each purchase. Any person unable to
his
with
of Almo is being a
-Filbeck, Benton-Ruute3, tWo- •
nd the Rev. Jonathan Kimthe irife- ofRoy Walftkip
attend may contact Mrs. Hopson for her purchase and she will have
held today at 2 prn. at the
brothers, Darrell Filbeck,
bro officiating. Burial will
(lied Mary 17, 19ff4.
the artist autograph the print for the purchaser.
Hoychapel of the Max Churchill
Beaton Route t, and
fMow in the Rosebower
e
- -The- - deceased- was-Funeral Home with the Rev._
member of the Dexter'Bap- Dale Filbeck, Benton Route Dr.
cemetery.
charlie Divine
Jerrell White and the
tist Church. Born Jan. 28, 3; stepdaughter, Melissia Rev. Ronnie
Adams . ofHe spent four- years in the
1894,she was the daughter of Dawnell Triplett, and step- ficiating.
and served in the MerNavy
the late Monroe Morris and son, James7:- Christopher
Providing the music is the
chant Marines before
Triplett; grandfather,
Virginia Bell Morris.
choir of the Poplar Spring
managing the Divine
She was preceded in death Clarence 'King, Atlanta, 'Baptist Church,
*here he
-Brothers
Lumber Company
fered only rniaor damage to cannot be testecL.until a
By WARREN LEARY
-44-4mo-eons, Franklin and Mich.; step grarkidfather— was a
member. Pallbearers • _ .Michael Eugene Smock, In Central City and farming
the frontal lobe, the physi- breathing tube going
and
Daniel Waldrup, and two Trellis Gore,Benton Route 3. are
E. B. Fennell, Bobby Joe Jr., stillborn infant son of in Muhlenberg County.
•
KEVIN MCKEAN
step sons, Golden and Ben
through his mouth is removNanney, John Richard Imes, Mr. and Mrs. Michael
moved
he
1958,
In
to
AP Science Writers
ed.
Waldrup.
—
Bill Windell, Joe Brandon, Eugene Smock, Jr.,
of 1119 Florida where he operated a
White House chief of staff
Mrs. Waldrup is survived
Dr. Desmond O'Doherty,
WASHINGTON (AP) and Robert Walker. Burial North Poplar Street, Paris, hardware husiness. He sufJames A. Baker III said chairman of neurology at
by two daughters ; Mrs. Dale
The severe brain injury sufwill follow in the Barnett Tenn., was born Tuesday
at fered a major coronary in
Tuesday that doctors believe Georgetown
Naorni) Wilson, Murray
University
fered
by
White
House press Brady
Cemetery.
the Henry County General 1962 and after recovery
will live and "that Medical School,said Brady's
Route 3, and - Mrs. Bob (Ella
Mrs. Clara T. Skinner died
Mr. Outland, 79, died Mon- Hospital, Paris. His mother started to college with his secretary James S. Brady mental
capacity will be reported reactions are 'very
Mae) Hensley. Indianapolis, March 20, at her home-in
day at 0:30 p.m. at the is the former Tina Brittain.
daughter,- Ruth, just could leave him with some there."
- - Ind- four sons - -Columbus Dallas, -Texas. She was 83
•
good signs for recovery"
Murray-Calloway Coualy
Survivors are his parents graduated from high school, paralysis and speech pro- Brady's ability to speak barring further problems.
Waldrup, Murray Route 3, years of age-and the Widow
Hospital. His wife, Vera, and one sister, Chrystal at Florida Southern Nvhere blems, but "mental capacity
'Roy ElmerWaldrup, Dexter of the Rev. W. C. Skirner. -.
cited Feb. 17, 1979.
-Smock, Paris, Tenn.; grand- he later received the will be there," doctors say.
.-- Ritrute 1, and 1 Sam and-Cle--- She was a native or
Brady, critically wounded
Survivors include one parents, Harold Brittain,_ Bachelor's degree in Library
. olis,-Calloway County and the daughter; Ma:EdwirF
-.. me:nt_Waldnip,Indianap
in
an assassination attempt
Almo, Wilma Laska, Science. He came to Murray
' Ind.
slaughter of the late Mr.
,
W. Rockford,- 1117;and Mr. and State UniVersitY-and corn- -on President Reagan, - was
'oiiC•
Also surviving are two Mrs. Herbert Trevathan. Outland,
Almo: one sister, ,, Mrs. Clarence Hickson, pleted the Master's degree in reported to be making "exsisters, Mrs,-. Rae )Lorene) Her late husband was the son Mrs. Perna
traordinary" progress TuesMohundro, Mur- -Paris, Tenn.; great grand- 1974.
-Nix, Murray, and Mrs. of the late Dr. and Mrs. J. E.
day. ray; two granddaughters, mother, Mrs. Mary Elkins,
He
member
was
of
the
a
. Reba Myers, Benton i one Skinner of Calloway County, Mrs. Billy
Morton and Mrs.
Although prospects for his
Brandon Baptist Church,
brother, Mac, Morris, and With him served in Bap- Dan
spiceland; six great MG
urr
raa)
k;eide services will be Florida, where he had serv- recovery still are uncertain,
California:- 16 grand- tist Churches in the western grandchildren.
' held today (Wednesday) at 4 ed in many ways, was doctors said they were enchildren; 11 great grand- regions- of Kentucky a- nd
at the Barnett church clerk for 20 years at couraged that Brady had
Tennessee over a period of
Mt. Pisgah Baptist Church, regained ;consciousness a
Cemetery in Calloway
The funeral will be held about40 years.
Prices of stocks of local interest at n ty
Bremen,
Ky., and was a day after he was shot and
with
the
Rev.
Jay
Thurs-day at 1 p.ni. at the The deceased had also
time today,furnished by FirstBrigham of the Immanuel member of the Rotary Club. underwent five hours _of
chafiellof the Filbeck and taught in the public schools of 'Michigan Corp .of Murray
Survivors -are two surgery:
Lutheran Church officiating:
C"..inn Funeral Hoine, Ben- of Calloway County.
Industrial Average
Dr. Dennis O'Leary,
daughters,
Mrs. Bob II uth)
The
Churchill
Max
Funeral
ton, with the Rev. Gary Bur- Mrs. Skinner_ is survived Products
Home is in charge of the:ar- Erb, Savannah, Ga., and spokesman for George
Tun and the Rev. Glen Cope by one Son, William C. Skin- Air
American Motors
University
Mrs. Lan Winn, St. Louis, Washington
officiating. Burial will follow ner, Jr., Dallas,Texas,three' Ashland
.36 -'2 rangements.
American Telephone' 1"uncMo.; granddaughter, Cher Hospital, said Brady's eyes
in the Temple Hill Cemetery grandchildren, and four Chrysler
6'. -'.
Fields, and former wife, were open and reacting to
23i., .i,
neas Almo.
- - Ford Motor
great grandchildren.
G.A.F.
'
12'.
Bernice Martin, Savanab, light. And he responded to
une
Friends may call at -the • Funeral and burial ser- General liamic
334„ .1.
Federal-State Market News Service Ga.; three sisters - Mrs. commands to move his right
• funeral home after 5 p.m. to- vices. were ,held in Dallas, General Motors
53 unc April 1, 1981
.
General Tire, 25 -.-'4 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market. Noffsinger, Murray, Mrs. arm and leg.
(Wednesday 1.
Texas.
Goodach
- 2k3,1 j2 Report Includes6 Buying Stations
A .22-caliber bullet entered
Mercer, Bremen,
r; 'Goodyear ..-..... .
. Re'eipt• Act_709.F.st. 1100 Barrous&- Harold
. 1934 --1
-T:ulf1341•
- 353
. -4. Gilts S1.0041.25 higher Sows .5041.00 and Mrs. Helen Jordan, Brady's head beside the left
lleublien
„ 3334
higlier4nstances 2,00 higher
- -Washington, D. C.; three eye, paSsed through the-I B.M
62'i -', US 1:2 210,240 lbs.
039.5040.00
Jerico
.
731.13 233.A US 2210-250 lbs.. .
, S39.25-39.75 brothers - Estel Divine, brain and rested in the right
L„ US 2-3 240-250 lbs
K-mart
19'. .
038.25-39.25 Bremen,- Ned
Divine, rear pertion of the skull.
Kohn's Big K
2'. ,-'
. US 2-1 250-270 lbs
Penwell
293, t-', Sows
Madison, Ill.,- and Robert Doctors- said the bullet was
... 34'.
. _quaker Oats US 1,2E0-3501bs
.. 833.00-34.00- Divine, Subic Bay, Philip- removed intact.
37'. -'1 LISAMOck-LiL" lh
$33.00-35.50
The bullet that tore
US.Tobacco
311'. we US 1-3 450-500 I bs
$35.50-39.00 pine Islands; several niecesWendy's
17'4B 173nA" US 1-3 500-650111s
S39.00-41.50 and nephews.
through Brady's head causUS 2-3 300-5001bs
$32 00-33.00
His father, the Rev. H. D. ed "fairly extensive
15.35 Boars 28.00-30.00
Divine, (tied in _1942, his damage" to the right side of
mother, Bertha, in 1974, a the brain, which controls
sister. Renova,in 1942, and a function on the left side of
the body,O'Leary said.
brother, Joe T., in 1968.
But the left half of his
-The body will be brought
by airplane to the Tireker brain, the dominant Side
Funeral Home, Central City, which controls extremities
Ky., on Saturday, April 4. on the right and speech, sufThe funeial will be held
day, April 5, at 2 p.m. at the
Mt. Pisgah Baptist Church,
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.M.
Highway 76, Bremen,
Saturday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Mrs. Lela Waldrup
Dies Tuesday With _
Rites On Thursday

Infant Son Dies
With Rites Today

Stock Market

Hog Market

KING'S DEN

Murray Health Spa
Phone:753-4084
or
753-4085

,..._
•Souna
•E xperienced Counselors
.
•Sun Soothes
- •Duet Consultation
•Private Lockers.
•Cardiovascular
Dressing-Roontrr- DevelopM-drit-- " .
Showers and Vanity- Stress Reduction Pro-g
ram

Stylinsi-wtta
The ou,corhe s thu
ShrTt %min thealbgatr,r omblfon traderhark roady
Iror Adder-11ot* $(5br 1504faded and
ease,lhanever tocarefor ,nDaLrnn •
74-5 S M L XL

lap, 10.
TRADITIONAL-CLOTHING FOR
GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Dixieland 6nter
Murray, Ky.
• Mon.-Sot. 9:00 a.m.
:
S:00 p.m.

Thomas E. Shirley, CPA
Michael D. Pierce, CPA
and
Scott V. Wright, CPA
Announce The Formation
Of A Partnership

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
For The Practice Of Public Accounting
At
509 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Office Hours
Telephone
9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
' 502-753-8635
Mon.-Fri.

LOUISVILLE,Ky. AP -- USDA —
Estirilated_ receipts _cattle and calves
800: compared to Tuesday's close
.irn.ght.ç steers and -heifer% not fully
tested; cows weak to mostly 1.00
lower; bul1 steady-7 shitighter calves
and vealers untested early; feeder
steers steady; limited- heifers steady
to weak:
Slaughter steers good 910-1295 lb 52.2559.25; slaughter cows commercial
41.00-44.50; utility 40.00-44.00; high
dressing and high boning percent utility 44.25-46.25; cutter 39.00-43.75; canner and cutter undel800 lb 35.00-39.00;
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1-2 10001715 lb 53.0048%25; yield grade 24833
1805 lb 43.00-53.00; Slaughter calves and vealers
untested early,'
Feeder steers medium frame I a few
208-255 lb 77.00-81.50; 300400 lb 68.0°75.25; 400-500 lb 67.25-13,00; 560-700 lb
62.06-69.53 a few 730-915 lb 55.00-63.80;
medium frame 2 300-500.1b 58.00-67.00;
a few 600-970 lb 52.0360.00; ;large
frame 2 mostly holsteins 4754658 lb
50.2544.60 including 47 head string 800
lb 54.60;
Heders Medium frame 1 300.500 lb
57.7541.00; a few 540-825 lb 53.75-58.75;
Medium frame 2 300-540 lb 50.00-57.00;
stock cows medium frame 1-2 750-850
lb 2-6 years old 44.0046.00; small
Frame 1-2 3-7 years old 36.0043.00;
some 10-12 years old 33.80-35.00;
Hogs 2000; includes 1000feeder pigs;
compared to Tuesday's close barrows
and gilts .75-1.00 higher; US 1-2215-245
lb 4010-4025; US 2 210-265 lb 413.04340.50; US 2-3 240-280 lb 39.50-40.00; US 3
300-445 lb 37.00-39.00; sows steady to
.50 lower; US 1-2 350-400 lb 35.50-37.56;
450-500 lb 40.00-41.00; 500-615 lb 41.0042.00; utility and wet sows 300-440 lb
33.75-34.50; boars over 300 lb 33.7534.25; wider 300 lb 28.50-32.00;
Sheep untested early.

Elect Bill PhillipsYour District Judge

OPEN COURT POLICY
Experience-Maturity-Dedication
20 Years in law-10 years city prosecutor
Active Civic Leader-five generations presently
residing in Calloway County - church speaker
Paid for by Leon J. Phillips, Troos

RR4, Murray

'

- By SHERRI MCDANIEL
. SPecial Writer
• Amer cans are now taking
more kinds of medicines
each year than most people
Used to take in a lifetime.
.The medicines we take include both prescription and
over-the-counter medications. Since we spend so
much money to keep
ourselves healthy, it makes
sense that we should know
how to save money when
shopping for medicines.
Following are some tips that
consumers can use to help
keep drug costs down.

Ask your doctor to recommend a pharmacy that can
provide the services you
need at a reasonable cost.
Shop around and compare
prices. One way to do this is
to have your doctor write the
name, quantity, and
strength of your medicine on
a piece of paper separate
from your prescription. You
can use this information to
check prices in various pharmacies.
Before you have a
prescription filled, ask the
pharmacist what it will cost.
If the price is too high, or if
no price is quoted, go to

Criminology Is Topic
Of Conference Slated
At WKU April 15
"Compa r ti v e Further information may be
Criminology for the Ms" is obtained from Louis M.
the topic of a one-day con- Beck, department- of
farence to be held akpown- sociology, anthropology and
ing University Center on the social mirk,WKU.
Western Kentucky Universi- Sponsoring organizations
ty campus Wednesday, April are the Barren River
15, from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 Chapter of the Kentucky
Council on Crime Delinquenp.m.
the Bowling Green Police
cy,
and
_Featurad speakers
their topics include Supt. Department, .the Seventh
International
Michael Pike in the Ramp- Annual
Speakers
Criminal
Justice
Constabulary,.
shire
England, "An Overview of Consortium, the Warren
British Police: The Training County Fiscal Court, and the
Component"; Kevin Bales, department of sociology, anVanderbilt University .7he thropology and social work.
Southern Coalition of
Prisons"; Wilhelm Joseph,
an Oxford, Miss., attorney,
"Cuban Prisons"; and Dr. The Treaty of Portsmouth
Ann Goetting, WKU,"Fami- ended the Russo-Japanese
ly Relationships in War in 1905. Russia lost
every battle and its fleet was
GuatemalanPnsons."
The conference is open to destroyed at Tsushima three
the public without charge. months before.

,
another pharmacy. If you
are eligible for any discounts, ask for them after
the standard price has been
quoted.
Talk over prices with your
actor,and indicate that you
are interested in saving
money. Ask your doctor
about having your medicine
prescribed by its generic
name or by a low-priced
brand name. A genetic name
is the common, or official
name of a drug (aspirin,for
example). Drugs are also
given brand or trade names.
It is the brand name that is
used to advertise drugs to
doctors and pharmacists.
The generic name must also
be included In labeling and
advertising, but in letters

that can be just half as large
as that of the brand name.
Drug manufacturers promote brand names heavily
through advertising and
visits from manufacturer's
representatives. Therefore,
doctors tend to prescribe
drugs by brand names out of
habit, even when a generic
version is available.
The Food and Drug Administration sets standards
for drugs and is involved in a
program designed to assure
consumers that there are no
quality differences between
-generic and brand name
drugs. This principle continues on the state level.
Under Kentucky law, pharmacies are required to
dispense the lowest priced

generic drug which is
therapeutically equivalent to
the one prescribed by your
doctor, unless you or your
doctor do -not approve. The
law also requires that pharmacies post the above statement on a sign (lettering
must be at least one inch
high)so that consumers can
be made aware of the law.
The Kentucky Drug Formulary Council has approved the therapeutically
equivalent drug products
that pharmacists may
substitute; the council has
also published guidelines
that list generic drugs approved for substitution:
"
Generic drugs are usually
less expensive than brand
name
equivalents:

Therefore, patients concerned about their health care
dollars may wish to ask their
doctors and their pharmacist to dispense generic
drugs when they are
Increases in
available.
generic prescribing and purchasing should result in
lower cost but equal quality
healthcare.
The generic/brand name
principle can also apply to

some over-the-counter
drugs. Aspirin, for instance,
is the generic name for the
leading non-prescription
painkiller; St. Joseph's and
Bayer are brand names for
different 'manufacturer's
aspirin. Whether you buy a
bottle of "house brand"
aspirin at a discount store or
a nationally advertised
brand, there is no difference
in the pain-killing quality of

the products. Any_drug that
claims to be aspirin mus:
meet official standards fig
that drug.
• • •
If you have any questior
concerning medicines, col
sult your doctor_ Or pht
macist for 'more informa
tion. It pays to shop wIsel:,
for drugs, because bum
medicine concerns yot,
wallet as well as your hea

savings
Your Discount Drug Center
Central Center Shopping Center
Free Prescription Delivery

7
•

Find out how much you can save with our low
discount prescription prices. We combine courteous
personal service with our low prices. Why not give
us a chance to price your next prescription?

--

I

Make sure you hese enough elurnmurn to to cook
that Easter horn or turkeY

25.q ft roll

,
.NATURES
REMEDY

SPECIAL
SERVICE

A natural vegetable lasatrve for gentle overnight

Oil Filter
Lube 5 Qt. 10-40-Oil 495

rebel

See store clutPirr lot
ardormallon on bow
to get fun pr,ce refund
from mfg

97

The new fun wet to color eggs. Contains sot pockets of,
color cryetels, sis shelter begs,
" dyes colorful vinyl hand 1
puppets, end much, much more

4N4

dry, chipped eam

Lubriclerm
Lotion
.„

Receive a $1.50 rebate direct from
Gulf when'you buy five quarts of
any Gulfprides motor oil.
, Offer expires May 31, 1981.

Mike rowmow •i.çindit hit divno rime

Cologne

333

Any pair of sunglasses
Gis priced 85.00

or more.
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Area Citizens Invited
To Paducah Meeting
About Budget Crisis
Citizens of.the area are in- Resources Department's
vited to- a public meeting to services and the potential
• their concerns about impact of federal and state
the current government budget cuts. The remainder
budget crisis and its effects of the two-hour sessions will
on various social, health and be open for public comment publit assistance programs. and discussion.
The meeting, hosted by%
Representatives of each of
rePieselitatives_of the the department's four serDepartment for Human vice bureaus (Health SerResources, will be at 211:m. viCes, Manpower Services,
Tuesday April 7, at the Social Insurance and Social
Broadway Methodist_ Chur- Services) and the office of
ch, Igert Hall, 7th and the Human Resources OmBroadway,Paducah.--___
budsman are_ sslieditlest to.
It will be one of 10 such ses- attend each meeting.
sions scheduled during
March and April at sites
throughout the state.
Secretary Grady -Stumbo
said today he hopes people
come to share their concerns
and ideals.
-"Reductions • in- our pro- Dr. Forresi C. Pogue, a
-z e in- 1931 Murray State Universigrams and services l
evitable," said Stumbo."We ty graduate and one of the
know a lot -of- these redue- world's foremost historians,
bons are going to be un- will be-honored Monday,
populafand in some cases April 27, at a reception at
difficult to cope with.
_ _ We are Memphis State University,
genuinely concerned about memphis,Tenn.
"t1W1nipatt -Mtge CUtbaCkS_ Pogue is internationallyare---having at—tite-ioeal-7 known as the biographer of
level."
the late Gen. George C. MarThrough the meetings, he shall, Army .chief of staff
said; department represen- during World War II and
tatives hope to help corn- later Secretary of State.
munities define' what the - He also is director of the
budget cuts will mean local- Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower
ly and startlooking for other Institute for Historical
ways to fill the gaps in ser- Research at the Smithsonian
vices.
Institute, Washington, D. c., "I have said all along tha1_and is widely known as a
we can't depend on govern-. pioneer in the American oral
ment to satisfy all our history program.
needs," said Stumbo. "Now The reception will be held
we all are beginning to see from 6:30 until 8 p.m. in the
how necessary it will be for Department of History
each of us to take.on more lounge in Mitchell Hall on
resporisbility for ourselves the Memphis State campus,
and for eachothen"
after which Pogue will adEach meeting with open dress a meeting 9f the West
-with -a -30-minute- Presenta- Tennessee -State' Historical
tibn on the /Human Society.
.

Honored Monday At
Memphis Reception

GENTLE TOUCH
BATH SOAP-3-0Z.
PIO RAINCHECKS

6

YOUR
CHOICE:

SAVE 3.00

DAIWA 1300C OR ZEBCO® 20120 REEL
-Daiwa features right or left retrieve and ball bearing drive..2ebco has-Straight LineT).4
drag system and automatic anti-reverse. REG. 19.97

Sister Has Answers, but
Wants Questions Stopped

BAYER ASPIRIN
100'S

REG. 1.88

SAVE
2 4.00

KWIK STIX RODS
One- or two-piece rods varying from 5 ft. to 7 ft. in length; medium, medium
heavy, medium lightweight—spinning or spincast. Black Magnum Series.

DEAR MEV: Peace and alLgood things! I am a nuL
writing in deveration, hoping that you have a charitable
solution to-a most annoying prytlem.
live'rri a small religious community with other staters
whom -I dearly love. It seems that whenever I am trying to
- eat a quick lunch, a certain sister comes over With her
crossword puzzle and asks, -What was the name of Seth's
son?"--Or,'What was NoWs-boat Called?"
Dear Abby, have you any ideas?
Deliver me from crossword puzzles, now and forever.
Amen'
•
IMPATIENT SISTER
A
STER: Practice the virtue of patience,
pray for forbearance and utter ye not a cross word
about the iluzzle.

SALE

CHEER LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

Q97
SAVE 4.00

67$

PLANO
TACKLE BOX

STERN MONOFILAMENT
LINE
6,8 lb. test. REG. 3.97
10-17 LB. TEST,ma.co

3.91

SALE

KLEENEX®
FAMILY NAPKINS

Features 3 stay-dry
worm-proof trays divided into 25 compartments. Also has "notip" top and a pork rind
rack. Model 6300N.
REG. 13.97 ,

140-CT. REG. 77'

Sale
Mark V 18"

BARBECUE GRILL
Easlly Assembled Adjustable
REG. 6.66
-

DEAR ABBY: My son went steady with a wonderful girl
for four months. (I'll call'her Janie.) They broke up right
r Christmas. While-they were going together, I grer to
love her like a.daughter. Janie lived 45 miles away andour solt; I prayed that one_day_she. would be my very own
daughter-in-law:
_for, some reason unknown to me,the.v_Atapped_
datihg. My son started dating another girl, and Lunder-'
_ stand that Janie is now going with another fellow. I miss
her terribly and, of course, she doesn't call me anymore.
-Abby, believe me when I.tell you that I loved that girl-so
much that this is simply killing me! I suppose I should be
-: grateful...that my son.isragrieving the way Lam,but Wsas
though I actually lost a daughter. I am suffering a very deep
depression. I cry about it until I'm weak. I can't stand it,
Abby. Fm making. myself sick .over this. Please help me.
•
LOST A DAUGHTER
DEAR LOST: I can understand your disappointment, but you apparently assumed that your son's
little romance with Janie was far more serious than
it was. Be grateful that your son isn't grieving. If
your depression persists, please seek professional
help. Your suffering is gravely disproportionate to
your loss.

DEAR ABBY: I'm over 21 and so is he. We've.been seeing
each other for the last four weeks and have ecome very,
very close. I wear braces on my teeth and have good dental
,hygiene.
The problein is that although we've been intimate several
times, he hasn't once kissed me on the mouth! This takes
away from Alti otherwise great romantic relationship. This
also makes me very angry with him. I asked him whj; he
won't kiss me and he wouldn't answer. What do you think?
MISSING KISSING
DEAR.MISSING: Your braces are probably responsible for your Itissless relationship. (Braces have
been known to cut the lips if too much pressure is
_hrhught to bear.) Don't pressure him. After your
braces come off, you'll have the answer.

• Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
blioklet,"How to Be Popular; You're Never Too
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, selfaddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

BOREN
CHARCOAL LIGHTER

47
64 f I. oz. REG."1.96

ZEBC0* DE-LIAR

RAPALA KNIFE

Handy, accurate weight scale with
built-in tape measure. Weighs up to 28
lbs , measures up to 36". RE-G. 2.77

6" Swedish steel blade set in finished Birch handle. Leather sheath.
REG. 7.17

10-quart floating minnow bucket.
Model 24G10. REG. S.P?

VIKING BYBEE
COOLER CHEST
32 Quart. REG. 13.96

32f1 oz. REG. 1.1779C

ca
tli
as
ak

GRAND
PRIZE!
THESE
OF
WILL
BE
DRAWN
ON
WINNERS
PRIZES
APRIL 30th
1St GRAND-PRIZE! 2-Man Boat with Trolling Motor
2nd PRIZE:
4th PRIZE:
REMOTE CONTROL BOAT MOTOR
PLANO 727 TACKLE BOX
3rd PRIZE:
5th PRIZE:
(5 WINNERS)5500C GRAPHITE ROD (10 WINNERS) DAIWA® COMBOS
REGISTER IN SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENT BEFORE APRIL 26, 1981.
GRAND PRIZE WINNERS WILL BE PO TED AT EACH BIG K STORE.

dl
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DI
ce

COLEMAN TWO
BURNER CAMP
STOVE

20.1
0 597

Model 425E499
REG.

EMBERS CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS

lot

b RagREG 1.571

19
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Journalism, Broadcast
WorkshopAt Universitytenter.
The annual Journalism and
Scheduled to conduct the
broadcasting workshop for workshop sessions(ire
Dr. L,
high school students is J. Horton, retired
chairman
scheduled Wednesday, May of the department.
of Jour13, in the new University nalism M Murray
State; M.
Center at Murray State C.GlitTak director
0f infor
University.
motion and public services;
Sponsored by the Murray John Minto, Josten
State Department of Jour- American
Yearbook
nalism
and
Radio- Publishing Co.; Bill Farr.
Television, the one-day Taylor .Publishing Co.; Dr.
workshop will begin at &a.m. Frank Brodgett, director
of
and end at 2:30p.m.
the MSU-TV studios; and
More than 150 high school Mark Welch, program
direcstudents and advisers from tor for W1CMS-FM
radio.stahigh schools in west Ken- hon.
tucky and west Tennessee
Steve Millizer, sports
are expected to attend the
event, according to writer for the Paducah Sun;
workshop director and chair- Danny Spees, engineer for
man of the department, Dr. the MSU-TV studios; Tom
Farthing, adviser of the
Bob McGaughey.
Registration will be from 8 MSU News; Dr. Rogei
a.m. until 9 a.m.,followed by Haney, graduate coortwo morning workshop ses- dinator for the department
sions. In each session of journalism and radio-TV;
students and advisers will be Debbie Wattier, instructor in.
able to select from one of journalism; Joe Rigsby.
eight different specialties, assistant professor of art;
ranging from yearbook pro- and Barry Johnson, univerduction to advertising, sity photographer at Murray
photography and column State.
writing.
The fee for students attenAfter lunch in the Univerding the workshop is $8 and
sity Center,students and adincludes the cost of the lunvisers will be entertained by
ch. Advisers who bring their
the cintrindy teiuntfDr. Tzey
students will not be charged.
and Dr. Vee, played by
Students and publications
McGaughey and Robert
advisers interested in ,the
Valentine.
workshop may call
The afternoon session will
McGaughey at (502) 762-2387
offer seven different topics,
or write the Department of
ranging from broadcasting
Journalism and Radio-TV,
to film, record and concert
Box 2456, University Station,
reviews.
Murray,KY 42071.

DISPOS-ABLEIIGHTER
REG. 774 NO RAINCRECKS

37

MSU Theatre Director
Delivers Paper On •
Career Planning _
Dr. Mark Malinauskas,
director of theatre at Murray State University, recently delivered a paper to the
convention
of
the
Southeastern Theatre Conference in Orlando, Fla. The
conference is the largest
gathering of theatre faculty
aside from the National Convention of the American
Theatre Association.
The paper delivered by Dr.
Malinauskas was titled
"Hire
Yourself an
Employer: Easy to Say,
Hard to Do." Its main thrust
was to demonstrate alternative career planning for
students with theatre
degrees who do not choose to
seek employment as a
theatre professional. Ideas
expressed included career
assessment, resume writing
and possible career options.
Dr. Malinauskas has had a
Paper requested for reading
in Austin, Texas at the April
meeting,---ei, the -Southern

LIMIT 2

KLEENEX® JUMBO
PAPER TOWELS

HEAD & SHOULDERS
7-0Z. SHAMPOO

REG. 63' LIMIT 4

Noreko

Speech
Communication
Association. The paper is
titled "Music, Art and Performance.b- It includes an
examination of the integration of arts disciplines to arrive at an understanding of
the underlying unity of the
arts and the common
characteristics which they
share. The paper suggests
means for achievicrtg and implementing five arts courses
within university curricula.
At the Southeastern
Theatre
Conference
meetings, Malinauskas was
selected to serve in an ad hoc
status with a committee
formed to examine accreditation standards and
preparation for teachers of
drama at the elementary
and secondary educational
levels. He was also
nominated to serve on the
Chief Administrator's Program committee of the
University-College Theatre
division of The American
Theatre Association.

23.88
-5.00

our sale price
mail-in rebate

8

147

PKS
FOR

LADIES SPORT SOCKS
White or Whites with colored trim.
One size fits &LUG.99,per pair

1 77

89
3
FRISKIES DOG FOOD

-

FOR

24-0Z. SCOPE'
MOUTHWASH
LIMIT 2

In 4 flavors REG 35'

SAVE 10.00
your net cost

NORELCOR
DIAL-A-BREW® •
COFFEEMAKER
10-cup automatic drip filter
coffee maker. Model H85140.
REG. 2$.0

*10 RANCHELKS

_
.

.
4. .!s'
4

.

....I.
,''.'

WHISKEY BARRELS

288
Your Individual kM
E
Horoscope

788

BED PILLOW
Standard size bed pillow. 100%
polyester fill. REG. 4.22

Fraaces Drake
FOR THURSDAY,APRIL 2, 1981
What kind of day vrill tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct.23 to Nov.21) MeelV°
stars say, read the forecast
Begin new work projects
given for your birth Sign.
now, but be careful of hazardous machinery. You'll find
ARIES
tangible waylr-10 utilize
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 41
1
.
14
creativity and inspiration.
NYLON PRINTS
New energy allows you to SAGI'llTARIUS
11T54"WIDE —iittia
accomplish much, but work (Nov.22 toDec 21) AO
from behind the scenes for
If you have the urge to have
POLY/COTTON BLEND PRINTS
best results. Don't take others a party, by all means do so!
into your confidence.
Take the initiative in planning
YD
45" WIDE, FLAT FOLD
REG. 1.47
TAURUS
good times for friends and lov(Apr.20 to May 20)
ed ones.
66
SOLID T-SHIRT KNIT
Catch up with unfinished CAPRICORN
tasks. A private talk with a (Dec.n to Jan. 19)
rci
60"
WIDE, REG. 1.97
6
(
)
$
friend brings important inforBe less self-insistent in dealmation. Success requires you ing with family ties. Talks will
INTERLOCKING PRINTS
be close-mouthed.
go well if you downplay ego.
97
ro.
60"
WIDE, WITH MATCHING SOLO PONTE, REG. 2.17
GEMINI
Keep in touch with your
(May 21 to June 20)
relatives.
Friends are helpful to yoU, AQUARIUS
careerwise. Be sure to contact (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
those who can be of
A short trip with a loved one
assistance. Your leadership may be in order. Financial
abilities are highlighted.
negotiations go well. It's a
IM
CANCER
good time to buy or sell. Make
(June 21 toJuly 21) 0fc) agreements.
Take the initiative regar- PISCES
ding career interests. Advice (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) Xg
you get now will profit you.
Pay attention to your apDistant concerns are also ac- pearance. Go shopping and
cented.
pick up something nice to
LEO
wear. Don't begrudge yourself
It
(July 23to Aug. 22) 4124`iC
life's finerthings.
Consultations regarding
bank loans or investments
should go well. Attend to tax,
YOU BORN
are
From 110, 126 or 35mm color print negative or color
insurance and estate matters more responsive TODAY
to the needs •
gi
slide.
promptly.
of others than the typical
VIRGO
member of your sign. SenCOUPON EXPIRES APRIL 5th
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) “P‘1
1k sitive and imaginative, you're O
111
You, and a close friend strongly drawn to
music, IIIIMEMMEREMEMEME•10
should begin new ventures
, art and
with joint assets. A loved one ro? empatheticliterature.
nature
should gain extra revenues. aialtes you a good teacher
or
Be industrious.
counselor. You'd also make a
LIBRA
fine leader for a
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) An need an outlet for cause. You
imagination
Follow the lead of close in your wort. Do not
let
associates. Your cooperation for security keep youa need
will insure the success of a taking a chance on from
your
joint work project. The accent pioneering and progressive
inis on teamwork.
stirtAs.

1 33
1
si

insummummiumumm•
III Wale' PHOTO COUPON N
11
1
SPECIAL
ii BIG
11

.
.
.
O

:

Tr

5" x 7"
ENLARGEMENT

CLOTHES

Walnut or Natural Weave

Whole

96

1388

REG. 16.9612
•11••

I

COUPON
$200
Off
Any

88

19

REG. 25.96

SOLID OAK SWING

4 ft porch or yard swing No BS
404-B Limit 1

YOUR

CHOICE:

.
.296
I.
NI
N
s
N

REDMON
HAMPER

Half

66

•

.
III

SALE

PLASTICS

BY TUCKER
Selection includes 18-gal.
trash can, 1-1/8 bushel
basket,5-pc. sink set, 44-qt:
round basket, 50-qt. square
basket, and 32-qt. sit-down
hamper.

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

499
BENTWOOD ROCKERS
REG. 69.96

Afghan I
Crochet Kit
In Stock

S
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Alex' ander Is Sparks Lecturer
Dr. Samuel Kern Alexander Jr., director of the Institute for Educational
Finance at the University of
Florida, Gainesville, willb e
in Murray Friday, April 10,
to deliver the Harry -.M.
Sparks Distinguished -Lecture in Educational Adtionat-Murray State
University.
Alexander, considered one
of the nation's foremost
puthorities in educational
administration, will present
a lecture titled "Dark-Clouds
onihe Horizon," at 7:30 p.m.
in the University Center

Samuel Alexander

Barkley Lecture Room. The
lecture series was established by the Murray State
board of regents in honor of
Dr. Sparks, Murray State's
fifthpresidenL
The author of 27 books to
date dealing, with education
administration including
fnancing and school law,
Alexander began his career
in Kentucky where he
received his undergraduate
and graduate degrees.
Alexander received the
bachelor of arts degree ill
1961 from Centre College at
Danville; the master of arts

defree ill 1962 from Western
Kentucky Univer161/; the
certificpte in advanced
studies in, education in 1964
from the University of
Louisville and the doctor of
education degree in 1965
from Indiana-University. He
completed his postdoctoral
work at.Oxford Univeigity,
Oxford England, where he
received the diploma in
educational studies in 1977.
In addition to director's
position at the University of
Florida, Alexander is a professor in the Department of
Educational Administration,

a post be has held since 1970.
Alexander's latest publication,"Economics and Financing in Education," is currently in progress and is
scheduled for publication
later this year. His latest
published work; * "School
Law, Cases and Materials,"
wasPublIshed hi1980.
--Recently, he was recognized as a "Young Leader" and
listed among 75 young
leaders in education in the
United States and Canada.
The program is free and
open to the public.

THERE'S ALWAYS
LOTS OF

0-4

CONGRATULATIONS — Terrie Liles, a 5-foot-4 blue-eyed blond
from Russel-vile, is congratulated by Elise Neal, Miss Tennessee
1979, after winning the Miss Murray State 1981 crown Saturday night
irr the annual Miss America preliminary pageant at Murray State
University. Miss Neal, along with Susan Perkins, Miss America 1978,
was a featured entertainer at the pageant.
Photo By Barry Johnson
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Oil Company Executives To
Voice Energy Crisis Views
--Executives from national -"university Center Ballroom.
oil companies will be at MwThe purpose of the symra y
_whim, Frazier said, is to
Thursday, April.2;to express'give oil company executives
their views on the energy a - forum to 'answer con.
crisis, according to Mike sumer's questions about
Frazier, chairman of the energy as it relates to the
Student Government petroleumindustry.
Association Center Board
Oil company executives
Lecture Insight Committee from Conoco, Phillips,
at Murray State.
Ashland, Mobile Oil and Gulf
The executives will par- are expected to attend.
ticipate in a symposium
Topics of discussion will
scheduled for 8 p.m. in the include future supplies, ex-

ploratiori of new sources of
oil, prices, government
regulation of the oil industry,
petrochemicals (chemicals
derived from petroleum or
natural gas) and the decontrol of oil p-iir ces by the
Reagan administration.

I Th.,.1 no. name .n.1.9 caner,.notra99 dgee IJThOi to,
••
••Ichoo
onan EISCO' NO. YOU C.
GOURIK 7 CUT

IIR,

Following the discussion
will be a question-andanswer session. „
The symposium is free and
open to the public.
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bol of modesty and so we Mexico, who dilicovered the
have the expression "shy as plant there in 1826. The red
the shrinking violet."
petals are really only
Named for the Turkish tur- specialized leaves and.. the
ban, the tulip is the only flower is the yellow center.
teachers displayed for our
Additional information
As a debut to the Arts to meet and fulfill the
flower to be so popular that a The Mexicans call the plant
dramative about the creative dramatics
creative
Of
needs
artistic
and
cultural
in
celebrated
being
Month
sleek market wee for- FlOr de la Noche Buena
endeavors and the -coopera- project, requests-10r study Western Kentucky the community.
mulated /or dealers trading (Flower of the Holy Night) the
He concluded his com- tion and support they have guides, or performance -inthe
by
sponsored
and
Region
in bulbs. Some bulbs have but it is poisondus and should
.jg given throughoutthe realize, formation may be obtained
-Creative Expres- ments_ bOiserving
sold for as much as $5,000 a be kept away from ctdldren College-O
tion of the project,'
in
the
which,
at
way
pleasure
by ceiling the University
UniVerState
sion of Murray
piece so. imagine the con- -Oenets.
"The assistance and conti- Theatre Office at 762-4421.
the
has
endorsed
the
region
theatre at
of
students
sity,
The Photographer
sternation of a bulb grower
nuing counsel and advice of
institution will be con- concept of an arts month and
A native of Nashville, Nita the
whose employee ate an exdramatics especially with the manner Mrs. Mary Ryan, principal
creative
ducting
Each year some 25 million
pensive bulb thinking jt was Baugh is a graduate of Murof Murray's Carter and
workshops in local elemen- in which regional schools
women suffer serious illness
ray State University, with a
an onion!
been
has
responded to the arts Robertson Schools,
tary schools.
or complications rluring
Some oddities about plants major in English and minors
Mark celebration. He said, "I am most valuable for us. We cer- pregnancy and childbirth,
Dr.
to
According
Arts
exis
Graphic
rvanilla
our
Psychology,
these:
in
are
eagerness
appreciate her efMalinauskas, associate pro- excited at the elementary tainly
according to U.N.figures.
tracted frofn orchid seeds, and Secondary Education
forts."
community
theatre
and
speech
of
fessor
loved
Queen Victoria
Certification. She is on call
director of the project,
geraniums and the petunia is to photograph interesting and
an attempt to involve
is
"it
pail of the tobacco family.
visitors to the library or exin grades K-5 in an
children
A native of Mexico is the hibits on display there, as
to the training
exposure
pretty yellow marigold well as for outside events.
The Lore Of Flowers
and exercises
techniques
whose blossoms are dried, She has been involved in
The first harbinger of Sprengage as they
actors
which
powdered and fed to craft shows,creative writing
ing is the corcus which was
a role in a profor
prepare
chickens in the United States and leadership seminars for
used, in the olden days, as a
duction."
to produce bright yellow church youth retreats in addye for royal clothing and as
Malinauskas said "our efyolks in eggs. Also a native ditioh to photography.
a spice in Crete but a warnare designed to acforts
of Mexico is the beloved
The Outreach Program
ing suggests that an overchildren with the fun
quaint
poinsettia plant which was 'The Outreach Program of
dose might cause a person to
artistic creation as well as
of
named for Dr. Joel Roberts the Calloway County Library
die of laughing. The lovely
with the painstakingly inPoinsett, the first minister to has included story-telling for
daffodil, called "daffy-downvolved process of artistic
(90% Steak)50-60 Lb. Ave.
pre-school children, enter- endeavor."
tainment for nursing home
He reported the workshops
patients and monthly pro- conducted at local elemehgrams for various Senior tary schools would include
Citizens groups. Now many what it takes to write a play,
of thele programs must be how an actor works on a
.canceed due to the end of character, and staging
the Federal and State fun- techniques.
ding of the Outreach ProDr. Malinauskas indicated
gram grant. However, Nita the exercises would conclude,
will conduct a workshop on with a scene taken from
Photography for one week in "The Musicians of Bremen,"
June Which is open to all. It a children's musical play,
will include instruction in which will be presented at
composition, film exposure the University Theatre April
and development of 20-23.
Users..Please call the
The Musicians of Bremen
Library (753-2288) for fur- will be open to the public but
ther information.
will only have morning and
Recently Nita was the early afternoon perforrecipient of a farewell gift mances on those dates.
from the Dexter Senior Many performance times
This is one of the common excuses tor not going to church.
Citizens. It was a quilt in the have already been reserved
Every minister has heard this one a thousand times. A
"bow tie" pattern which had by schools in the area, and
child just doesn't like to be forced to do something he or she
been pieced and quilted by parents of pre-schoolers for
doesn't understand or even enjoy.
the group and given to Nita whom the play is also
Some of us may still be looking at the church through the
in appreciation for the pro- suitable are advised to call
eyes of a child. We're no longer children, however. Mamma no
grams she had arranged ahead for seat availability.
longer tells us what we should and shouldn't do. We're adults
during the past two years.
Mon.-Fri.
Malinauskas stated the
Phone
- Hours: 7:00S:00
now and can make our own decisions. Maybe we should take
The gift has greater creative
St.
3rd
N.
107
7:00- 12:00 Saf.
dramatics
an adult look at the part God and the church play in our grownsignificance than its._._workshops and the producup lives.
monetary worth as it in- tion of "The Musicians of
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
You may find that the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
'''''`%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%‘%%WisiliMe‘74%.‘•Z,
dicates recognition and Bremen" for children is
mu%
is quite different from the church atmosphere you knew as a
understanding of the inter- another exarriple of the
‘‘‘gs.• •••11NmA••""‘
kid. You'll also find that people don't tell you what to think, but
the
and
Nita
between
action
University Theatre's desire
ask you what you think.
group.
Take a new,mature look at your religious life. Come in SunThe Calloway County
day andsee if it's like it was when Mamma maae you do it.
Library staff is to becomWe bet it isn't.
mended for its vision in serving and touching the lives of
many who might otherwise
be alone and perhaps /
isolated from society/
because of age, location or
infirmities.
Volt] if the scimare on Fifth Street

By Marjorie M.Major
Nature's Outrrach
In the springtime of the
year, as Nature bursts forth
in blossom or Tear, it was a
pleasure to hear and see a
'Presentation by Nita Baugh,
Program Director of the
Calloway County public
Library..
The showing was accompanied by Nita's painstaking
research on the lore.: of
flowers. It includes legends
and superstitions as well as
-.scientific data. The slides
shown were made at the
Gardens,
Botanical
Washington, D. C. and at
Botanical
Cheekwood
Gardens, Nashville.

dilly" is considered a cure
for snake bites and acharm
against sorcery.
The legend of the dogwood
tree is that the four red spots
on petals represent the blood
stains on the cross and that
Jesus cursed The tree and'
made it grow crooked.A.Its
bark has medicinal properties and its wood is used for
tool handles. Do ,you know the derivation of the term "sub rosa?"
This is it: the ancients often
used a garland of roses over
a banquet table and
everything 'tinder the roses'
was confidential. The classic
rose was named for the
island of Rhodes which was
believed sacred to the goddess of love by the Greeks
and the Romans.
The lily, which shares the
same 'family tree' as
asparagus, onions, garlic
and chives, as a'symbol of
purity and comes in every
color except blue. There are
300 species of violets and this
flower is considered a sym-

Creative Dramatics Workshops

Full Loin

No Charge For cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

The First Christian Church
Dr David C. Roos, Minister

Scotts Grove
Baptist Will Have
Bible Institute
The Scotts Grove Baptist
church will have Bible
stitute services beginning
Wednesday, April 1,and continuing through Saturday,
April 4.
Speakers will be as
follows: The Rev. A. L.
Wade, Wednesday; the Rev.
Billy Turner, Thursday; the
Rev. Heyward Roberts, Friday; and the Rev. Larry
Salmon,Saturday.
Services will start at 7:30
each evening, according to
the pastor, the Rev. Leon
Penick, who invites the
public to attend.

Macias Honored For
Giving U.N. Fund
Song Copyright

Special

Thru April 19, 1981
• Crispy Fish
• 2 Tasty Shrimp
• 2 Tender Scallops
• Fresh Cole Slaw
• Crunchy Hushpuppies
• Golden Fryes

UNITED NATIONS (AP)
— Enrico Macias, French
composer and singer, has
been honored for giving the
U.N. Children's Fund the
copyright to one of his songs
so the royalties can help
children around the world.
The song, already a hit, is
"Malheur a Celui qui Blesse
un Enfant" — "Bad Luck to
Him Who Hurts a Chiltl" —
with musics by Macias and
words by Jacques Demarny.
It has been recorded_ in New
York and Paris.
French U.N. Ambassador
Jacques Leprette stood by as
Tarri Vittachi of Sri Lanka,
the fund's executive director
for external relations,
presented Macias a framed
citation at a reception Monday. '
The fund is best known as
UNT""74'4rien its original
name of U.N. International
'Childrett's Emergency
Fund.
Cells in a beehive are used
as nurseries. Worker bees
serve as maintenance crews,
cleaning and repairing empty cells.

Save 404
onthe
Robust Ham'
of Néscafée

Nescafe® Instant Coffee,
Regular or Decaffeinated.
Either way you drink it,
you get the some
kind of robust .
flavor that won the
world. Clip the coupon
below,and either way
you buy it, you.save 404.

STORE COUPON

TO THE DEALERt This coupon will be redeemed only as follows: For amount specified plus 70 for handling, provided coupon
is received from customer op purchase of
listed merchandise. Proof of purchase of
sufficient stock of morthandise to cover
coupons submitted must be shown on request. (Failure to comply may void all coupons submitted for redemption.) Redemptions not honored through brokers or
other outside agencies. Coupons are nontransferable and void If use is prohibited. taxed, restricted or license is
required. Customer must pay any
sales tax. Cash redemption value:
1/1000.
FOR RgIDEMPTION, MAIL TO; THE
NESTLE COMPANY, MC. P.O. 110x VW.
ELM CITY, N.C. 278911.*MR GOOD OILY
U.SAIN
niggliJI ONE COUPON NAY
T OF PRODUCT PURREDEEMED PER UNIT
CHASED. GOOD ONLY ON Htscarr INSTANT
COME,REGULAR_ It DECAFFEINATED. ANY
OTHER USE CONSTITUTES FRAUD.
EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30,1901. 377621
_ __
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MHS Superlatives

Most Talented

Best Looking
N..

.Wittiest

Most Dependable

Robe

Johnson

Best All Around
Todd Bradshaw

Tonyo Alexander

Mike Tabers

•
Chad Cochran

Molly Valentine

Valerie Wynn

Most Likely To Succeet

Claudia Billington

MSU Slates Assertive Seminar
A one-day development esteem and respect from consulting. He received his seminar materials, refreshseminar titled "Responsible others.
doctorate degree from Ohio ment breaks and lunch. PreAssertive Communications
Dr. Bethel E. Thomas, University and his masters registration is required. A
in Manageinent" will be con- coordinator of counseling and bachelors degrees from registration form may be obducted at Murray State services, professor of the University of Tennessee. tained by writing or
University
To be conducted in the telephoning the Office of
Wednesday, psychology and counseling,
April 15.
and consultant with. the University Center, registra- Conferences and Continuing
Sponsored by the Office of center for management tion will begin at 8:30 a.m.. Education, Murray State
Conferences and Continuing development at the Universi- -The first session will start at University, Murray, Ky.,
Education, the program ty of Central Arkansas; will 9 a.m. and the program will 42071,(502)762-2716.
may be of interest to profes- direct the seminar.
conclude by approximately 6 Persons attending the
seminar will receive .8 hour
sionals in all levels of
Thomas has extensive p.m!
business, industry, educa- background in .human
The fee is $95 per person continuing education unit
tion, government and health resource development and and includes tuition, all (CEU).
services.
Topics to be covered in the
seminar will center in communicating in a direct and
honest manner without being
abrasive.
Participants may learn to NEW YORK (AP) — with William Henry
Har- The Warren Commission
distinguish
between Every 20 years since 1840, a rison in 1840; the last was later said Oswald had acted
nonassertive, aggressive president elected in a year John F. Kennedy,
elected in alone.
and assertive communica- ending with a zero has died 1960.
Franklin
Delano
tions styles; become aware in office. Four of the seven
Kennedy was killed on Roosevelt, elected in 1940 to
of rights and responsibilities chief executives to fall vic- Nov. 22, 1963, when
he was the third of his four terms,
as •they relate to the in- tim to this bizarre coin- struck by slugs from a high-. died of natural causes on
dividual, co-workers and cidence were killed by powered rifle as his
motor- April 12, 1945, at his retreat
employees;
effectively assassins.
cade moved through in Warm Springs, Ga. He
-refuse requests. give direc- President Reagan, who downtown Dallas.
Lee had suffered from polio since
tions, evaluate employees was shot and wounded by an Harvey Oswald, arrested
for before he was elected to his
and deal constructively with assailant on Monday, won the murder, was' shot
to first term in 1932.
mistakes, and inorease the the presidency in 1980.
death two days later by
Warren Harding, elected
probability of meeting goals
The tragic string began nightclub owner Jack Ruby. in 1920, died Aug. 2, 1%3, of
through increased selfan undetermined illness. Mr
autopsy was held, and doctors said they did not know
the exact cause of death.
William McKinley,elected
to his second term in 1900,
, died on Sept. 14, 1901, eight
days after he was shot by
Leon Czolgosz, an avowed
anarchist,in Buffalo, N.Y.
James Garfield, elected in
1880, was shot in Washington
by Charles Giteau, described
as a disappointed office
seeker, on July 2, 1 :.; 1, three
months after his inauguration. He died on Sept. 19,
1881.
Abraham Lincoln, elected
to the first of his two terms in
1860, was shot by Confederate partisan John
Wilkes Booth at Ford's
Theater on April 14, 1865.
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Mike Gough

Starr Jones

Elizabeth Stout

Most Athletic

Lewis BOSSItla

Most School Spirit

Presidents Have Zero Factor
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Robin Roberts

Candy Jackson

Tammy Hutson

David Honchul
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YOU'LL LOH TIE RESULTS
MIT ADS Bills

Most Of Iron In
Spinach Said
To Be Unusable
ATLANTA(AP)-At last,
there's good news for
spinach haters. A food scientist says it isn't responsible
Yor the iron in Popeye's
muscles.
Dr. Ken Lee of the University of Wisconsin says 99 percent of the iron in spinach long thought to be a prime
source of iron in the diet -- is
unusable. He reported his
findings in a paper presented
Monday to the American
Chemical Society's 181st national meeting.
Lee says many foods with
plenty of iron contain the
essential mineral in forms
the body can't use.
Iron gives blood its capacity to carry oxygen.
Food processing can
change the iron content in
food,sometimes rendering it
useless for human nutrition,
he said.
In , iron-fortified baking
products, for example, the
nutritional value of iron is
often lost in baking, he said.
But iron in baby formulas is
found to be more available
after heating.

AFTER THE LECTURE - Karl D. Bayes, middle, who delivered the fourth annual
Distinguished Lecture in Business Administration at Murray State University, visits
with students and faculty following the address. Bayes is chairman of the board
of directors and chief executive officer of the American Hospital Supply Corporation. Talking with Bayes, from left, are Pat Baggett of Murray, Jon Stanley of
Mayfield, Dr. Rex F. Galloway, director of the Murray State Waterfield Center for
Business and Governmental Research, and Patricia Glover of Paducah. Baggett,
Stanley and Glover are each majoring in marketing. Bayes' address was sponsored by the College of Business and Public Affairs and the Four Rivers Manufacturers Council.
Photo by Barry Johnson

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Biology Professor
Addresses Kiwanis

Professor Robert C. Goetz conditions of the wild turkey
spoke at the Thursday night and large Canadian geese
3 Folds
ACROSS
meeting of the Murray were discussed by Goetz. He
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
4 Knocks
1 Opening
Kiwanis Club at the Colonial also discussed and
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41 Until
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, received their home-delivered of Murray State works in
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36 Printer's
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WE LOST
FIFTY-ONE TO FIFT'(!

tr.

501"1

lett uniba Fealure Srvikase Ws<

017r4t.
via
mato Ina

TPA NK5. HAVE
A NICE DA'i

AD I POUND
.
s-2`1_, I NEED
s16/.44,71..IZE
.ON 'YCLAR 8^.EC.CAL
OK'AN/
RE-CORP

1. Storage Bldgs.

15. Arficles For Sale

Bible.Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600..

Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

Tomato plants, 104 .and
354 each. Phone 489-2224.
HY' Tilting Arbor saw splitter, guard, rip fence extensions, mitre guage stahd,
Po hp motor. Truck topper,
fibre glass, long wheelbase,
custom made. 75s-0091

9. Situation Wanted

I

NILE CALL
New Testament • It's
Creeds - 759-4444.
Bible Story - 7594445.
Gardens broke then
ordered with power
tiller ready for pleaAlso
ting.
hoshhogging, blade
work. 753-8766 or
753-5699.

Call Bill's Upholstery for all
your upholstery needs. We
have thousands of feet of
durable Scotchguard cloth
as well as many hyde and
vinyl. Behind Dairy Queen.
Call 753-8085.

- MARKET
CATFISH
Whole....lb. $1.70
Steaks ... lb. $1.80
Boneless. Lb. $1.00
BUFFALO
Whole.... Lb.50
Cut Up ... lb. 90`
Special
As Long As
It Lasts
.
Frozen Fresh Water
Catfish- Lb. 90`
607 S. 4th.

7534381

4 Polyglass Goodyear
tires 1-78-15 Raised
White letters, 4 white
spoke rims, Dbdge
thick.
or
van
$175.00. Call 7591681.
Moving? Spring cleaning?
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We will pickup. sell,
and mail you at check. Call
436-5353.
"No fooling
. you
will like our large selection of quality frames

Carter Studio
304 Main St. 753 8298

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Spees$,
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.
What we ao nest is care
Needline, 753-6333

5. Lost and Found

e
L. ER,

I HATE TO THREAD
A NEEDLE

2. Notice

org.

Lost: Large brown Labrador
Retriever with yellow eyes.
759-1718.
Lost: Man's gold chain
necklace. Reward! Trevor
Mathis, 753-8284.

6. Help Wanted

1.-1
1 °11111
CO -;

o

(
OLCYC.01A15`e• TAKE TH15
TO THE BUS 5TOP
FOR CADID`e

-tr7alls Teacher for groups
and individuals, some retail
sales also involved. Full
-time, permanent position.
Salary negotiable. Call Action Perseonel, 753-6532.
Kirksey Ball Clbbs need
qualified umpires for summer program. Call 4892216 or489-2656.
7 Need jlabysitter in my
home on Maio Street for 2
year old boy. 753-5211.
Need someone to mow
yard Cali-753-0177

Looking for someone to
mow your lawn, call Jerry at
753-2220 or 767-2244. Experienced and dependable.
References available.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Would like job housecleantihave good references
1255.

10.Bus. Opportunity
Own your own Jean Shop;
go direct - no middle man,
no salesman's fee. Offering
all the nationally known
brands such as Jordache,
_ Vanderbilt, Calvin Klein,
Sedgefield, Levi and over
70
other
brands.
$13,500.00 includes beginning inventory, airfare for .1
0111. national warohnimp,_
training, fixtures and Grand
Opening Promotions. Call
Marie
Crow
at
Mademoiselle Fashions
205-881-5949.
.
11:Instructions
Guitar lessons in my home.
Have references.'753-3686
from 9AM to 3:30PM,
Monday-Friday.

14. Want To Buy
Gentle well mannered pony.
Call 492-8646 before 6 pm.
Want to buy: Used card
table. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Want to buy junk cars. Call
474-8838, :

15. Articles For Sale
_18' Canoe; 10-speed bicycle; 40,000-BTU hanging
natural gas heater; Kenmore washer and Frigidare
dryer. Wilt sell cheap! Call
753-1651 days and after 5
pm, 753-2477.
Does your -house need-painting? Olympic has a product
for every job. Semitransparent stain; solid color stain; acrylic-latex and
Olympic
over-coat.
Reasonable price, $12.50
per gallon and under. Murray Lumber Co., 104 Maple
Street.
For sale: Metal fence posts,
chicken wire, and deer
stand. Call 753-5677.
For sale: Sewing machilit,
$35; 4' padded bar and 3
' bar stoolswith bar glasses.
Must see to appreciate.
$200 or best offer. Call
436-2908.
For sale: Size 7, blue, Prom
dress. Worn only once. Call
7S3-6577.
Galvanized clothes line
, posts, 2"x84", holds 7
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin
Ha(dware, Paris. tike \new, Craie AM-FM
stereo, 8-track, turn table,
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8track, turn table, and
speakers, $50. Also a small
coffee table, $10. Call 7538465.
Minnows (med.) 3 dozen,
$1; Nightcrawlers, $1.19
dozen; Redworms, $1.19
box; 9 hook metal chain
stingers, 494; 50 hook
trotbneb, $1-0:Ott-25--trook
trotlines, $5.50; Crappie
rigs, 341.19. East --Y
Grocery, 753-8786
- Mr. T.H. Banks on Col- dwater Rd., Murray, KY is a
winner of a free-classified
ad...call 753-1916 todail.
Oregan chain saw-chains,
3/8" pitch for 16" bar,
$7.99; for 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Snapper mower blades:
26", 28", 30" or 33",
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware, Pans:

ATTENTION

fl-
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The Western Kentucky Used Ca
Dealers Association is having a genera
assembly meeting and breakfast Saturday Morning April 4, 1981 at Big
oe's restaurant beginning at 9:00
.m.
We strongly urge all members and
nyone interested in becoming a mem1 to attend this meeting.
he Association wishes to invite any
person running for a public office to
come and meet with our members.

16.Home Furnishings
Commodes, white A-grade,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Couch for sale, brown and
beige with herculon finish.
Call after 4 pm, 753-2297.
30" Electric rim; 20
gallon aquarium complete;
end table; 2 kitchen chairs.
Call 753-0702. .
12x12 Gold carpet and
13x12 brown tweed carpet,
with padding. Call 7535962.
Maple coffee table and end
tabJe green_and: rust strip
-Provincial arm chair; small
round table with cloth; 2
brass lamps. Call 753-2765
after 5 pm.
Used carpet for sale. Call
,-759-1541.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Used Filter Queen vacuum
cleaner, full cash price,
$99.50. Call 1-354-6521.

18. Sewing Machines
New sewing Machine full
cash price, $69.50, 20 year
guarantee. Call Martha Hopper, 1-354-6521.

19.Farm Equipment
Ferguson tractor, blade,
plow, disk, 41195: 1962
Dodge pickup, $350. 7591801.
Garden plows with wood
handles, double pointed
shovel, mouldboard, and 5prong cultivator, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
'Garden' seeder, plants 21
different vegetable seeds,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
15' Gooseneck trailer with
3 axles for sale. Phone 4892740.
Set of three 12" Ford
plows, spring trip, good
shape. Call 436-2343.
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive,
Briggs & Stratton engines.
$239.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Wheelbarrows. $19.99;
$29.99; $42.99; and 69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
White, 4-row; no till
planter; 500 gallon water
barfel;''110 gallon stainless
steel Darrel. 435-423-5 after
5:30..

20. Sports Equipment
Hang glider, flex wing, complete, $150. Call Dan. at 1901-247-4163, Puryear.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store,. 9 miles wes't of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
New_ _ and- -used-- Bald wia
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.

22. Musical
yes comid ploy
ergot? NW have
me ergo? We'll %raid' the mem It yew
home at NO charge you
pas 981, for the
lessen.
CUYTONS
753-7575
Used Spinet piano, monthly
payment, 134.21. Leach's
Music Co. your Lowrey
organ dealer, Paris, TN.
SAVE
Same th of new price
on this repossessed
piano. Less than 1
year old. Take up
ontioly payments.
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
Aluminum Martin houses
Lynn Grove Market, 4354171.
For sale: Comet Snapper
Mower, 8 hp, 26" cut,
manual start, good con-di. tion, $375. 753-8880.
Lawn .mower batteries, 12
volt, 24 month guarantee,
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
One, two, -three,. and four
tread fiberglass steps, light
weight, salt will not
damage. Ideal for trailers.
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple Street.
Oregan bars for Homelite;
Pcrulan; or Echo chain saws,
16'.', $16.99; 20", $1.9.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Purple Martin houses. 6
room, $24.99; 12 room,------- $36.99; 18 room, $49.99;
24 room, $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris."
PLANTS. -Garden, bedding.
houseplants, fruit trees and
shrubs. Open 8:30-2:00.
mornings, 5-7 PM evenings,
Monday through Friday. 8-5
Saturday. Sunny Acres
Nursery, 901 Johnny
Robertson' road, 753-3619
and Murray Sport Marine,
718 South 4th. 753-7400.

25. Business Services
For all your Avon needs call
753-6487.

26. TV-Radio
Assume monthly payment
on a new Magnavox t.v., paying only $7.96 down.
Leach's Music & T.V., in the • Jim-Adams
shoppingcenter, Paris, TN.
?7.Monde Home Sales
1974 Atlantic, 12x60, 2
bedroom, complete setup, excellent condition. Phone .
345-2411.
12x58 Scheville, 2
bedroom, mostly fuuustied_- $3800. Call 753-8417.

28. Mob. Home Rents
12x60 trailer for rent. Sec
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court, located Murray DriveIn entrance.
Two bedroom trailer, completely furnished, very nice,
$150 per month. Call 7538964 after 5 pm. •
Two bedroom furnished,
water furnished, 190
month "plus deposit,
• Higtnvay 121 South. Call
753-54135.
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POOL MANAGER,
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED
Applications are being accepted for a poo
manager and lifeguards by the MurrayCalloway County Parks Department. Applications may be obtained before April 15 a
the porks office, 10th and Payne Streets,
753-7640.

TERMITES
CN
Also honsidsold, lawn,indoors
nod outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE -0
Prafassloowl Pest Centre,
wi

Kolloy's Termite lia
Post Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for o
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated nowl 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years expfrience. Nome owned and
operated.

.
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A
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MI
28. Mob. Home Rents 32. Apts. For Rent

M
38. Potsaiggliog

43. Real Estate

A

Two bedrooms, small quiet
court, reasonably priced,
$80. single or couple. Call
753-8216 after5 pm. -- •

30. Business Rental
TAW .
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rost
753-47S8

Two bedroom duplex, central heat and air, outlets for
washer and dryer, built-in
stove and refrigerator.
Couples preferred. No pets.
$195 per month. Call 7539741.
Two blocks from hospital on
South 8th, attractive 2
bedroom apartment, unfurnished, adults only. No
pets. Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4 pm.
Vacant, furnished apartment, close to University,
$85 per month. 753-9138
or 753-5292.

31E'3E 30MD

AKC Great Dane puppies,
good bloodline. 753-3749.

.49. Used Cars
1969 Chrysler Newport
Custom, 4-door Sedan,
power steering and _brakes,
air-conditioned. .$450. Call
527-9700.
For sale: 1978 Buick, 4door, Y6, $2500. 1973 Impala, 2-door, V8, $350.
753-9872.
1978 Ford LTD station
wagon Phone 753-634.

Dog obedience classes for
AKC competition or more
obediant pet. Boarding
covered runs. 436-2858.
For sale: UKC registered
black and tan pups. 7537502.
Registered AKC Cocker
Spaniel puppies. Phone
753-1934:

53. Services Offered 53, Servites Offered
General home repair. SUNBIRD AIRLINES. Daily
Carpentry, concrete work, computer flights between
lihiltibing. waling. siding, Margit and Nashville.- Call
*indow aliti door in-, 48$2189.
stallation. Free: estimates4
No, lob top small. Colson „Sm'all painting jobs, miner
Construction, 474-2359 ort ,tar try repair. Call 489474-2276.
et • basement? We make
WEST
wet basements dry, work
KENTUCKY
completely guarenteed. Call
ASPHALT
or _write Morgan Con000
- struction Co., Route 2, !lox
seol.nci
409A. Paducah, KY 42001,
75, f.‘6J
or call day or night, 1-442Guttering by Sears, Sears 7026.
continous gutters installed
AI'S Super1611per your specifications. Call
Sowth 4th Street
Sears 753-2310 for free
Murray
estimate.
Com-plot* Auto
Heating, refrigeration, and
Repair. Free Lobo with
electrical repair. Bob's
oil wed filter change.
,Refrigeration Service,
753-7896.
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart. Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
K & K Stump Removal. Do
type of brown or white. any
you need stumps removed
gravel. Also do backhoe
pea
from your yard or land
work.
Call Roger Hudson.
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24" 753-4545 or 753-6763.
below the ground, le'aving Warning! Don't read this only sawdust' and chips. unless you're in - need of
Call for tree estimate. Bob roofing. carpentry. or elecrepair.
Kemp 435-4343 et Bob trical work.:New or.
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
licensed electrician and 753-9226 for free estimate.
gas installation, heating in- Wilt do lawn mower, garden
stallation and repairs. Call tiller, and chain saw repair.
Quality work, pickup and
753-7203.
delivery available. Call 7534162 or 753-9952 anytime. -Window cleaning. fast*service, sa
.
guaranteed. Free estimate.
Call 753-7140.
YATES ROOFING.' Shingle
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING. roofs, new or re-roofing; old
Commercial and resIden- roof removed, replaced, or
fiat. Also patching, sealing; repaired; hot asphalt built
and striping. For estimates up roofs; metal roofs
painted; ioof coatings: and
call 753-1537.
roll roofing. All "types toof
Mills carpet installation, repair. References furnishreasonable
rites, ed. 18 years experience, all
guaranteed labor for one work guaranteed. Call "The
year., No vinyl please. Call Professionals". 753-4596
Gene Mills, 753-09013
or 901-642-0158 collect.
Need work on your trees?
Wedding
Topping, pruning, shaping,
Photography
complete removal and
B1
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
Carter Studio
tree care, 753-8536.
304 Mom St 753 8298
Sharpen hand saws and
56. Free Column
skill saws. Call 753-4656.
Free female Irish Setter to
VielYWAIISIW1Whan
good home. 753-0900.
Will row yards, deem yar-

GOOD INVESTMENT
Three bedroom brick
within walking
distance of the
University. This
This Weeles
41. Public Sale
house could be good'
Commercial building on
Specid
investment property
Olive Blvd., formerly UniverGarage sale, North 641, city
1977 AMC Hornet stationsity Bookstore. Call '753as a rental, or would
limits, new items added.
wagon, 6 cylinder, power
"Congress_ is reluctant to give us a
-.2967 after 5 pm.
Friday and Saturday, 9-5.
steering, Thir-conditioned.
be ideal for a young
tax cut for fear we'd only rush out and couple's first home.
52400!
Shop for rent, 4 miles south
Garage sale, rain or shine,
HATCHER
of Murray on 641. 492- 33. Rooms for Rent
at Cherry Corner, just past spend it. They prefer to spend it for us. Price just lowered
$3000 to $32,000.
Rooms for boys, furnished, Baptist Church, Friday and
8287.
AUTO
43. Real Estate
Phone 753-1222, Kopkitchen facilities, central Saturday, 7 until ?. Lots of 43. Real Estate
SALES
Building in Dixieland Shopperud Realty.
aireand heat, available for baby and children's
SUS
No. 106 Acre M L. Fronts counJust what you've
ping Center, complete with
summer and fall semester. clothes, and many more
ty gravel road, near hardTHE OLD
heating, lighting and air
always wanted!!
surfaced road, 12 miles from
One block from campus, items.
COUNTRY
1979 MGB, 10,000 miles,
conditioning. Available
town. Ranch home comes with
How about a new
Hamilton.
1626
Phone
753STQRE
bedrooms, bath,carpeted floors,
one owner, garaged since
April 1, 1981. Call 753Two
party
yard
sale
204
at
brick
veneer,
3
window
,
a
irheat,
8572
electric
or 436-5479.
Lots of good property
3018.
new. Excellent. $6950.
&mt.!) 9th St., Thursday,
conditioning, insulation, carbedroom, 2 bath
and lots of good
34. Houses For Rent Friday, and Saturday. 8-5. home
759-1087.
port. 3 outside storage buildings
with central
memories go with
included. Home is surrounded
32Aptx for Rent Five room unfurnished Baby items, • men's, heat and
50. Used Trucks air, and
with pine _and oak trees. Well
this
unusual listing.
women's
and
children's loaded with lots of
Apartments for rent, near house in the county, $150
water. You can be the owner for
1965 Chevrolet pe:kup.
Turn of the century
$35,000. Additional land
downtown Murray. 753- per month, $150 deposit clothing, refrigerator, airextras, and located
753-3454.
available.
General
Store
with
conditioner,
camper
top, on 5;
4109.
required. Phone 753-3293
Na 19145:123 lot fronts gravel
12 acres of land
all the- old display
boys bicycle, and
road, 12 mile'from town,school
Congradulations! Mi. Duane after 5 pm.
1976 Dodge Van, customizwith just enough
cases and many old
miscellaneous
items.
bus to dobr-iluerloolse pasture
ed, 58,000 attual miles,
Adams of Rt.2, Murray, KY For rent: 5 room unfurnishlarge shade trees and
and creek. Has pine trees. Home
furnishings included
Yard sale at Almo Heights,
offers 2 bedrooms, bath, kityour name has been drawn ed house. Call 753-6944.
$2950. Call 1-354-6217.
just enough open
in sale. Located in
then,
living
room,
carpeted
Friday,
Saturday
8-5 and
as one of our Classified Ad
land
for
good
a
For sale or will trade 1970
floors, electric heat, insulation.
House for rent: 2 bedroom, Sunday 1-5, April 3rd, 4th,
old Almo, property
winners!
garden or whatever, In good condition throughout.' includes a full city
Chevrolet step van, $2000.
newly decorated, 121 Col- and 5th. Items include
$19,900 price to own. More
Call 436-2908.
For rent: .„2 bedroom dwater. 489-2775.
and what if it is only
footage can be purchased.
block. Ideal .for
Starburst pottery, baby
townhouse apartment,
short
a
distance
from
1973 International • truck
STROUT REALTY . restaurant or any
carpet, range, refrigerator, Two bedroom house; 1 items, car radio, white
town? And what if it
van, 22', 106 model, good
type retail business
Jue 1. Kennon Broker
uniforms
size
6
and
'7,
new
bedroom
apartment;
2
disposer, dishwasher,
is priced to sell
condition, price $2995.95.
1912 Coldwater
including its present
craft items.
washer-dryer hookup, cen- bedroom duplex. Call 753Aayiime
quick?
If' is ALL of
753-0186
Call (901)642-7190 ask for
use
as
a
General
after
2967
5
pm.
Yard sale, Friday and Saturtral heat and air. Call 753these and we have
extension 45 or 37: •
Mr. Ronnie'Carroll of 1619 Store, 939,500. Phone
Three bedroom, 2 bath, day, 8-4, 1611 Loch Lo7559 or 753-7550.
it!!
Kopperud
Realty,
You are a winner, if your
Catalina Drive, Murray, KY mond,
Furnished apartments, one den, living room, kitchen Lawn off 16th Street.
753-1222
for
all
the
name
is Mr. Leo Zinkovich
you
are
a
winner!!
Call-753mower,
small
dining
and
combination, fenced
75 Acre farm 7 miles
or two bedrooms. Also
details.
of Rtl, Almo, KY. Call 7531916... today for a free
large appliances, old tools,
backyard
with
tall
hedge
for
sleeping rooms. ZimmerSE of Murray. Ap1916 Joday tor your free
classified ad!
man Apartments, South privacy, concrete patio and dishes,- clothes, furniture,
proximately 40 ac...
classified ad!
and toys.
44.
Lots
grill.
For
Sale
Excellent
16th, 753-6609.
•
tendable land, ac.
loveseers, Developers, Rao
neighborhood, on quiet Yard ,sale! Some furniture,
Beautiful sloping corner lot -egret walk is see this
in
timJri1as
good
3
New 2 bedroom duplex, all street near M.S.U.. One year clothes,
with
trees, good location,
odds
and
ends.
sweep
sIdeal
Sir
bedr
, bath, full
kitchen appliances, outside lease required, $500 per
1978 Chevrolet
&vistas. Located et
4
503 Vine St.
Kingswood
Subdivision.
basement,
fireplace,
storage,
references, month. Available June 1,
Pickup, power and
Wiswell
Read
and
$4000. 753-2329 after 3
several
out
deposit. No pets. 753-0814. 1981. Call 753-5805 after 43. Real Estate
air-conditioning. ExKingsweed Drive, this
pm.
buildings, pond,good
CANTERBURY, 3 bedroom,
tra clean. Price
PellwrFf when PreP4r17
New 2 and 3 bedroom 5:30 PM.
well, and tobacco
developed diecild aselie 25.
duplex near University. Three bedibom Muse, gas 2 bath home designed for
46. Homes For Sale 93,650.00.
36 lets. Superb lescaten
barn. Call Murray
heat, air-conditioning, large family. Enjoy spacious
Fireplace. Call 753-5791.
arsikes this geed isivestares*
PURDOM
Calloway County
carpeted, Washer-dryer great room with fireplace,
By owner: 3 bedroom brick,
One bedroom furnished hookup; $200 plus deposit. large kitchen-dining
ler do %here. Call Way,
1 large bath, fully carpeted,
Realty for more inOLDSMOBILE
area,
2
apartment, one block from 753-2835.
ideal location. Owner leavformation.
nowt
car garage, and fenced
PONTIAC
M.S.11., couples only, no
ing town. Phone 753-2378
back yard in this nearly new
CADILLAC
35.
Farms
Rent
For
Within*
pets, gas heat and water
after 5 pm.
home. Let us show you to753-5315
furnished. Available April For rent: Old farm house. day.
Estate
Reel
Call Spann Realty
Murray-Calloway
For sale by owner: Lovely 2
1st. $150. Call 753-1203. ,Call 753-3696 after 12 Associates, 753-7724.
Uncle MI Castor 751-1757
bedroom brick home at 909
Comity loony
One bedroom furnished noon.
Pogue
Avenue. Fireplace, 51. Campers
$6000
down
and
you
can
(502)7434146
apartment, • newly 37. Livestock-Supplies
THE
PRICE
WILL
NEVER
BE
newly
redecorated
kitchen, Congradulations to Mr.
have your own mechanic
3545. 1201St.
redecorated, private en- For sale:
LOWER for lake front pro- attached garage, R-22 in- David York of Rt.1, Dexter!
MorreVi Ky.421171
shop. Owner will finance
8
year
old
trance, near University. Call Palomino
perty. Owner will finance sulation, very quiet location He is a winner of a free
laws Gms-436.2430
horse. 5 gaited, the balance. Call Vicki at
753-7418 after 3 pm.
28 acre tract at just 11%. near hospital. 753-0387.
Prow*,Dem-153-572$
classified ad!
gentle, saddle and bridle. Spann Realty 'for more in57. Wanted
Weise law - 7334461
ds, friar slinks and Wei
Build your own private
Two bedroom apartment, Call 753-2615.
formation, 753-7724.
Mtn MIlford- 733.1043
School
For
bus camper, nice, Asale:
3
bedroom
brick,
away antilop. Call 753retreat
in
beautiful
this
1973 Midas camper, 18'
Illbeenduar, Aftlieent
kitchen appliances, washer REE MAR •
4947 after 5:30 pm.
ARABIANS. Book Hey! Hey! Want , a garden
7534324
lake setting or take advan- large kitchen-family room 1 condition. Also 1977
self-contained $2500. Call
and dryer hookup. Deposit your good
Orr
A.
Chevrolet
llaves•Beeker
van,
with
lots
of
extra
cabinets.
clean.
Call
mares for 1981 and a place for a horse? We
riehlYslowrWYWAPAPIA 753-0593
tage of an excellent investrequired. Call Z53-0859.
Call 436-2427.
breeding season. Three have it! A 11
/
2 tract with 3
ment. Priced to sell quick- 753-5791 or 753-2649,
bedroom brick home, barn Once in a lifetime a home ly. Ask for Wendy at Spann
Two bedroom duplex in stallions. 753-6126.
52. Boats and Mototi
with 8 stalls and fenced like this comes along. The Realty Associates, 753- 47. Motorcycles
Northwood Subdivision. Kit- Shetland
CASH FOR COINS AND GOLD
pony.for sale very pasture.
For
fish
grounds of this stately two 7724.
chen appliances furnished. reasonable.
An
additional
Kawasaki
For
1975
sale:
SILVER & GOLD COINS
Call 492-8974. feature
find
Call
No pets. Deposit required.
is assumable VA story solid- brick home gives
175, mint condition, only 753COINS
FOR COLLECTORS
Two
horse
1-bred
loan
trailer.
illusin
of
the
private
with small equity and
753-2965.
a
2350 miles, asking $675.
Rent), walk-through door, low interest rate. Let us "estate" within the city
MINT
SET ETC.
MARINE
SERVICE.
Evinrude
Outstanding gas mileage.Two bedroom furnished new floor, new
tires,
exshow
limits.
From
hall,
entry
the
you
Johnson
a
great
invest-,
Mercury,
OMC
LOANS
MADE
PAWN ITEMS
ON
759-1303.
Call
apartment, very close to cellent condition.
St AT
753- ment. You'll be gla
Sterndrive and Mercruiser_
2/ you to-your right-is-a- warm
University. 753-9211.
Hours:
9-9 Mon.-Sat,
For sale: 1980 model Murray Sport & Marine.
8654.
did. Priced in the $4 s. Of- spacious living room with
753-1222 -Kawasaki
KZ-550, 2000 718 South 4th, 753-7400.
Two bedroom furnished 38. Pets-S
Sunday
1-6
fered
fireplace,
by
left
your
is
to
CENTURY
a
Loretupplies
miles. Call 753-0928.
apartment and one efficienta Jobs, Realtors, 753- charming library with floor
14' Ranger, 70 hp Evinrude
cy apartment for a girl. Call AKC Minature Dachshund 1492.
OLD AND SILVER PAWN SHO
ANOTHER NEW
to ceiling bookcases, to the
For sale: 1977 Yamaha IT- with power trim, live_well,
puppies,
champion
753-3106.
rear is the formal dining
LISTING
175 motorcycle, 800 actual rod storage, trolling motor,
Olympic Plata Murray
bloodlines, smooth haired
753-7113
Pianism & Thermo
room and compact kitchen
miles. Phone 753-3861 canvas cover, drive-on
Attractive
3
Two bedroom basement and wire haired. $50 and
storage
with
lemma
every
in
corbefore 5 pm.
&
bedroom, 2 bath
apartment, furnished:-$60 each. Call 527-9700
trailer, $1850. 345-2696. .
ner. On the second floor,
Real Estate
home approximately
North 16th Extended, girls after 4 pm.
1980 Honda CX500 53. Services Offered
discover
will
you
three
Soathsido Cowl Sq.
or couples only. 753-1310. AKC
one year old. Located
Custom, 5200 •miles,
German ShOerd pupbright airy bedrooms with
in
small subdivision
Boallocky
several extras. Excellent
Two bedroom _duplex, ap- pies, 28 champions, 5
master
bedroom
the
having
halfway between
condition. Call 753-8078.
753-4451
port car end ham
pliances furnished, generations. Registered
Sale Every Friday Night
it's own • fireplace. This
Murray
and
[twee
repair.
available April 1st. Phone American Eskimo Spitz
Honda
1969
very
GL-1000,
home
charm
the
has
of
Immediate
possession
Mayfield. Offered in ...good condition. Call 753Starting At 6:30 P.M.
753-9400.
WORLD OF SOUND
puppies. 502-554-2153.
available on 3 attractive in- yesterday, the comforts of
the mid $40's with
222 S. 12th St.
8856.
--'
today
conveniences
and
the
vestment properties in MurThis week we have some antique dolls, picture
assumable loan.
753-5965
Now Taking Applications
Hustler,
1979
3-wheeler.
ray. One is zoned for of tomorrow. Won't you
figurines, wood planer, oil lamp, primitive
frames,
hone_753-1222, KopCat1-753---3648 after 6 pm-7
For
'Thusiness. Owners want oT come and let -us--give-you perud Realty for
glassware, dishes, appliances, hall tree,
furniture,
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
fers. C.O. Bondurant Realty, your private tour today? Call
lots more!
and
Mini bike, $75- Call 753- or
Real Serviend Real
759-1492.
Offered
by
CENvin sidingand trim:753-9954 or 753-3460.'
3629,
Fiat owe information coil
TURY_ 21_ Loretta Jobs, 4Estate!
- • Alurnifififfl WM for brick
„uNrr APARTMENT
901-642445
3 Or O1-243-24l$
Realtors.
SAVE!! Discount parts and houses. Jack Glover, 153BUILDING
accessories. Motorcycle 1873.
Good_rate o( return -Parts
&Service,-307 N 4th.- Aluminum
Very neat hire liedr-ii;m
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
on this 2 story, 4 unit
759-1919 or 753-8292. aluminum Service Co.,
hems in town. an quiet
and vinyl siding,
rental property.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
Open afternoons 4pm-6pm,•-• custom
street, los heat, end My
trim
work.
Priced
the
in
$50's.
Sat. 9am-3pm.
carpeted. $21,566.
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
handicapped units.
References. Call Will Ed
BOYD-MAJORS j
Assumable loan and
1976 Yamaha DT-175B dirt- Bailey, 753-0689.
Specializing in Senior Citizens
REAL ESTATE
owner financing
Appty Men.-Fri. 11 cr.te 1 p.rr.
7534080
available, street. Good condition. Only Asphalt driveways and parkOpen Hours
2,800 miles. $475. Call ing lots
The Village, 641 North
reasonable terms.
a
sealed by Sears. For
"Professional Services
6,
after
767-4455.
RI Al ISTATI
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
free.estimates call 153Phone 753-1222, KopWith The Friendly Touch"
502-437-4157
Yamaha
1978
Street
XS-400
2310.
perud
Realty.
8-12 753-3685
HAVE YOUR
bike, black and gold, exEquol Housing Opportunity
CAKE AND
For
Appointment
cellent 'condition,' 6,000 Bob's Home Improvement
Service. Remodeling, painEAT IT
miles with lots of extras. ting,
cement work, general
TOO!!!
Call 436-5347.
home maintenenace and inA sound investmen
spections. Free estimates.
that will pay fo
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
49. Used Cars
753-4501.
itself!I Modern bric
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
1976 Chevrolet, high Concrete and block, brick
duplex
4
rooms,
Saturday, April 4th
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
mileage, extra clean, power work.
bath,modern kitchen
Basements,
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
steering, brakes, windows, driveways, storm cellars,
10:00 a.m.
with appliances,cenFree Clelidety.on Prescriptions in.City Limits
$?000. Can be seen porches. 20 years extral heat and central
Location • Highway 71 North, Mande, Towatt
iNOSycamore
.
perience. 753-5476.
air.
each side. Good
num,behind the Burger Gown.
.
location.$55,000.00.
4
Carpenter Service. New
•
'•
•
AUCTIONSIIIILE
°_homes, reModeling,
74
Dodge
Colt, good
Ideal* lot
WAREHOUSE SALE: Some complete dining tables
cabinets, decks, anything
in
Saturday,Apsi40at 11:00aim - Location
condition, • excp.' with wood, quality work.
prestigious Oaks
with choirs and leafs; formica top; unfinished and
- Hwy.54 Wiwi7%.ndlas Mid ofParis)
clean, good 'gas" Phone 753-0565.
Estate, 180' x 185'for
unassembled hutch materials, table legs, pedostols
1976-0600 Diesel Ford tractor with duels; 'mileage. $1718
for
$8,500.00.
and bonds, choir backs, bottoms and legs; lots of
Dieeel Ford Catnbine with two heads, No.
Dale Spencer's portable
Quick Sale! 747-4441.
table tops, formica, round, rectongulor, and ocsand blasting and painting.
642 5-16" Rot Bottom Plow, 14 ft Wheel
CHOICE
tagon shape; lots of mixed pieces of solid Oak
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198.
Disc, 14' Cultornuicher, 4-row Cultivator
LOCATION
stock; cabinet materials; all items large quantities.
both 3 years old),4-row Plantar,Arts Way 4969 MGC GT, 6 cylinder, Expert-roofer for hive. Fast,
641 S. Newly listed
Auctioneer Note: This sole is o wood craftsman
UM(),.or het offer. 43$ nest, d cheap!:Call 247- Four new steel belted tires,
Feed Grinder, 50 ft. Grain Aug.,, 1961
two lots (1001375'
dream!
4374,
Ford truck with grain bed and halst Dow
5163, ask for Daniel.
new convertible top, AM-FM
each, only short
Aectioneers:
ft.
10
miluucts).
Deter
Mods,
SANDING.
FLOOR
)Sleining
Iltuklissu
distinee kom city.
cassette stereo. Blue with
Steel Spray Rig. • Lots of'- small
an& finishing. Call 354Shorty McBride, No. 247
Comtnercral or
71 Feick
Orr& moo
miscellaneous items not listed.
silver stripe. Excellent con6124.
ilding site. City
Larry Sones, No.646A
*weer, 33,000 ed. Ix.
Hardin
Powers,
Owner
ater
available.
Foam sales- at- Sears now. dition. $4250. Cali* 1:247DANS cm/111.s. 71 to 30
hi or Hikot
Phone 642-5096
Cali Sears,.45:,9.310 • for
41111153500. 153-1583
ihorty McBride No.247 Auctioneer
eel •
free. estimate 1at your 1851 from 9-5 or 1-247-4483.
needs.
1

1

tars)

641 Auction Sale
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University Market Service Aids Farmers
By JOHNNY MILLER
vices and the Commodity will bring in a particular
Watching the daily rise News Service based in Kan- month.Payne explained that
and fall Of market prices at sas City. The student an- March soybeans, for exammajor trade centers is no nouncers include weather ple,.will trade at a different
limited
longer
to reports, public service an- price from May beans..
stockbrokers and business nouncements related to farThe. news service may be
executives.
•
ming and analysis of factors received within a 70-mile
Many farmers have begun currently
affecting radius- of the WKMS-FM
.'1.2esting the daily price agriculture.
tower at Golden Pond in
quotations for contmodities.
The service is broadcast TVA's Land Between the
Based
n the market on a "side band" of Murray Lakes. The coverage area inreports,• a farmer decides State radio „station WK81.4- chutes counties in Kentucky,
the best time to sign a sale FM. Special receivers_ are Tennessee, I1l4nois and
.•antract for a harvest of soy- required to hear the broad- Missouri.
•
•
beans or corn stored in an cast.
Payne said some farmers
elevator
The receivers are sold at in fringe listening, areas
A market broadcast news
have been improvising to
service from Murray State the University Store at cost. receive the broadcasts.
University is helping area One is a portable Model "Farmers are resourceful. I
'flit-niers determine the time which may be carried by a know of one in Missouri who
field.
to Sell. Run entirely by farmer into the
Another model is slightly has his receiver connected to
students, the reports are
larger and may be used in his television antenna."
broadcast daily from 9 a.m.
Carol Robertson, a
the home or office.
to 2 p.m.
graduate
student who coorPayne said 300 units have
The request of farmers in
purchased by area dinates the news service,
been
the region, efforts to begin
the broadcast news service farmers. The portable model
sells for $97.50, the desk type
began more than two yeafs,
for 02.50. They, m_ay_ be
ago-. aceording- --to -Dr.-ordered or purchased directWilliam F. Payne, associate
at the University Store, he
ly
profess
of agriculture at
said.
Mu ay State.
"Ordinarily, a farmer
The need of this-type- of
ervice shows the increasing might check the prices at
sophistication of farmers. In night after a day in the field.
• making marketing deci- If the- prices were up, he
----stons, the-farmer must have could go..to the elevator the
accurate and timely infor- next morning and arrange a
mation," said Payne.
sale. But he might,find they
'With financing for broad- had fallen already.
cast equipment from U. S.
-With a portable receiver,
Department of Agriculture he can listen while operating
and Kentucky Council on his combine. And if the price
Agriculture grants. totaling rises, he can get on the CB
$45,000, the first market and say, 'Mom, sell the
news.. bioadcast-,was. aired.,..begmv%said
7-4
)ast fall. A studio housed in
the AppliedScience Building.. Payne said the prices can
is now operated Monda y.--ehange rapidly. "BF the
through Friday by a staff of time a farmer gets to the
elevator, the price may have
student workers.
dropped
25 cents. There is
Programming consists
primarily of market reports really a need for up-tofrom the Chicago Board of minute information."
Trade and the Chicago MerPrices are quoted for corn,
cantile Exchange. Price soybeans, oats, wheat, catchanges are received • in- tle, hogs,tobacco and silver.
stantly from the market Payne said farmers are infloors by an electronic link terested in silver because
and flashed on the screen of the price of other coma terminal in the studio.
modities is affected by the
Information also is receiv- ,value of the precious metal.
ed from the Kentucky acid.
Cash prices are-based on
Tennessee Crop and future markets, or what
Livestock Reporting Ser- buyers think a commodity

said the 0.formation is expected to help farmers
receive higher returns for
their grains, beans and
livestock. .
Miss Robertson, of Tower
Hill, Ill., noted that information about the service has
spread among farmers
"mostly by word of mouth.
Some agri-businesses have
purchased the receivers,
which helps let farmers
know the service is
available."
Payne said the "driving
force" behind operation of
the service is farmer Ronnie
Jackson of Calloway County.
As a member of the Kentucky Governor's Council on
Agriculture, Jackson helped
secure initial funding, said
Payne.
,
,,,h -service may be "the

first effort of its kind in the
United States,"'said Payne.
He added the' service is
p-pesible "because of
cooperation between
farmers, Murray State and
the state Department of
Agriculture.In addition to Miss Robertson, student workers in the
station include Scott
Lawson, Mt. Vernij, Ky.;
Carl E. Mauer, Frankfort;
Joe Thomas, Springfield„
Ohio; Joe Gill, Elkton:' Kathy Parker, Benton; Jay
Akridge, Fredonia; Phyllis
Minner, +Benton, Mo., and
Dave Hargrove, Melba.
Additional information
about the news'Service may
be obtained, by telephoning
the
Department
of
Agriculture at Murray State,
(502)762-3327, or 762-3328.

BEANS UP, CORN DOWN — Murray State University graduate students Joe
Thomas Of Springfield, Ohio, and Carol Robertson of Tower MIL Ill., give the
latest farm commodity prices over a new broadcast service for farmers. Up-tothe-minute market prices and agricultural news are broadcast day over a sideband frequency. Special receivers are necessary to listen and they may be purchased at the university at cost. The service is offered by the Department of
Agriculture at Murray State.
Photo by Barry Johnson
•

Justice, Crime Control
Theme For Conference
"Justice and The Law-The protection of society while at
Role of The Kentucky the same time protecting the
Judiciary in Crime Control" rights of the individual."
will be the theme Monday,
Speakers for the April 6
April 6, for the 8th annual conference include Charles
Reiituaty Criminal Justice D. Cole, director of adConference' at Murray State ministrative offices of the
University.
courts, and Kentucky Court
Co-sponsored by the cam- of Appeals Judge J. William
pus chapter of Lambda Howerton,
both
of
Alpha Epsilon, a national Frankfort; Calloway Circuit
_rximinal justice association, Judge Juries' M. Lassiter
the Conference is scheduled and District Judge Sid
fur 6 to 9 p.m. in ,the Easley of Murray; and Comauditorium of the new monwealth Attorney Mark
University Center.
Bryant and Marvin Price,
It is held each year and assistant public advocate,
focuses on current issue.; both of Paducah.
relating to crime and crime
Kentucky's
judiciary
control agencies, according system was reconstructed in
to John H. Faughn, acting •1975 in compliance with a
director of the Criminal constitutional amendment
Justice -•Division at the approved by the voters, and
university.
citizens from both- the
"Fear of crime is a major university and Murray comconcern of citizens across munities should be inthe country," Faughn said. terested in the issues to be
•The courts today, in their discussed and are invited to
effortnn-cOntrol crime, are attend the — confetence,
struggling with the issues of Faughn said.
a

H&R BLOCK
TAX TEST

"Mk

Question No. 8

Tax ipeparation
fees are
tax deductible.
El True El False
When H&R Block prepares your taxes,
not only do you get all the benefits of our
extensive tax knowledge, you also get the
benefit of being able to deduct our low fee
for preparing your taxes on next year's return
if you itemize. So the answer is TRITE.
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SO' OFF Coke
Sprite, Tab
In 16 Oz.
8 Pack
Returnable Bottles
Limit one coupon per
required purchase. Coupon
expires April 18, 1981
Offer good only in area
served by:
Paducah Coca Cola
Bottling Co.

TO THE DEALER Our sales representative will reimburse you for the 1
face value of this coupon plus 7¢ han
cluing if you accept it only on the sale
of the specified product Any other
application constitutes fraud Invoices
showihq your purchase of sufficient
stock to cover all coupons must be
shown upon request Void if prohibited
taxed or restncted Customer must
piVany required bottle deposit and
sales tax Cash.value 1/20 of 1 cent

Nothing tastes like the
real thing_

U.
Coca-Cola and Coke' are registered trade -marks wrh;ch identify
the same product ot The Coca-Cora Company
Barbed under Me authonty or Tbe Coca Cola Company
by

WE'LL MAKE THE TAX- LAWS WORK FOR YOU

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 A-codio
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. Phone 753-9204

BEST COPY AVAILABLE'
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